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Final touches 
Long awaited supportive 
housing project counts 
down to July 1 moving 
day\NEWS A13 
Hoop camp Good cause 
Hendry returns to give Locals get creative raising 
Olympic sized advice to money and awareness 
young basketbal l  about cancer research 
players\SPORTS B4 ' \COMMUNITY B1 
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Workers asked to take wage cut 
By JEFF NAGEL 
EVERYONE who works for Skeena Cel- 
lulose will take a 20 per cent pay cut if 
Daniel Veniez gets his way. 
The new boss unveiled his vision for 
wage cuts coupled with profit-sharing that 
he says will force the company to work 
smarter - and reward employees when 
they do. 
"What we're asking everyone for is 20 
per cent," said Veniez, the president of 
NWBC Timber and Pulp. "That's every- 
body, including management s aff, Van- 
couver, everywhere." 
The pay cut came as a surprise to Ter- 
race sawmill workers. 
"The last time Veniez was here he 
said Terrace would not be touched, that 
he had no problem with the IWA," said 
union member Peter Demedeiros. "Now 
for him to be asking us for a reduction in 
our wages, i don't think it's right." 
Sawmill workers in Terrace are paid 
between $21.49 and $29.54 per hour. 
Veniez said unionized pulp mill work- 
ers in Prince Rupert will be expected to 
take a 10 per cent pay cut on top of the 
10 per cent rollback they have been 
working under since 1997. 
He said the wage cuts will help get 
costs under control and put the operations 
on track to make money. 
And he says some of those profits will 
come back to the workers who take pain 
up front. 
Profit-sharing will be extended to all 
710 hourly employees, Veniez said, 
counting 380 workers at the pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert, 180 at the Terrace sawmill 
and 150 at the Carnaby sawmill. 
He said 15 per cent of net after-tax 
profits will be divided among those work- 
ers .  
If the company makes $50 million 
after tax in 2003, he explained, that 
would work out to nearly $12,000 per 
hourly worker. 
"If we do this right, and there's no rea- 
son why we can't, people will get this 
back and then some," he said of the wage 
cuts. "When we do well, everyone does 
well." 
Making workers partners in profit will 
drive further cost savings and productivity 
gains down the road, he said. 
"1 want to turn this from an entitlement 
culture into a performance-driven o e," 
Veniez said. "That's the essence of 
everything l'm trying to do." 
Any profits the company makes will be 
tax-free for the next few years because 
several years worth of tax losses have 
been preserved in the restructuring. 
He said further incentive and bonus 
programs will be geared to specific de- 
partments, with criteria to be determined 
in the future. 
Veniez said he's terminated manage- 
ment pensions and supplementary pension 
programs for top managers. 
He said senior management has also 
already taken the 20 per cent pay cut. 
"Proportionately, their cut is more than 
anyone else's," he said. "They're pre- 
pared to do that because ! think they have 
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Nisga'a Cruise ships 
may buy 
jail, land to  t rans form 
near park tourism here 
THE TERRACE Nisga'a 
Society will be at the head 
of the line to buy the now- 
closed Terrace correction- . . . . .  .~  • ? . . . . . .  
al centre. 
The society, which 
serves Nisga'a people liv- 
ing in Terrace, wants io 
turn the jail into what it 
calls a youth transition and 
development centre. 
The B.C. Buildings Cor- 
poration - the provincial 
government branch in 
charge of selling the jail - 
says if the province has no 
use for a parcel of land it 
is first offered to aboriginal 
groups, then B.C. Housing, 
then local towns. 
Since the province 
doesn't want the site, said 
corporation official Kath- 
leen Elliot, aboriginal 
groups such as the Terrace 
Nisga'a Society would 
have first shot at it. 
She said the land must 
be tested for possible oil 
and gas contamination be- 
fore sale talks can begin 
with anyone. "We're look- 
ing at anywhere from one 
to two years," she said. 
The society's synopsis 
indicates the project would 
include temporary housing 
for young people as well 
as other services to im- 
prove their personal and 
employment skills. 
It also says the former 
jail could also house the 
Tribal Scouts and Bold 
Eagle military programs 
that need space in Terrace. 
Young people would 
eventually be employed by 
the centre, it says. 
The Terrace Nisga'a 
Society is much closer to 
buying a one-acre parcel 
of land downtown just west 
of Lower Little Park. 
John McMynn says he 
has accepted the society's 
offer to pay $262,000 - the 
assessed value of the land 
at 4625 Davis Ave. 
The society plans to 
build a four-floor building, 
with up to 24 apartments 
on the top three floors. 
The 10,000 square foot 
main floor is earmarked for 
commercial and commun- 
ity uses. 
Society documents ay 
it could include Nisga'a 
society or government of- 
fices, an artist studio or 
gallery, a technology 
centre, daycare, or training 
centre. 
1 Fight right 
DUSTIN TASHOOTS, 16, is one of.many Ter- 
race youth training to box. He and others 
competed at a 17-fight card in[-lazelton May 
11. Boxers from Albe_~_ta_aod northern B,C, 
stepped into the ring for the event, For details 
see page B4. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Jot less rate hits 15.8 per cent 
UNEMPLOYMENT in the northwest 
has leapt again to 15.8 per cent in 
April. 
The jump of 1.2 per cent from 
March continues a series of in- 
creases in the region's jobless rate 
this year. 
Northwest unemployment is 2.5 
per cent higher than the next hardest 
hit region in the province - the Cari- 
boo - where the jobless rate edged 
up to 13.3 per cent. 
Unemployment elsewhere in B.C. 
ranges from 11.7 per cent in the 
Kootenays to a low of 7.6 per cent in 
Victoria, reported }tureen Resources 
Development Canada. 
Explaining the latest unemploy- 
ment increase here is tough, because 
Skeena Cellulose has already been 
shut down since the middle of last 
year, 
Part of the rise in jobless numbers 
cou ld  signal the start of layoffs to 
government workers as Victoria 
struggles to balance the province's 
budget. 
"Now we're starting to see the 
cutbacks in government services re- 
fleeting in some of these statistics," 
said Andrew Webber, the economic 
development officer for the Kitimat- 
Stiklne regional district. 
He said businesses are also likely 
shedding workers and in some cases 
closing down in response to both the 
industrial and government legs of the 
economy being kicked out. 
U.S. tariffs on softwood lumber 
may also be hitting some mill work- 
ers and loggers in the region. 
Webber said the sudden increase 
in unemployment may actually be a 
stgn of some optimism. 
He said it's possible that laid-off 
Skeena Cellulose mill workers and 
ing on the expectation the company 
would soon start up. 
Efforts .to sell the company were 
repeatedly set back, until a deal fin- 
ally concluded April 30 to make 
NWBC Timber and Pulp the new 
owners. 
Unemployed workers disappear 
from the stats - lowering the unem- 
ployment rate - when they leave the 
region, but push up the jobless rate 
when they return. 
The 15.8 per cent unemployment 
rate is 4.2 per cent higher than the 
rate of 11.6 per cent one yearago. 
Webber cautioned that the unem- 
ployment rate stats are based on a 
labour force survey, and can be in- 
accurate. 
The province as a whole saw un- 
employment drop from 9.4 to 9.2 per 
cent. Vancouver newspaper head- 
loggers who left the region to look lines pronounced B,C. "roars ahead" 
for work elsewhere have been return, with the creation Of 13,000 new jobs, 
$3m grant for Rupert dock 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A $9 MILLION dock to bring large cruise ships.t0 Prince 
Rupert will be built over the next two years after an in- 
jection of federal money last week. 
The project, which is to get $3 million from Ottawa 
over two years, is now a go, said Prince Rupert Port Au- 
thority president Don Krusel. 
Once built, mammoth cruise ships that now stop only 
in Alaska would pour hundreds of thousands of tourists 
- and their wallets - onto the north coast each year. 
Krusel says it will transform tourism in this region. 
"The economic significance of this particular dock to 
the northwest corner of this province is greater than the 
economic significance the 2010 Winter Olympics has to 
the southwest corner of the province," Krusel said. "It's 
that big." 
The dock is to be finished for the 2004 tourist season, 
but port officials are negotiating deals that would bring 
some large ships to Prince Rupert as early as next year. 
Until now the city has seen only a handful of small 
pocket cruise ships - up to 107 metres long -which 
dock at the newly built Atlin terminal in Cow Bay. 
That traffic is expected to grow to 37 pocket cruise 
visits this year, carrying around 3,000 people. 
In exchange for priority access once the new dock 
opens, several ines would bring in large cruise ships in 
2003. Up to 40 large ships could visit Prince Rupert next 
year, carrying more than 54,000 people. 
Since the dock wouldn't be complete, passengers 
would be "tendered" ashore in small transport boats. 
It's estimated Prince Rupert could attract 140 cruise 
ships and 250,000 passengers a year within 10 years. 
Each passenger is projected to spend $70 ashore on 
average at first, growing to $120 each over time. 
That translates into $30 million a year dropped into 
the north coast economy if the dock eventually hits its 
250,000 passenger target. 
Alaskan cruise traffic has grown rapidly and the most ' 
popular destinations are nearing their saturation point,. 
studies show. That means cruise lines are seeking alter- 
natives - a need Rupert hopes to fill. 
The number of passengers visiting Ketchikan, the 
next stop north of Prince Rupert, has ballooned by 45 per 
cent in five years to a staggering 700,000 cruise visitors. 
Regional side tours would take cruise passengers to 
Terrace and other destinations. Krusel said it's a major 
opportunity for small businesses. 
"Over a 10-year period this will bring well over two 
million tourists to this region of the province," he said. 
He said that will pay long-term tourism dividends 
when many of those passengers decide to return to north- 
western B.C. Alaskanstatistics show up to 30 per cent of 
cruise passengers mak~ another visit - often by driving 
or flying to the region rather than taking a cruise. 
Matching the $3 million from Ottawa for the cruise 
ship dock would be $3 million each from the port author- 
ity and the City of Prince Rupert. 
Engineering work would take place first, followed by 
actual construction. Two future stages - at a cost of $4 
million each - would add more amenities and mooring 
infrastructure to accommodate the largest of cruise ships. 
The new dock would be built at the Northland Termi- 
nal, just adjacent to the Atlin terminal in Cow Bay. 
Krusei said work !iaow shifts to construction and 
promoting the northwest region as a cruise destination. 
"We're now in the cruise business," he said. 
There's no provincial contribution for the project, but 
competition, science and enterprise minister Rick 
Thorpe had to agree to the grant,, part of the Western 
Economic Partnership Agreement. Port officials lobbied 
hard to get the agreement of Thorpe, who they said wan- 
ted the money spent on a different project. 
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Mother of brutal beating victim 
says violence here must stop 
By SARAH A. munication. She normally 
ZIMMERMAN 
A LOCAL woman says sile 
doesn't want any other fa- 
mily to go through the tur- 
moil hers has after her son 
was brutally beaten in 
Thornhill Apr. 27. 
Justin Galloway, 19, 
was beaten up and repeat- 
edly kicked in the head at 
a late night bush party, po- 
lice said. 
His jaw was broken in 
three spots, he now has a 
metal plate in his chin and 
his mouth is wired shut for 
several weeks, said his 
mother Jocelyn Galloway. 
"it's turned our world 
upside down," Galloway 
says. 
The single mother had 
to take a week off work to 
be with her son after he 
was airlifted to St. Paul's 
Hospital in Vancouver the 
day after the beating. 
Ambulance bills, hotels 
• costs, food bills, airplane 
tickets and medical costs 
are building up, she said. 
But the bills are the 
least of her concern. 
The vicious nature of 
the attack on her son has 
her wondering "what soc- 
iety is coming to." 
"They  bas ica l ly  
stomped on his head - he 
had a big footprint on his 
forehead," Galloway said 
about her son's injuries. 
"You don't think some- 
thing like this is going to 
happen in a small com- 
munity like this." 
Police said about 20 
people were drinking near 
the pipeline right-of-way at 
the end of Paquette Ave. 
when the attack took 
place. 
Galloway says her son's 
recollection of that night 
remains murky. 
"The last thing he re- 
members is taking a drink 
and sticking it in his: bag 
~and the nexi. th~t~g he re- 
members is waking up in 
the hospital," Galloway 
says. 
She says she and her 
son have excellent cam- 
New unit 
ordered 
THE NEW mobile marn- 
mography unit for Terrace 
and area has been ordered, 
says an official from the 
Northern Health Authority. 
Cholly Boland said the 
purchase order for the unit 
was authorized last week 
and delivery to its home 
base at Mills Memorial 
Hospital is expected next 
month. 
"It should be here by 
the end of June and with 
luck, before that," he said. 
The new unit is de- 
signed to be mobile so that 
it can be taken to smaller 
communities such as those 
in the Nass Valley and 
Stewart. 
It replaces a stationary 
one which was ordered 
taken out of commission 
last fall because it was un- 
reliable. 
And because it was sta- 
tionary, women from more 
rural areas had to travel to 
Terrace for mammograms. 
The ordering of the 
mammography unit was 
expected before the end of 
2001, but it got caught up 
in the creation of the 
Northern Health Authority 
last December. 
By the time the author- 
ity had sorted itself out, 
the project had to be re- 
tendered because the time 
period of the prices in the 
tenders had expired. 
And instead of buying a 
van to transport he unit, 
as was called for last year, 
one will be leased. 
That leasing will take 
place later, said Boland. 
"The first priority is to 
get the unit here and 
operating," he said. 
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knows where he is a~d 
with whom. 
Galloway says she 
didn't have any reason to 
suspect anything of this 
nature would happen. 
The night of the beating 
her son was just going to 
hang out with a friend and 
some of his friend's ac- 
quaintances. 
Though he still lives at 
home, at 19 years old he is 
an adult and Galloway 
says that means she tries 
not to be too overprotec- 
tive. 
As far as she can tell 
from what she's heard 
about that night, the vi- 
cious beating was unpro- 
voked. 
Police have been col- 
lecting statements from 
witnesses to the attack. 
Galloway is grateful to 
those who have come for- 
ward to help with the in- 
vestigation. 
Police have charged 
Justin Nigel Blake, 19, 
and James Allan Webb, 
20, along with five young 
men, who cannot be 
named because of their 
age, with aggravated as- 
sault.there will be justice 
for her son. 
Despite the pain she 
'and her son have been 
through, Galloway is com- 
forted by the kindness of- 
fered her family by many 
people in the northwest 
and in Vancouver. 
She says people from 
Kitimat and Terrace have 
called to express their 
concern and offer help - 
even people she doesn't 
know. 
As her son gets on his 
way to recovering, Gallo- 
way says she hopes this 
type of senseless violence 
stops. 
"I would hate for it to 
happen to anyone else's 
kid," she says. 
JOCELYN GALLOWAY's  son  Just in ,  19, spent  a 
week  in hosp i ta l  after  he was  beaten and k icked at 
a bush  party in Thornh i l l  Apr.  27. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law * Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
II 1330 - 1075 West Georgla Slreet, Vancouver~ B.C. V6E 3C9 
II Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
NEW VOTING R IGHTS 
For First Nat ions Members  
Living Off -Reserve 
OFFICIAL VEHICLE OF CYPRESS HOUNIAIH 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace 
DLR #7041 
If you are a Gitanmaax Band Member regardless of whether you live 
on or off.reserve, 18 year of age or older, you will have the right to vote 
in IndianAct elections and referendums held by your First Nation. 
How To Register To Vote? 
For Off-Reserve band members to participate in the major decisions 
affecting your community, your Band Office needs to know how to 
contact you. To register to vote, it is important o provide your name 
and address to your Band office so that they may contact you prior to 
your Band's next election or referendum. Off-reserve members can 
also vote in person at poll on election day. 
Gitanmaax Oil.Reserve Band Members please contact Linda or 
Heather, Deputy Electoral Officers with your current address IF mail-in 
ballot is required. On-reserve band members can request mail.in ballot 
also, if they cannot make it to the poll on election day. 
The Electoral Officer will send mail.in ballots and voting information to 
registered off-reserve voters five weeks before the election. 
Gitanmaax Band Council Election: 
Wednesday, June 12, 2002 
9:00 A.M.- 8:00 P.M. 
Gitanmaax Community Hall 
For further information, contact: 
James Westhaver-Electoral Officer 
Indian & Northern Affairs 
604-666-2654 
Deputy Electoral Officers: 
Linda Hilbach 1-800-663-4590 
or 250-842.5297 
Heather Barnes 1-800.650-5518 
or 250-842.2248 (365) 
www.qitanmaax.eom 
~ i l e  possible thai you may be sleeping on 
~ ~  giving you Ihe praiser suppoil and comforl your body needs 
~ 1  n '~ghL  Do you wake up lying in Ihe "volley el sleep deprivation?" You 
k ~ ~ d  o f,lhe bed l!al sags down, pulling your poor limd body inlo 
Ihe "~re  il ieels you hove Io climb up jusl Io gel oul at bed? II'S lime Io 
~ replace thai worn oul mollress with one Ihol will give you Ihe proper nights leep 
l j=~ve.  We need Io lace some facls, our body's need Io sleep wel! at 
l night in lure Io allow us a "belier lease on life" during lhe waking hours. Your 
worn oul mollress is robbing you from a combrlable, 'eheshing deep nighls 
~ sleep which in lurn zaps your body at Ihe energy needed for Ihe day ahead. II 
doesn'l have 1o be Ihis way, and Tolem Fumilufe con help. You p,'obably didn'l 
know Ihis, but May is belier sleep monlh. The monlh where bedding toctories 
offer fantastic deals, and belier sleelo. In our bedding gallery at Tolem Fu,'nilum, 
: we showcase Ihe lalest in Ihe new,Simmons line up of beds. We lruly believe 
we have an awesome line up at beds, somelhing tar everyone as eveb, one has 
Iheir own comforl pre|erences. Need a bed wilh true beck supporl? Chose one 
;,.,~,~ .at lhe~brand new. ~ beds from Simmons The only beds w h f ve 
~*)~?~ : zones {or the ultimate in sup~rl where yod ne~'il;ond Ihe,ock;6nlog'~~offi~ i 
.... ~ ing o non.flip moltress- YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO FLiP THAT h~,TTRESS AGAIN!- 
Who knows, maybe that in ilseli will cutesome bo~:kaches?, neverlheless ifs o 
whole Iol easier don'l you Ihink? Are you looking tar o bed wilh pure comiorl? 
A bed Ihol lels your body meh inlo Ihe mollress for o sleep like nobody's busi. 
ness? Whal if we laid you il also is Ihe besl bed on the mafkel today for lack of 
motion tronsler. We'll explain, your porlner is lossing and turning waking you up 
with every liltle movemenl as il shakes the enlire bed.lhal's mellon Ironsfer-and 
thai resuhs in a poorer nights leep for you. What if we laid you Ibis no motion 
transfer bed was else a non.flip bed, would lhis gel your ollention? The beds 
we are referring Io ore Ihe new ~Simmons non-flip Natural Slumber pockel coil 
series, again we hove a seleclion at Ihese beds Io oiler distincl Comlorl levels 
Ior eve~, body Ihol needs a goods nigh=s sleep. Now here's Ihe kicker, wilh any 
Simmons Non.Flip Mallress sel purchased (eilher Ihe ~ or lhe 
Nolurol Slumber pockel coil series) you will receive A FREE HEAVY DUTY BED 
FRAME, MAIrRESS PROTECTOR, AND A SET OF TWO PILLOWS, A $168 
VALUE FREE! This is o t~ Simmons Fodory promolion, and only tar the monlh of 
May, being belier sleep month and oil So we invite you Io our motlress gallery 
where we can help wilh oil your queslions and Iruly find the best bed for you. 
Don'l deprive yourself of Ihe Rroper nights leep you deserve, and don'l miss Ihe 
fantaslic oilers on now from ~ Simmons tar a limited time. 
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2002 IMPREZA IS 
2002 OUTBACK 
Standard equipment  includes: 
• Al l .Wheel Drive • AI rCondlt lonlng 
• ABS Brakes • In.Dash CD Stereo 
• Cruise Cont ro l  • Power Windows 
• Power Driver's Seat 
Financing from 
1.8%" 
Standard equipment includes: ~ ~ ,  
• All-Wheel Drive • Air Condit ioning ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~t]~2,i~ 
• ABS Brakes • Power Windows 
• in-Dash CD Stereo 
Starting from 
$23,495" 
Includes freight and P.D.I, 
SUBARU.  
The Beauty ofA//-Whee/Drive. 
 T ornt i[[ ors 
Visit us at www, subaru.ca 
TERRACE,  B .C .  1"800"559"7288"  635"7286 
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Woman's death by fire 
launches an ,nvestigation 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
HOW AN 85-year-old Terraceview Lodge resi- 
dent set herself on fire while smoking May 13 
remains a mystery. 
Lo i s  Campbell died as result of severe 
burns to her body after her clothing apparently 
caught fire, police said. 
And investigating coroner Art Erasmus said 
last week he doesn't know yet exactly how the 
woman's nightgown and housecoat caught fire. 
"We want to find out exactly what the se- 
quence of events were about how this fire 
started," Erasmus said. He could not confirm 
whether the woman's clothing was made of 
natural fibres or polyester but said finding an 
answer is part of the investigation. 
The incident happened late in the evening 
of May 13. Before bed time, Campbell was 
having a cigarette in the glass-enclosed smok- 
ing room located in the common area of the 
seniors' home. Police say there were other 
people in the room when the fire broke out and 
that while water was used, they are not sure if 
a fire extinguisher was used. 
Immediately after the fire started the 
woman was tended to by another resident and 
Terraceview employees, officials said. 
Campbell was transported to Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital where she died from her extensive 
burns in the early morning hours of May 14, 
said Erasmus. 
"The skin is the largest organ in the body 
and when the skin stops to function in terms of 
its evaporation of body moisture then in se- 
quence other body systems tart to shut down," 
he explained. 
The coroner's ervice works in conjunction 
with RCMP, the fire department and other wit- 
nesses and agencies in investigating sudden 
deaths. 
"Everyone I've spoken with shares the same 
concern that I have which is could we prevent 
a death like this in the future," Erasmus aid. 
"It's totally unexpected and very, very tra- 
gic, so everyone is taking it very seriously." 
New book uses anecdotes 
WHETHER YOU want to 
know what it was like 
Working in a hospital here 
in the 1940s or playing 
ping pong here in the 
1970s, the Terrace Regio- 
nal Historical Society has 
a publication for you. 
It's called 20th Century 
Anecdotes. From the Ter- 
race Area and 500 •copies 
have just been printed. 
"We've  been kicking 
around the idea for a 
while," said Mamie Kerby 
from the historical society 
last week. "We talked 
about what we could do as 
a historical society." 
That soon lead to a call 
for submissions and the 
gathering of photographs to
go along with the words. 
Each decade of the last 
century is represented in 
the publication. 
Copies are available 
from at Ev's Menswear on 
Lakelse Ave. The cost is 
$20' 
There are anecdotes 
about bears, about snow- 
storms, early school days, 
music lessons, the CN 
railway, making 40 cents 
an hour and Gimpy, the 
beloved Kermode bear. 
Ii .il,.~he: society is already 
i ~ 91nt ~:~p.!,~Ttj. ~ g. a sec0.nd ........ :.... . . . . . . .  
ipr int ing/bm'has a,good.  I_OCAL HISTORY as relayed through personal  
~amount of material for a memories is the latest project of the Terrace Regio- 
companion volume, said hal Historical Society. Aileen Frank, left, and Mamie 
Kerby. Kerby were just two of the people who worked on 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. G~st~vsen 
And All New Patients 
VL~ ° 4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
just-released 20th CenturyAnecdotes From ~the, 
Terrace Area. The anecdotes are categorized de- 
cade by decade and archival photographs add to 
the presentation. JOANNA WONG PHOTO 
I ¸ 
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znt Inns 
i'li 
& 
Inside our family owned 
inns you'll find spotlessly clean 
rooms, comfortable surroundings 
and great food.And, the only 
thing more friendly than our 
Smile is our rates. Please 
make yourself at homel 
Valid to June 30102. 
1-800-663-0298 wvvw, accentinns.com 
Canadian owned and operated. 
Accent 
Inns. 
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News In Briei 
to save mnllnons 
A NEW more efficient process for disputing traffic 
tickets is expected to reduce costs by $4..7 million 
a year, mainly in savings for police time. 
The changes introduced will let police avoid un- 
necessary time spent in the courtroom by allowing 
them to present evidence in writing, by phone or 
through video conferencing. 
People will still be required to dispute tickets in 
person but will now be able to dispute the amount 
of fines in writing. 
Those who pay traffic violation fines within 30 
days will be eligible for a discounted rate, similar 
to the fine structure in place for municipal parking 
tickets. 
Timber tussle delayed 
A COURT CHALLENGE by Oitxsan chiefs of the 
transfer of Skeena Cellulose's forest licences has 
been delayed. 
The judicial hearing scheduled for May 13 was 
adjourned and may be heard in June, says Gitxsan 
lawyer Gordon Sebastian. 
The Gitxsan of the Hazeltons as well as the Gi- 
tanyow say they weren't adequately consulted in 
the sale of the company. 
The licences were transferred when the deal 
closed April 30 to sell Skeena Cellulose to NWBC 
Timber and Pulp. 
The challenges of the SCI timber transfer have 
been bolstered by a recent court ruling that said 
the Haida should have been consulted prior to 
transfer of timber licences on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
New psychiatrist 
headed to Smithers 
A THIRD psychiatrist to be hired to beef up a re- 
gional psychiatric service will be based in Smi- 
thers. 
There had been some expectation of having this 
person based in Terrace but a Smithers posting 
makes more sense in order to provide service 
there, say health officials. 
A boost to psychiatric services in the northwest 
is one of the more recent health care success stor- 
ies. 
The increased services came in three areas - re- 
cruiting three more psychiatrists (two of whom are 
now based in Terrace and now a third to be based 
in Smithers), renovating the regional psychiatric 
unit at Mills Memorial Hospital which took place 
earlier this year and combining in-patient with out- 
patient psychiatric services. 
"This is very much in line with the concept of a 
regional service," said Cholly Boland of the North- 
ern Health Authority:i of the decision to base  the 
psyehiatrist~iwSrnither~. • .. . :.~, :,.,,,~ ~. .... ..,,~ ~,:,, 
: Cbnn'6etitigii~gydhlaT'rists ' w'iih"i~afi~nts ' hi0iJ~h"" 
video conferencing is another mnovatmn 'in me 
northwest. 
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Short term pain 
TRY AS they might, reporters couldn't quite get 
Premier Gordon Campbell to talk about pain dur- 
ing his recent visit to Terrace. That would be the 
use of the word pain in the phrase, "short term 
pain for long term gain." 
The phrase was couched on the idea that all of 
Mr. Campbell's budget cuts of the last year are 
laying the foundations for a more prosperous fu- 
ture. And that is built on the premise that Mr. 
Campbell needed to first control government 
spending before creating his new economy. 
Up north it means fewer provincial civil ser- 
vants, fewer workers in post secondary education 
and soon, fewer workers in the public schools 
and health care facilities. 
These kinds of job losses are felt more in the 
north than in the south which has a more diverse 
economy. The public sector has always been a 
stabilizing force in the north, providing a certain 
level of income and economic activity. When 
those jobs go away, it's difficult to replace them. 
So it's no wonder Mr. Campbell didn't want to 
talk about pain, referring instead to the need to 
make difficult decisions. He also pointed out that 
people have never told him they wanted more 
government. True enough. But add in items such 
as reduced welfare expenditures, reduced or eli- 
minated aycare subsidies and reduced workers' 
compensation payments. Now combine those 
with higher medical services plan premium pay- 
ments and a higher provincial sales tax. It all 
points to a reduced provincial government pre- 
sence in the north in terms of money coming in 
and income left in the pockets of northerners. 
All of this sounds depressing and it's quite ,~ 
checklist by which to note M~'."C~ird~b~l's fir t 
year in office. Yet Mr. Campbell was also quick 
to tick off items such as programs to train north- 
ern doctors and train northern urses and initia- 
tives to encourage r source development by redu- 
cing red tape and regulatory requirements a ex- 
amples of how he's positioning the north to once 
again be a vital player. 
Mr. Campbell says he didn't create the econo- 
mic policies he says hampered B.C. over the past 
decade. But his policies have reduced the pre- 
sence of the provincial government and have cre- 
ated a vacuum which Mr. Campbell says will 
soon be filled by the private sector. 
At least, that's the plan. Making that plan hap- 
pen in the northwest means a long to-do list in- 
cluding land claims treaties, putting more wood 
into the hands of small-scale ntrepreneurs, build- 
ing a dock in Prince Rupert for large cruise ships 
and determining Alcan's long term plans for the 
northwest. 
Mr. Campbell has about a year of grace left. 
One year of pain from a government is perhaps 
tolerable. Two years of pain is asking far too 
much. 
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WHEN -r'F..IFLON WEAK  THIN 
F lin Flon? Next tit -e try Tofino, man 
VICTORIA - If ever there was 
proof that government 
shouldn't be in business, the 
spectacular failure of the fed- 
eral medical marijuana grow 
program is it. 
The stuff the reds have 
been growing inside an aban- 
doned copper mine near Flin 
Flon, Manitoba, couldn't give 
you a buzz if you smoked your 
brains out. 
Last year, then federal 
health minister Allan Rock 
announced a new program to 
provide chronic pain sufferers 
and terminally ill patients with 
the right to legally smoke 
marijuana. 
The issue had been forced 
by an Ontario Court of Appeal 
ruling that told Ottawa to ei- 
ther change its regulations for 
the medical use of marijuana 
or the court would strike down 
the country's illicit drug laws. 
Do something or get off the 
pot, you might say. 
HUBERT BEYER 
do was send someone up to 
Tofino, where some of the 
world's most potent pot is 
grown, to get a supply of 
seeds. An alternative would 
have been to place on order 
with High Times Magazine. 
You can actually order the 
seeds on the Net. Any strain 
your heart desires - Big Bud, 
Northern Light, Dutch Passion. 
So what does Ottawa do? . B.C. marijuana is k nown to 
.~reate:.a massive~ bureaucracy, ~~p.ot:;.sm9ker~the wprld 0ver~ as 
load it up "with toris 0'f red the best there is. , %:  
tape, find a location more sui- 
ted to the storage of nuclear 
waste than the growth of pot, 
look for seeds and start grow- 
ing the stuff. 
Turns out the seeds they got 
from police raids on grow-ops 
around the country didn't do 
the trick. The first crop that 
was to have been ready for 
distribution several months 
ago consisted of about 185 dif- 
ferent varieties. 
It was declared useless. 
All the government had to 
Yet, our government can't 
get a decent crop to head off 
court action that might strike 
down any law forbidding the 
growth, distribution and pos- 
session of marijuana. 
The easiest way out for the 
government would have been 
to allow Victoria-Esquimalt 
MP Keith Martin's private 
members bill proceed to the 
Commons for debate and ap- 
proval. Martin's bill called for 
the decriminalization f mari- 
juana. 
But common sense is not 
what the Liberal-dominated 
Commons is known for, so the 
Liberals killed the bill, throw- 
ing two years of work on the 
trash heap. 
A law that can't be or isn't 
enforced is a bad law and 
should be scrapped. 
The law prohibiting posses- 
sion of marijuana is a bad law 
because it isn't enforced any- 
more. Like a police officer 
said recently it is damned near 
impossible to get busted for 
possession of pot in Vancou- 
ver. 
Smoking is more tightly re- 
gulated these days than the 
possession of pot, and tobacco 
smokers are subject to greater 
harassment than pot smokers. 
The marijuana issue was or- 
iginally brought to a head by 
Terry Parker, whose court case 
forced the government into 
growing marijuana in the first 
place. 
that certificate, they can buy 
pot in certain stores, at least in 
Vancouver and Victoria. 
The process is not legal, but 
police lose no sleep over it and 
the courts wouldn't either. 
And while Ottawa tries in 
vain to produce a decent crop 
of pot in its Flin Flon bunker 
and the war on smokers heats 
up, liquor laws are being re- 
laxed all over the country be- 
cause there's big money for the 
government in the sale of alco- 
hol. 
Yet nobody's ever become 
violent from smoking pot, the 
cult film classic Reefer l~ad- 
hess notwithstanding, while a 
great deal of human misery can 
be attributed to alcohol. 
It all doesn't make much 
sense, but that's government 
for you. Of the three products in 
question, booze, tobacco and 
pot, two are widely considered 
dangerous to our health. The 
government makes fortunes on 
!i 
Parker went back to court the sale of both those products, 
recentl3t because he Was un- but leave, fthe ~sers ofilbh~: ~
season on users of the other. ~I,! 
Marijuana, on the other ~1 *~*' 
hand, widely regarded as harm- i 
less and not contributing a cent !~ ~ 
to government revenues, is il ~ ~ 
legal, but Ottawa is trying to :'~ 
i grow it. 
Makes the Madhatter's Tea ~: 
party look like a philosophers, : i  
convention. ~i 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www, hubertbeyer, coin ......... ~ 
he was entitled to and re- 
ceived a personal exemption. 
Meanwhile, because Otta- 
wa is still sitting on the pot, 
some 255 users have been li- 
censed to grow marijuana, and 
164 of them are permitted to 
smoke what they grow. Seems 
the private sector is way ahead 
of the public one. 
Also, people who want mar- 
ijuana for medical purposes 
can easily get their hands on 
it, provided they get a certifi- 
cate from their doctor. With 
)an the man cause  for worry, 
:W::!:, 
bring a macaroni salad to a 
block party, take part in 
Neighbourhood Watch, and 
hang a Block Parent sign in 
his front window. 
The old SCI left unpaid back 
taxes. Veniez disregards that 
debt. He also fails to acknow- 
ledge that competitor saw- 
mills, by municipal aw, must 
and do pay taxes and late pe- 
nalties. This suggests Veniez 
doesn't blush at unfair advant- 
ages so long as they favour 
1 II | I ; l e l l l e l  -" i : i  I aoI~/,_l I~1 him. 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI While Veniez scorns council 
for their 'no' vote, he is 
troubled some people criticize 
aboriginal leaders for challen- 
ging the timber licence trans- 
fers. "First Nations have valid 
concerns with the sustainabil- 
ity of the resource and a right 
to be heard in court," he says. 
First Nations also have a say 
over his right to cut that tim- 
ber, following the Haida court 
decision. Terrace council holds 
no such hammer. 
I lack the expertise to judge 
the soundness of the SCI buy- sence. Do we have a new bully 
out. But my housewife's know- on the block? 
SKOOKI.IM'S' 'T'I~IS PLACF_.P,.CLAII¢I - t-tALGE'I"5OLD ~ ~,~o,,~-~ 
flAS ~/~ ~oRKEb Cot',IPOlT=RS' REA L'~ ['~oCD ~OLDEP-.~I 
o OVgR~y~k/(:_.~goN.f-- ,O ie:APANb W~, / ~..~,~EP. BoAR 
__  i l l~  
ity of relocating the sawmill to 
airport land. I can guess why. 
Besides wanting to retaliate 
for the 'no' vote, Veniez has 
practice in getting things for 
nothing. A free feasibility 
study would be another notch 
in his financial belt. 
"I 'm not going to fund any- 
thing of that sort now," Veniez 
says, "or any other idea coun- 
cil might bring to my attention 
they might want me to fund or 
participate in." Sounds like a 
neighbour you can count on to 
NOTHING SETS the tone for 
future community relations 
like a new property owner who 
swaggers in, flinging ultima- 
tums right and left at estab- 
lished neighbours. 
But such has been our intro- 
duction to Dan Veniez, presi- 
dent of NWBC Timber and 
Pulp, new owners of Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Handed a $400 million em- 
pire for a mere $8 million, Ve- 
niez proceeds to lord it over 
Terrace city council for having 
the gumption to vote 'no' to 
protect he financial future of 
Terrace and area. 
In retaliation for Terrace 
council's 'no'  vote, Veniez 
says mayor Talstra can forget 
about his dream to relocate 
Skeena Cellulose's awmill to 
the airport lands. Freeing up 
valuable real estate in the 
heart of town for major new 
commercial development, 
parks, or recreation facilities 
doesn't interest he Prez. 
Veniez also vows he'll not 
share funding a feasibility 
study to examine the possibil- 
ledge of budgeting and my in- 
stincts warn me. 
Repap left us high and dry, 
loggers and contractors were  
out millions of dollars and 
councils short over $9 million 
in unpaid taxes. Now Veniez, 
who was vice-president of 
Repap, is president of NWBC. 
And Repap chairman George 
Petty chairs NWBC. A conve- 
nient but foreboding switch in 
titles in my view. 
I 'd like to believe NWBC 
will succeed, be here long 
term, and prove to be a good 
corporate citizen, even paying 
all back taxes. I would also 
like to believe workers and 
contractors will be fairly com- 
pensated this time, not used as 
sources of free financing. 
That expectation buoyed my 
spirit throughout the predicted 
process of bidding and court 
hearings leading up to the April 
29 sale of SCI to NWBC. 
But Veniez's vindictive sta- 
tements squelch my enthu- 
siasm for his company's pre- 
i ~ 
~i i  ~ 
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Asia viewed as one way 
to ease U.S. lumber agony 
By LARISSA 
ARDIS 
AS THE trade dispute 
with B.C.'s biggest - -  and 
undeniably most difficult 
client for exported soft- 
wood lumber rages on, 
more and more people are 
asking how B.C. lumber 
exporters might put more 
of its trading eggs into 
other baskets• 
It's a question that ani- 
mates Jim Shaw, who has 
been touring the area on 
behalf of the Northern For- 
est Products Association 
(NFPA). 
Shaw is the president 
and owner of CrossRoads 
Strategies Group Inc., a 
Vancouver-based small 
business that provides or- 
ganizations with strategic 
information on customers, 
competitors and product 
markets. 
Since 1999, CrossRoads 
has managed the Pacific 
Rim marketing program for 
three interior B.C forest 
industry associations in- 
cluding the NFPA, as well 
as the Alberta Forest Pro- 
ducts Association. Its acti- 
vities are financed by the 
associations and by the 
provincial and federal gov- 
ernments. 
Shaw says the ongoing 
trade dispute with the U.S. 
underlines the importance 
IT LOOKS LIKE a residential building in any mod- 
ern B.C. subdivision, But it's not. This house is in 
China, a growing market for B.C. lumber producers 
and one that experts say will help buffer the effects 
of the continuing problem of American lumber tar- 
iffs. Some companies are opening offices there. 
to both provincial and fed- mic downturn in Japan, and Swedish business part- ience in China has also pressed to walk away with 
eral governments of deve- that market is growing ners. led him to conclude that contracts, alluding to the 
loping lumber markets in slowly but steadily," said Though such homes are patience and persistence importance the Chinese 
countries as Japan, China, Shaw. "It's a positive suc- out of reach all but two per are absolutely key to suc- place on relationships de- 
Taiwan, Korea and India. cess story." cent of the Chinese hous-' cessful business transac- veloped over time. 
Thanks to a substantial According to Shaw, the ing market, Shaw retain- tions there. "It 's essential to main- 
investment of risk and el- next big thing for lumber ded his audiences that "There are two golden rain a presence in the mar- 
fort, Canadian lumber ex- exports will be the given China's population, rules to doing business in ket, by having people 
porters already enjoy about People's Republic of this still translates into China," opined Shaw. there on the ground, on an 
seven per cent of the Japa- China. huge potential markets. "Number one: anything is ongoing basis." 
nese housing market - "To say that there is a "Within five years' possible. Number two: Forward-thinking B.C. 
about $425 million worth lot of change going on in time we're looking at in- nothing is easy. When you forest companies uch as 
of trade annually. Ch.ina is an understate- creasing our exports from get pessimistic, you have Weyerhaeuser, Canfor, 
This healthy trade rela- ment." 1,000 units per year to to remember the first one - and Slocan are putting 
tionship was not estab- Shaw showed his audi- over 12,000," said Shaw. and when you get optimis- people in Pacific Rim 
lished overnight, ence slides of large, low- Optimistic projections tic you have to think about countries. 
"Our lumber markets in rise North American-style aside, Shaw dispelled any the second." For its part, CrossRoad- 
Japan took about 30 years homes that look as if they fantasies that the Japanese He cited an example of seminars on wood-frame 
to develop, relat Sha~9.":w6t:¢' exported irect from experience 'Could A 'be one:,(2'.inadian .company-  housing .technology with 
J~iiganese niarket deve- 'Vancouver. They are a hot quickly or easily repeated that ~had spent six months developers, engineers,. 
lopment included educa- .commodity among upper in other Asian countries: refining details of a con-' builders:and esign insti- 
ring developers on the va- class Chinese and the "China is a new story." struction contract that it tutes in target Chinese ci- 
lues of wood as a building wealthy expatriate corn- He noted that every Pa- thought was in the bag - ties. 
material, imparting Cana- munity in several major cific Rim country poses only to be told at the end CrossRoads also pro- 
dian construction techni- cities, unique challenges for soft- of that time that design duces technical literature 
ques, and selling the idea These  pa la t ia l  wood exporters in terms of details had been changed, on wood-frame construe- 
of wood-framed homes to a dwellings utilize Canadian building codes, supportive and the company's er- tion in Chinese, which it 
culture which traditionally lumber, and are typically infrastructure (or lack of vices no longer needed, distributes through a web- 
employs more permanent constructed by Chinese it), and local workforce Shaw added that tradi- site supporting its efforts. 
building materials, builders with co-operation skills, tionai North American That address is www.cana- 
"Even with the econo- from Canadian, American And Shaw's own exper- sales people would be hard dawoodexportbureau.com. 
1| .l&,J~. 
To Europe 
with love 
A Nisga'a carver is working 
on a pole for the Vienna Zoo 
By JENNIFER LANG The sub-crests - beaver, 
A TOTEM pole symboliz- owl, frog and bear - are 
ing the unity of the incorporated into the de- 
Nisga'a people will be sign as well. 
raised at a ceremony in Its Nisga'a name will 
Vienna, Austria this sum- literally mean, "People of 
mer. the Nass River". 
Officials in the Eur- "It's going to represent 
opean capital have corn- us, our people," said Tait, 
missioned master carver an accomplished artist and 
Alver Tait to carve a pole carver whose spectacular 
that will help commemor- poles dot the Nass Valley. 
ate the Vienna Zoo's 250- His apprentices include THIS TOTEM pole taking shape inside a carving shed in New Alyansh will 
year anniversary. Paul Mercer, Eric Clayton, begin its epic journey from the Nass Valley to an Austrian zoo in a few weeks. 
The Schoenbrunn Zoo, Rachel Robinson, Ritchie 
the oldest in Europe, will Morgan, and George Gos- day, on or around May 29. adding wood was historic- tional regalia, will direct 
feature the 10-metre (40- nell Jr. "Because we believe ally used for boxes, shel- the pole raising, which is 
foot) pole in a prominent Tait is amazed by it's a living thing and a ter, and canoes. Bark was as much an architectural 
location in its new, $20- what's taking shape under valuable and precious used to make clothing, feat as a cultural event. 
million Rainforest House. his direction. He realizes piece of work," Tait says. Another ceremony will Tait's Breath of Life 
The pole, a 500-year- he's drawing "It's a part of take place when the corn- Dance will to give life to 
old red cedar spar, is tak- on all 20 of his the Nisga'a pleted pole is lifted onto the pole. With his carving 
ing shape in a carving years of carv- Nation. the truck that will haul it tools strapped to his body, 
shed in New Aiyansh, ing experience Tait selected to Prince Rupert. Tait will also dance the 
where master carver Alver to get the job the tree, twice There, it will board an carver's dance, no doubt to 
Tait and up to six appren- done. as old as the ocean barge that will take the audience's delight and 
rices are working to meet "You can zoo it's headed it to Vancouver, and then fascination. 
a shipping deadline of see the figures for, back in it will travel by rail to Nisga'a art and culture 
early June. in the wood. March. Montreal. It will be ship- enjoy a high profile in'Au- 
They're compressing a You know A few weeks ped across the Atlantic to stria, according to Con- 
job that normally takes what you have ago, elders and a German port, and finally exus Research Group's 
months into just five to do," he other commun- loaded onto a transport Peter Baird, the Vancou- 
weeks order to ship it to says. "That's ity members truck bound for Vienna. ver-based project manager. 
Austria in time for the July what exper- gathered for a The trip should take In 1998, Nisga'a presi- 
29 pole raising, two days ience does for t r a di t i on a I about a month, dent Joe Gosnell travelled 
before the actual anniver- you, Alver Tait pole-blessing. Tait will complete the to Vienna as  part of a 
saw on July 31. AI thou  g h "We bless it so final touches in Vienna - speaking tour to explain 
A flying eagle with its this pole is a way for TaR that it will serve us well," beaks and wings will be the Nisga'a Treaty. 
wings spread wide will sit to tap into the internation- he said, adding the cerem- travelling separately. Baird says the Nisga'a 
on top of the pole. at market, he's is sticking ony functions as a way to Zoo directors, Austrian were recently included in 
The eagle and the other closely to Nisga'a tradition seek permission from the government officials and Elsewhere, an award-win- 
figures on the pole - wolf, for each aspect of the pro- elders for the project, other dignitaries are ex- ning Austrian documentary 
killetwhale and raven - re- jec t -  from selecting the "The tree was the lif,e- pec!ed to attend the pole on aboriginal communities 
preseffi ~. the four major tree and blessing the wood saver of our ances!ors, m rafsmg ceremony. , in the first year of the new 
crests the Nisga'a people, to preparing for moving the old days," TaR says, Tait, dressed m trad=- millennium. 
• - , . . 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Wasn't their idea 
Dear Sir: 
The District Parent Advisory Council (DPAC) of 
School District 82 wishes to advise parents that the 
views expressed in a May 15, 2002 article in The 
Terrace Standard entitled "Parents Want Expert 
Hired" was not initiated by DPAC. 
This letter was initiated by the Parkside 
Elementary PAC and was submitted to The Terrace 
Standard in draft form. 
After reviewing the letter, neither DPAC nor 
Clarence Michiel PAC was prepared to support the 
initiative. We had advised Parkside PAC that this 
issue should be raised at our next DPAC meeting for 
review. 
We were unsure at the time of writing this letter to 
the Standard if the letter to the Ministry of Education 
was actually sent. We are hopeful that it has not, as 
we feel that district issues need to be addressed at the 
district level. 
Our objective is to continue to support he PACs of 
our district and bring issues to the board's attention 
through the proper channels. We will strive to work 
with the board, not against it. 
We trust this clarifies DPAC's position and look 
forward to working with your paper as we inform the 
public on issues that affect our children's education. 
Linda Marshall, DPAC Treasurer, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Head injury revelation 
Dear Sir: 
OK, so here's the scene. I find myself in a ditch in 
my vehicle. I was just out for a day of fiddlehead 
picking up some obscure logging road. OK, it is the 
Exstew mainline.and the last thing that I remember 
was seeing a logging truck flying down the gravel 
road at me. 
Yes, I remember, it had a special bug deflector on 
the hood that said "export this." Well, that driver 
must have been doing 160 kilometres an hour (that's 
100 miles an hour for all you old time loggers). Well 
that overlength load swept me right off into the weeds 
as the truck rounded the curve. 
All that I can figure is that driver must have been 
in a big hurry to get his load to be included in the 
rush to export 35 per cent of our local logs. I sure 
hope he gets paid. 
So anyway, there I am, bleeding and all, and I 
come to the conclusion that perhaps I need some 
medical attention. I recall that there is a forestry 
campsite just down the road, so I stumble my way 
along until i come across a Winnebago heading out 
from the rec site (American plates, dang). 
I ask this guy if he could give me a ride to town, 
but he just muttered something about "no free 
firewood" and "all kinds of empty 'bud' cans all over 
the place" and softwood subsidies, and blah blah 
blah. He peeled out of there, said he was going north 
to Alaska :to,get. hyderized and to.get souvenirs of the 
,50th.stale.on.his.l.ist . . . . . . . .  !.,: ... ,.-~ ! ..... ~. 
Bui'he also said that he would get on his satellite 
phone and call an ambulance for me. I said thanks ( 
and sorry the Habs beat the Bruins) and sat down to 
wait for help. 
Well, sir, the bleeding did not stop, and I was 
getting worried that my emergency room might be 
closing soon. But then I remembered that stuff that 
the government just said about emergency care, you 
know, the lower mainland people getting health care 
within one hour and us getting it within four hours. 
Hallelujah, I was saved. I could outlast those 
southerners because my government said so. 
Hell, I drained an extra pint of blood on the gravel 
just 'cause Well, it wasn't long until the "golden 
hour" (described as that crucial timeframe to get a 
critically injured patient o care) had passed. 
Hey, at this point I wouldn't have eared that my 
lifesaving emergency health care was going to be 
administered by the competent paramedics. My head 
hurt. Heck, I saw visions of Bill Vander Zalm and his 
wife with headbands. No matter, I died. Turns out the 
ambulance dispatch office sent the crew to  
Exchamsiks instead of Exstew. Dang[ 
This story is fictional. All parties mentioned in this 
tale moved to Usk, the far side, and have to pay for 
the ferry. 
Chris Spangl, Terrace, B.C. 
Patient respect needed 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing in concern to an incident, which 
occurred on April 24, 2002 at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The intent is not to criticize staff or 
operations of the Mills Memorial Hospital. However, I 
feel the public should be aware of such incidents. 
If a patient cannot verbally, physically abuse staff 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, staff of Mills Memorial 
should treat patients with the same respect as well. 
My daughter was referred to the hospital to have 
her baby monitored and blood work was ordered. The 
lab technician tried to remove blood from one of her 
arms several times, not being successful with that 
arm, she then tried the other arm. 
The pain from the lab technician trying to draw 
blood was very painful for my daughter and she 
started crying and telling the lab technician she was 
hurting her arm. In turn, the lab technician insulted 
her and used coarse language when leaving. The 
incident was immediately reported to the lab 
supervisor. I went directly to the chief executive 
officer of Mills Memorial and reported the incident. 
As a parent it is only natural to protect your 
children against hese kinds of incidents to prevent it 
from happening to other community members. The 
chief executive officer was very kind and considerate 
with this incident and I send out my respect and 
appreciation for his prompt course of action taken. 
Cheryl Johnson, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters, Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at standard@kermode.net. No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. Our deadline Is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if It's a long 
weekend, 
j ~ "r 
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Letters to the editor 
This is flexibility? 
Dear Sir: 
As time goes by, I am 
learning more and more 
what Mr. Campbell and 
Ms. Clark meant by the 
terms "choice and flexibil- 
ity" when they referred to 
their new plan for a qual- 
ity, public educational 
system. 
By choice they meant 
the choice of which 
schools to close and they 
meant he choice of provi- 
ding learning assistance to 
special needs students, or 
not. 
By flexibility they 
meant he flexibility of no 
It's about 
the water 
Dear Sir: 
In a radio news item on 
May 11, 2002, the reporter 
stated that at a meeting at 
Nass Camp, owner Bill 
Young was asked if the 
Nisga'a Treaty had any 
bad effects on the non- 
Nisga'a population of the 
Nass. Mr. Young replied 
that it did not. 
It should be understood 
that Mr. Young only 
speaks for the few resi- 
dents of Nass Camp who 
get their water from a dif- 
ferent source than the resi- 
dents of the Irene Mea- 
dows watershed. This Irene 
Meadows community is 
located between New 
Aiyansh, home of the 
Nisga'a and Nass Camp. 
Water has always been 
a big issue with this com- 
munity's residents. Pre- 
vious logging has dried up 
our wells for a period of 12 
years so we have already 
had past experience of 
what logging can do to this 
delicate watershed and we 
don't require any fancy 
words by some hydrologist 
to tell us what logging 
might or might not do. 
During treaty negotia- 
tions, the proposal of pre- 
serving our Irene Meadows 
watershed was taken to the 
negotiating table by Trevor 
Proverbs who was a pro- 
vincial negotiator for the 
province of B.C. 
The Nisga'a negotiators 
rejected the proposal. Then 
about a year ago I submit- 
ted a proposed treaty 
amendment o Nisga'a 
government topreserve our 
watershed but the Nisga'a 
government rejected that 
also. 
Nisga'a government has 
the authority to stop any 
logging within Nisga'a 
lands and have in fact hal- 
ted the S.C.I. plans to start 
logging immediately. 
We very much appreci- 
ate the help of Nisga'a 
government but still there 
is a concern that Nisga'a 
government could reverse 
their decision at any time 
they choose and threaten 
the very existence of this 
entire community as well 
as the salmon run in Ginit 
Creek. 
This leave us with an 
uncertain future and it has 
been pointed out many 
times that this community 
could be wiped out by de- 
stroying the water supply. 
As for the other provi- 
sions of the treaty, my 
complaints are the same 
as always. It's not what is 
now being done, it's what 
the treaty allows to be 
done that could become a 
problem. The very essence 
of a treaty is to know ex- 
actly what each party is 
allowed to do at any tirne 
and the Nisga'a treaty 
does not do that. 
This treaty has only 
created a lawyer's dream 
and a situation of hoping 
for the best but never 
knowing for sure for this 
community. Our last meet- 
ing at Nass Camp has 
strongly reflected the con- 
cern of the Irene Meadows 
residents over the water- 
shed issue. 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, B.C, 
fixed class size for grades 
four to twelve, they meant 
the flexibility of being 
able to change rules, regu- 
lations, protocol, time 
lines and even legislation 
to suit their agenda. 
They meant the flex- 
ibility of laying off approx- 
imately half of the work 
force in the school district 
(but don't worry, it's only 
a game) and they meant 
the flexibility to pit par- 
ents against parents and 
school against school. 
Yes, it,s becoming 
clearer and clearer. 
Richard Eckert, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Tide Laundry Detergent Coca-Cola 
~,:~'~. 26 to 37 Loads. 2.9 I,itxe Liquid or 20 to Products *~._ . _~ s~+'~"  Edwards 
.... ~ :  + 28 Load Tabs. FIRST ONE. Combined ,~:~. Y~ Assorted varieties. 2 Litre. 
s'armies, tl0meh01d limit, : ;; .::..:~,, Plus deposit and/or e w ro Regular, Drip Fine or Extra 
. . . . .  applyt00vdimilpmchas~.tegularpfim ~'~: : :~!~l l~  . . . . .  levy where apphcable. , Fine Grind. 737 g. 
~ Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerers Stone 
Harry Potter Video 
VHS or DVD W 
® 
Or Sold Whole in a bag only 
for $6.99/Ib - $15.4 l/kg, 
Cut free of charge. 
] ,!ee imtore fo;details. 
New York Strip 
Loin Steaks 
Boneless, 
Valu Pack. 
Fresh Atlantic 
Salmon Steaks 
Farm. 
'~I. I  , .  D~. I .  
Romaine 
,,,, Lettuce 
/ ~ : ~  Product of U.S,A. 
~ ~  
Apple 
Pie 
8 Inch. 
Smoked Irish Spring ] ~ Strawberries 
mm i , - - , i  So p ot,,e 90 Product orU.S.A. No. 
...... : ~  Or am i .3x  g. * , 7 Toupie, Sliced or ~! i i~ . . .~  Qr Softsoap Glycerine [ ;~~,~[ I t~m'  Grade, lib, Pack. 'May be 
Shaved. ! " .qm~..~-_a~ Soa 2 x 90 , 
i Palmol~ . . . . . .  • ~ ' _  
Palmol~ e + 
.i. 
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Does 
close 
offices 
SCORES OF people were 
left doctorless for a day 
last week and four elective 
surgeries were cancelled 
at Mills Memorial as doc- 
tors struck to back their 
contract demands with the 
provincial government. 
The one-day doctors' 
office closure May 14 and 
cancelled elective surger- 
ies were part of a plan to 
put pressure on the provin- 
cial government for a con- 
tract that included a way 
to resolve disputes. 
That one-day office clo- 
sure did make things a bit 
busier at Mills Memorial 
Hospital's emergency de- 
partment, said Cholly Bo- 
land of the Northern 
Health Authority. 
"But we weren't busy 
enough we had to call in 
extra staff," he said. 
Aside from cancelled 
surgeries and closed of- 
fices, doctors and the pro- 
vincial government went 
through several rounds of 
o f f  again and on again 
talks and commumcations 
last week. 
Both parties finally de- 
cided ~lay 16 to head 
back to the bargaining' 
table. 
The stumbling point is 
how to divide up $392 mil- 
lion a year more for doctor 
fees and services and how 
to set up a system to solve 
disputes. 
Both sides say they 
agree $392 million is en- 
ough but have spent the 
last two weeks disagreeing 
on how it should be por- 
tioned out. 
The $392 million is on 
top of the more than $2 
billion already paid out for 
physician fees and ser- 
vices. 
But the B.C. Medical 
Association, which repre- 
S6fitg:~isproximately 75 per 
:c¢fl :t,oP th ~! pro'V in ce , S , dd'ca,;~ .~a ~~,,. ,. ......... 
t0rs, says the dispute is 
more about the lack of a 
system, such as arbitra- 
tion, to solve disputes. 
This issue began earlier 
this year when the pro- 
vince passed legislation. 
wiping out a previous arbi- 
tration award• 
That angered doctors 
who said they would have 
nowhere to go if they had 
trouble in settling fee dis- 
putes with the provincial 
government. 
That same legislation 
also wiped out the amount 
of the arbitration award but 
it did result in the province 
agreeing to add the $392 
million to doctor fees and 
other payments• 
Inc luded in that 
amount, says the provin- 
cial government, is a com- 
mitment for more money. 
for rural physicians. 
Rural physicians, for in- 
stance, now get $10 an 
hour for being on-call but 
that would increase to up 
to $40 an hour depending. 
upon the time of day and 
day of the week. 
TERRACE 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
Dr. P. k O~imi, he, 
F0mily D~fs~y, Full Face Or~{~x~t~, T J  
• Serving Ihe Northwest for 10 years 
e Full Face Orthodontic Care 
e Invisallgn •the invlsable braces 
, T.MJ. TrHtment 
• Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
• Teelh Whitening (Bleaching) 
, Lalex Free Office 
Dr, Peter. A. Okimi 
200"4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
"Did ~ t~  ~lat o child rbeutd be ~ee, 
~eir hnf o,'~odonfic xreenlng be~e o~e 7~ 
Zt N 
:o :  ,~ 
Due to the Government 
cancellation of the  
"D°Ct°rr~..Arbitration, , 
he 
EMERsoN .: 
CLINIc 
"' FlOor 
Will be 
(3LOBED ~' 
TUE~DAy,~a :" 
"°Ca~eot~ _ Y 14t~' 2002 .... 
:9.} 
:~.... ~:. i:..i.,~i>~ ~ " 
THE AUTOMATIC  doors were shut off and the elevators locked out at the 
medical centre May 14 as doctors closed their offices for the day to protest the 
lack of progress in their contract negotiations with the provincial government, 
Talks resumed late last week in an attempt to reach an agreement, 
IG// [A 
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Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
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2002 SIERRA EXTENDED CAB SLE 
Vortec 4•8L 2TO HP V8 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic with Tow/Had Mode • 4-Wheel Disc & ABS 
• 40/20/40 Split Front Seat w/Custom Cloth Trim, AC • Aluminum Wheels • CO • Till Wheel - 
• Cruise, Power Locks with Remote Keyless Entry, Automatic Headlights, Tachometer, Engine 
Hourmeter, and Driver Message Centre 
5378' o 530,198, 
 ilVll::: 2002 SONOMA EXTENDED CAB 
Vortec 4•3L 180 HP V6 Engine 4-Speed Automatic • ABS. 3rd Door. AC • Aluminum Wheels 
• CD • Tilt Wheel. Cruise. Deep Tint Glass • Sliding Rear Window. Bucket Seats• Tach 
SMARTLeASE I PURCHASE PRICE 
R 
INCLUDES FREIGHT AND PDI 
OP TO 48 MONTHS# 
s228' s22,188, 
WITH 53,100 DOWN 
SEE YOUR DEALER FOR GREAT DEALS ON MANUAL TRANSMISS ION TRUCKS 
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..~ii:~!~ii!~:ii~: ~41i~ Passenger rating in side-impact tests Zone AC • Autotrao Automatic kWD • Locking Differential •Side Impact 
' ~!~i;:~:i~;~:. i  ~i~:~i::~:'!::' ":::i:~i~p::::'!~ii:~:P~:. ' ;~!g:~!:i~i~ili:~i~:-~':~::.. .... ~ ~  ___  ~ g ~ i i i : i ~ ' ,~ Air Bags, 17" Wheels • Power Drivers Seat. Power Locks, Windows, / 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ............... Heated Mirrors. Independent Front Suspension, 5-11nk Roar Sospensl0n 
~" ~::~) i~ ~:~':;:~: ~i~::::-::, ~ ................. ~~,. ~i~!~i:;g~!ii~:~i~i~i~i~,~:;~:~i~;::~:~.:>:.. ~ ~ ' ~ "  " HD Trailering Equipment. OnStar eSafety and Security System 
W WITH ~,150 DOWN I 
UP TO 45 MONTH~ 
2002 JIMMY 4X4 
Vortec 4.3L 190HP V6 Engine, 4-Speed Automatic • AC • Locking Differential 
. . . .  . • Aluminum Wheels, ABS • Power Locks/Windows/Mirrors, Remote Keyless Enlry 
' Till Wheel, Cruise, Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags 
UP TO 48 MONTHS~ 
R SAFETY RATING' : i!.: 
holds a 5.star, Front & ,  
tins in sldo.lmpact tests :- ;i 
We'd like you to know more: Come visit us at your local dealer, on ere webslte at www.gmcanada,com or call 1.800-GM.DRIVE, O~ral Moto~ l~oV, be 
tJealer with e credit equivalent to the value of automatic transnlseion: GMC Sonoma ($1140),GMC Jimmy ($994) GMC Envoy, Envoy XL ($994) GMC Siena 1500 Series Pickups Regubr and Extended Cab 1500 HO Crew Cab, 
[ ~  GMC Siena Denall Yel (St114] GMC Siena 2500 Series - CC25903 with C6P, TC25g03 with C6,P, CK 25753 v~th C6P, TK25753 with C6P ($1114), General Moto¢s will also pay the Dealer the equivalent GST on these credits. 
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Arson investigation 
FIREFIGHTERS clean up the charred remains of a house fire at 4606 
Scott St. A preliminary investigation indicates the fire may have been in- 
tentionally set. said police, Authorities were called to the house May 16 
shortly after 1 a.m. Police say the residence was unoccupied at the time 
of the fire. JOANNA WONG PHOTO. 
High snowpack a danger 
if heavy rains rock region 
PROVINCIAL officials say 
they're watching the Skee- 
na basin snowpack closely 
because it's higher than 
most other areas in the 
province. 
The Skeena-Nass index 
is sitting at 56 per cent 
above normal, says Bill 
Wyngaards of Victoria's 
River Forecast Centre. 
Though the snowpack is 
above the 30 year average 
for mid-May, Wyngaards 
cautioned a high snowpack 
does not in itself mean 
flood potential is high. 
Actual flood levels 
reached are very depen- 
dent on short term weather 
during the melt. 
Heavy rainfall or three 
to four days of extremely 
high temperatures - such 
as 30 degree Celsius days 
and Bulkley rivers to pre- 
pare for flooding should 
the river rise quickly. 
Officials from P.E.P. ad- 
vise that small children, 
pets and livestock should 
be kept well away from 
• fast-flowing waterways. 
The organization also 
provided steps people liv- 
ing near creeks, rivers and 
waterways hould take to 
protect heir property. 
• Move furniture, ma- 
chinery and electrical ap- 
pliances above expected 
water levels. Remove 
buoyant materials from 
basements. 
• Fill or weigh down 
fuel and water !anks, 
which could otherwise 
float and cause damage. 
Plug their vent holes. 
[] Plug sewer connec- 
tions. Remove basement 
toilets and plug their 
drains. 
[] To prevent pollution, 
move toxic materials like 
cleaners, paint and fertili- 
zers to high places and 
store in waterproof contai- 
ners. 
[] Learn to floodproof 
both homes and property, 
including ways to protect 
buildings with sandbags 
and polyethylene barriers. 
Information about the 
the snowpack can be found 
at www.wlap.gov.bc.ca. 
The Terrace Regional Historical Society 
would like to thank the following donors who 
helped us publish our book, 
"20TH CENTURY ANECDOTES 
FROM THE TERRACE AREA "3 
B.C. Heritage Trust 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
City of Terrace 
Terrace and District Credit~Jnion 
Scotia Bank • Royal Bank 
Bear Country Inn • Bear Creek Contracting 
C&D O'Donnell • Ev's Men's Wear 
Moonlighters Custom Auto Body 
Nordenta Dental Techniques 
Northern Motor Inn 
Terrace Builder Do-It Center "Terrace Chrysler 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Suretech Systems & Solutions 
Books are available through Ev's Men's Wear. 
Comnltmity He:Lling Centre / 
1'O 13ox ,129 / 
Kitwanga 13C I 
VOJ 2no / 
Tel (250) 84%5211 Fax (250) 849-5374 I 
Annual General Assembly 
6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 22, 2002 
at the 
Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre 
Kitwanga - Cedarvale Road 
Guest Speakers 
Reports o Elections 
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE! 
This is a very special invitation to all 
concerned about First Nations Recovery and 
Health especially for our local area communities. 
Refreshments will be served! 
- could translate into the 
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snowpack does is :extend 
the time that you are vul- 
nerable to those three or 
four days of hot weather or 
heavy rains," says another 
River Forecast Centre offi- 
cial, Dave Gooding. 
But if Terrace exper- 
iences average weather 
throughout the melting 
stages there may well be 
nothing to worry about. 
"In the case of the 
Skeena it's the rain more 
than the hot weather that 
really blindsides you," 
said Wyngaards. 
However, the Provincial 
Emergency  Program 
(P.E.P) issued a warning 
May 16 advising people in 
the. vicinity of the Skeena 
1 
i Chr i s t ian  
Schoo l  presents 
"The Hobbit" 
by J.R.R. Tolkien 
Produced with special permission by HarperCollins 
May 30, 31, 2002 at 7 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets $10 Adults- $6 Students & Seniors 
Tickets sold at Centennial Christian School 
3608 SparEs Street or the 
Skeena Mall May 10 &l 7 5:00-9:00 p.m. [ 
Skeena Mall May 11 &l 8 9:30-6:00 p .m.  
" .: ' i i :  : 
For information, call 635-6173 
,, EATMOK"  
i~ ;. STA NLESS STEEl. OUTDOOR 
~ WOOD FURNACES 
• , '~ ,.I,~ r~ I CEheJ-~eatt,or is a wood~'re 
-'.r,., I :1 
,F, t:..,[1' I, i • ,~,,,f ~,, "."~.',~''.] [;~Jl water-jac'~<ted stove. ~The 
['l~i!~ heated ware," is pumped thro,,sh 
u.dergrout, d insulated pipes to the b,ildin.q to be 
heated. 
Wbv use an outdoor furnace? 
C-fheJ-Eeat,nor retnoves the datFer of 
woodstove fires in the house which will reflect lower 
insurance rates, 
Convenience: No need to split wood. Eliminates 
wood smok6 wood chips, dust and b~i, qs in the home. 
Cost.Savi,~s: One furnace will heat m,ltiple 
buildin, qs as well as domestic hot water, hot tubs, 
swm,,:m~ pools and clothes dryers, . ,.,.., . 
,CALL: {250} 695-6706 
It 
~ . ~  . . ~ . . . .  I 
...... ~.,~::::~!i ~ 
' Good for 7 days. One per customer. 
' Sa le  ' !i ! ~ . Z :~i:~r.,! !! "g'~ | L 
gg ~ :i~ " 'C  - -  "~ " ' / 
• ,y ;A4 : RS  . , °o ,o . ° . ,n= r igs  .v,,.~,,,o,o,,,.,°o, U II ~~ : ? ~a  11 d~ 1.888-847-9766 • ,~.i~ .~;~, Come see us on lhe Web at • 10% Down Layaway Plan ~;:::~ with the www.cadersjeweile ,s.com ( * Credit Terrns Available 
E-mail: .7-day Moneyback Guarantee I 
sales@cartersjewellers.corn ,30-day Full Exchange Program 'i~ '"{~,~;:~!, disti ti of lit), 
i Buy: ' ! |  '~!c~adnan  /'lCfro on qua ~ e w e ~ m e r • u ;~, i:!!~:~ii~: i ;I' m Carters Smithersiall, SkeenaMa,l, Pine Centre, West Park Mall, II 
~, ~ }~ Smithers Terrace Prince George Quesnel 
~i~: :¸¸/: +t: ;~ 
Regular maintenance from a 
Toyota Trained Technician is the 
best way to keep your vehicle 
running like new. So visit your 
local Toyota BC Dealer today 
and take advantage of first rate 
service with the added benefit 
of Toyota Everyday Value Pricing. 
. . . .  :):, .£ 
• %,  • • . . .  
TOYOTA EXPERIENCE 
The par t  you  can ' t  rep lace  
i 
®MedicA ler t '  
=:PEAKS FOR Y~IL I  
1-BD[3 .~8-1~D7 
Wwwlmedlca le r t .¢a , -  
College celebrates 
graduating students 
AN EXCITED group of 118 
students celebrated their 
graduation from various 
programs at Northwest 
Community College in 
person May 11 at the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre. 
All told, the college 
graduated 262 graduates 
from Terrace and surround- 
ing areas, an increase of 
50 more than last year 
. . . .  The convocation cer- 
emony was led by college 
president Stephanie For- 
syth and involved a num- 
ber of guests including re- 
presentatives from the 
Wilp Wi lxo 'Oskwhl  
Nisga'a Society (Nisga'a 
House of Learning) in the 
Nass Valley in their tradi- 
tional dress. 
Rich McDaniel, the 
acting mayor of Terrace 
for the day was there as 
was Roger Harris, MLA for 
Skeena. 
This year's Lieutenant- 
Governor's silver medal 
award winner was Kelly 
Dundas-Wolfenden, a di- 
ploma graduate in the so- 
cial service worker pro- 
gram. 
She was recognized for 
achievements in her stu- 
dies and her contributions 
to creating a positive col- 
lege community. 
Dundas-Wolfenden was 
also the recipient of the 
Jeff Marvin Bursary. 
BERT AND MOSES McKay from the Wilp Wilxo 
'Oskwhl Nisga'a Nation look on at NWCC grads. 
Other award winners re- 
cognized at the ceremony 
included early childhood 
education students Darlene 
Wilson, Cindy Robinson 
and Elizabeth Douse; busi- 
hess administration stu- 
dents Sonja Krug and Hea- 
ther Prowse, and business 
technology student Mar- 
lene Robinson. 
grant to drive strategy 
THE NORTHWEST will 
get a $180,000 federal 
grant to develop a new 
economic strategy for the 
region. 
The new strategy would 
seek ways to capitalize on 
t ransportat ion,  non- 
traditional forest products, 
tourism and recre.ation, 
First Nations' cultural 
investment. 
Secretary of state 
Stephen Owen said 
research for the strategy 
will rely on interviews, 
community consultation 
and new and existing data 
on patterns of economic 
development. 
The Community Futures 
Development Corporation 
of the Pacific Northwest 
success. It would examine 
revenue, expenditures and 
employment effects. 
An action plan is 
expected to be complete 
by March 31, 2003. The 
strategy spans from the 
Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Endako and north to the 
Yukon border. 
Funding comes under 
the Western Economic attract ions,  aquaculture 
and British Columbia- will oversee the spending Partnership Agreement 
! Yukon-Alaska links, of the grant money. (WEPA), a multi-million- 
i It hoes to involve local :. This research •will aim dollar agreement that aims 
" ~ ' , . ~  ~, ~..'¢~,.;.~r.;~ ¢~.~.':to'~ide.ntify~::,~/hcL~ priorize~ tO., e~cour~og¢.,~,,ec.ot~omic 
~:L ~,~" ; ~ ~.K~o...., ~x./mdustr~al ands, other: .d~velopment and  job 
attract private sector  potential developments creation zn British 
with the best chance of Columbia. 
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of its kind in the province of B.C.. ~nd is the soLe source of 
~'~n's Hosp~ai specialty care for seriously ill and injured children? www.kidstelelhon.com 
1-888-663-3033 
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he was losing 
his job. 
Brought  
here in the 
spring of 
2000 to be 
the chief ex- 
ecutive offi- 
cer of the 
Terrace and 
Area Health 
Counc i l ,  
which ran 
Mills Mem- Dieter Kuntz 
oriel Hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge, Kuntz was 
named support services integration direc- 
tor of the Northern Health Authority last 
December when it was created by the 
merger of 15 smaller health care agen- 
cies. 
"I felt that when the interim organiza- 
tion was announced [last December] the 
position given wasn't really of any 
substance," said Kuntz after he got the 
news he was losing his job. 
"I had been expecting something more 
substantive in the organization, but over 
the months it never really materialized. I 
always hoped it would work out, but the 
handwriting was on the wall." 
Kuntz moved temporarily to Prince 
George for his new job early in the year, 
but soon returned to work out of his Ter- 
race house. 
It is now for sale and Kuntz is looking 
for employment. 
"It likely won't be in B.C.," said Kuntz 
in noting that health care authorities are 
shedding senior administrators. 
"The chances are pretty slim. I'm 
looking in all of Canada nd overseas." 
Kuntz is from Ontario but also has 
overseas health care experience. He's 
been offered a severance package and 
now has a lawyer looking over the details. 
Kuntz has applied for the position of 
Peter War- 
wick,  is 
leaving vo- 
luntarily] but 
doubts he 
will be con- 
s idered ,  
espec ia l l y  
since he has 
been elimi- 
nated from 
the NHA. 
Kuntz said 
Bob Kelly he enjoyed 
his time in 
Terrace and is particularly happy with the 
McConnell Estates supportive housing 
project now nearly completed beside Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
"They said go after it and make it hap- 
pen and that's what we did," he said of 
the direction given by the Terrace Area 
Health Council. 
Ironically, Kuntz was involved in sev- 
eral issues which looked at health care 
past Terrace to include the region. 
One of those was the renovation of the 
regional psychiatric unit at Mills Memor- 
ial and the merging together of out-pa- 
tient and in-patient psychiatrist ervices. 
Losing Kuntz is a shame for the north 
because he took a regional approach to 
health care, says Bob Kelly, the former 
chair of the Terrace Area Health Council. 
"I'm upset they didn't utilize his ta- 
lents. We're losing a very valued employ- 
ee," said Kelly. 
He noted that Kuntz's experience, par- 
ticularly his time spent overseas, should 
make him a person worthy of considera- 
tion to fill Warwick's spot as CEO of the 
NHA. 
Also cut loose in an effort to cut costs 
was Paul Brown, who was chief operating 
officer of the northwest portion of the 
NHA, and two other executives who were 
based in Prince George. 
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"ONE STOP SHOP"  
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
F~r v~Hr cnnvz, ni~nr~ g nulck" ~,~_rvicP. 
Group wants freedom 
to spe  ak  o ut, o n+i ssue s 
A LOCAL biologist once which is developed within 
suspended by the former government o become 
NDP provincial govern- more accessible." 
sent for releasing contro- The group says employ- 
versial reports is a found- ees need to be able to 
ing member of a new orga- speak out about urgent is- 
nization calling for the sues on water quality, for- 
B.C. Liberal government to estry, and other areas of 
enact whistleblower legis- resource management in 
lation. B.C. 
Dr. Dionys de Leeuw "These are public is- 
was suspended without pay sues that require a full de- 
for two weeks in 2000 by bate and complete disclo- 
his environment ministry sure of information," said 
employers after he wrote de Leeuw. 
position papers arguing This is the first group to 
that Victoria's estimates of initiate this type of action 
grizzly bear populations in Canada. 
were too high and the spe- He adds the group is 
cies could be at risk be- hoping to compliment the 
cause of hunting in B.C. Liberal government's man- 
The local man grieved date to be open and ac- 
the suspension and a set- countable. Dionys de Leeuw 
tlement was later reached 
between his union and the Terrace Crimestoppers will be holding a 
province. 
The results of that arbi- GENERAL MEET ING 
tration have not been 
made public, of Society Members 
Critics at the time said Thursday, June 13, 2002 
muzzling scientists is not at7:00 pm at 
only censorship but also Keenhyside Insurance Ltd. 
dangerous. 4635 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 N2 
The Public Service Em- The purpose of this meeting is to make amendments 
ployees for Environmental to the Terrace Crimestoppers Constitution. 
Ethics (PSE) is a group 
pushing to avoid situations For further information, please call 638-1508 
such as de Leeuw's. ClII|VIIE  The group says it wants 
the B.C. Liberals to protect 
employees who speak out  ;11)l)Pi:l| r
about environmental  
health and safety issues by ~1 i ~1)  
enacting a law protecting 
them. 
Public service employ-U~,~ ~ ~  i ~ ~ , ~ I  ees often sign code of con- 
duct contracts which in- 
clude a clause preventing 
public disclosure of certain 
information. 
"Scientists are essenti- 
ally told by their employ- 
ers to not make this infor- 
mation known to the 
public," said de Leeuw. 
He says the organiza- 
tion wants to avoid public 
health tragedies uch as 
the Walkerton, Ontario 
water scandal - which 
lead to several deaths - by 
ensuring employees free- 
dom of speech. 
"A number of public 
employees were not al- 
lowed to come forward," 
explains de Leeuw. "What 
I'm referring to is the sci- 
ence-based information 
SK eNT  V LL Y 
HAWKAIR 
Reservations 1-866-429-5w~47 hawkair'net 
In Terrace 635-4295 
Vancouver South Terminal 604-273-3575 
Terrace-Kitimat Counter 635-8458 
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. . . . . .  + ~+ :+++i ~++i+:  + ++~: + +;:+. ?:+ :++ : . . . . . . . .  : : :~  +~: !++;+ : :  + 
a proud sponsor of 
S'l I) lqq:l l!|  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help to 
solve an injury hit and run collision in Terrace, B.C. 
On May 12th, 2002, an adult male was walking 
westbound on the "new bridges" near Terrace at 
approximately 02:00 a.m. when he was struck by a 
westbound traveling vehicle. The vehicle's side- 
view mirror struck the pedestrian's arm, fracturing it. 
Visibility at the time of the accident may have been 
reduced by rain and lighting conditions. 
The vehicle is described as a full-sized, newer 
pickup truck, possibly white in colour. There may be 
damage to the passenger's ide mirror. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your information, not 
your name. Any information is valuable and may 
lead to the arrest and conviction of the offenders. 
I Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be requlrod to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
635.TIPS 
TERRY S TIPS 
i :+i~i; ii i;~ ' :~:::~;ii~ i ~il DOES "DO NOT COPY" ;:~"i~i .... !~: ~:~i=.i!!:.ii 
MEAN "WILL NOT COPY" i? i" "i ~:::~~:: ': 
Columbia to copy a key marked "DO NOT 
COPY" or similar except for verified owners or 
agents for a particular premise. Unfortunately 
persons unaware or unwilling to obey this law 
frequently copy these keys, There are, however 
that are very rigidly controlled. See your local 
locksmith for further information. 
. Comme~isl, l~identia/. 
Automotive l,odt~ithing 
. Sat=. Sales & Sm'im 
* Em,vgency O~ni~' 
, BomIml & I r ,~  
, ~ & MIWA II~l~ Score"i+ I <m,L~ 
4624A GItEIG AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V~G IIM9 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 * Toll F ree  1-888-560-5549 
N 
: , ,0  • 
Maybe it's time for the home you really want. 
We know just where to look. With our knowledge of the neighbourhood we can 
*~o give you expert advice and self your home faster. To find the Local Expert ~ ,  
~'#;  in your area, visit www.century21canada.com or call 877-605-2121. The Local Experts- 
Each office is Independently owned end operated, ® and m Registered trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation used under license. 
® m Trademarks el AIR MILES International Trading S.V.. used under license by Loyalty Management Group Canada Inc. and Century 21 Real Estate Canada Ltd, 
L 
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Fallers given 
the message  
to be safe 
By JOANNA WONG 
TREE FALLER AI Lundgren is a rarity in an industry 
that sees at least seven injuries a week in B.C. 
Despite having worked for 34 years as a failer in the 
coastal ogging industry, Lundgren has escaped the ser- 
ious accidents that injure between 1,200-1,600 loggers a 
year. 
"I've just had bumps and bruises," said Lundgren, 
smiling. 
One might say his impressive record runs in the fami- 
ly - Lundgren was broken in as a failer in 1968 by his 
father. 
"My Dad told me that I was always supposed to think 
before acting," said Lundgren. "Don't just charge right 
into it. Plan it out." 
Now retired, Lundgren is using his background in 
safety education, programming and training to pass on 
his experience to other fallers in the new "Fallsafe" pro- 
gram developed with the Workers' Compensation Board. 
(WCB). 
The 20 Fallsafe seminars held over the past two 
months reached almost 1,000 loggers. 
Lundgren has given presentations to fallers, bullbuck- 
ers, managers and planners from 10 coastal B.C. com- 
munities and an equal number in the interior. Terrace 
was visited by Lundgren and the Fa[Isafe program May 9 
and 62 loggers were on hand. 
The Fallsafe sessions feature the presentations of nine 
WCB officers and experienced fallers who cover sub- 
jects like planning, identifying and removing obstruc- 
tions, maintaining control and recognizing dangers. 
The sessions, which stress the idea of a personal safe- 
ty program, were created with the help of a handful of 
accident,free v teran fallers like Lundgren. 
"We didn't know we had a personal safety program," 
said Lundgren. "It was just the way we worked." 
Always following safe work procedures and having an 
ultra-aware heads up attitude are some of the main ways 
that Lundgren feels railers can recognize dangers like 
unstable areas or partially blown over trees. 
"Fallers always have to be the best planners," said 
Lundgren. "A failer needs omething that works for him 
right at the stump where he's making life or death deci- 
sions." 
Fallsafe is partially the brainchild of WCB Officer 
and former logger Cary White, who saw the need for the 
program last spring after investigating a falling accident 
that was nearly identical to one that killed his best 
friend in 1978. 
"It was the same situation for the same reasons," said 
White. "I realized we hadn't made any interludes in 22 
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WCB OFFICER Cary White, left, and veteran failer AI Lundgren were in Terrace 
recently to give a seminar on the importance of being aware of safety when 
logging. The forest industry is regarded as one of the more dangerous in the 
province and the idea behind the Fallsafe program Is to reduce the number of 
injuries and deaths by emphasizing safety and awareness, The Fallsafe pro- 
gram visited 20 communities, 10 on the coast and 10 in the interior, 
Bear alert 
NEW MONEY from the provincial government 
means B.C.'s Bear Aware program will continue to 
operate for another two years. 
The $290,000 will come over two years to 
maintain the Bear Aware program in Terrace and 
throughout the province. 
That includes educational visits to schools, in- 
formation campaigns at community events and 
speaking to people about ways to avoid attracting 
bears. 
"It's important now because of the changes 
made to the Conservatiou Officers Service," says 
Bear Aware official John Wieczorek. 
Officers are no longer responding to non-lethal 
wildlife-human conflicts because of provincial 
cuts. That means residents or police may have to 
respond to problem bears. 
"It's my understanding they will go through a 
call centre where they will be given advice as to 
how they can deal with the situation," said Wiec- 
zorek about people who call in bear sightings. 
"It's my understanding the C.O.s will continue 
to respond if there is a threat o life or damage to 
property," he said. 
Bear Aware's message on how to prevent wild- 
life conflicts in the first place is especially timely 
now, he added. 
With bears waking up from a long winter's leep 
they're on the hunt for food. 
Bears, like humans, like convenience and ac- 
cessibility to food sources. 
years and needed to find a more effective way." " 
White says the program has been very successful. 
"Never in my career would I have believed that you : 
could have 60 to 100 loggers sit in a room for an hour 
without saying anything," joked White. 
Fallers have perhaps the most hazardous position in 
the forestry industry and in 2000, the WCB recorded 
eight fatalities. 
"The danger [to railers] is great and ever present," 
said White. "There are no times or circumstances that 
are risk free." 
First aiders compete 
REALISTIC ACCIDENT scenes will test northwest first 
aid teams this Saturday as the North West Loggers As-.; 
sociation hosts regional first aid team competitions. 
The competitions are open to the public and take 
place in the parking lot of the old Co-op building on 
Greig. 
Competitions begin at 9 a.m. 
LEASE FOR 
s299 
PER MO,  
/48  MONTH LEASE 
$4 ,995  DOWN 
PAYMENT 
n NANCING FROM 
. . . .  2,9 c 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
$30,580* 
sale ends 
May 
© 
2002 Sienna CE P lus  
3.0 L, V6, V VT-I engine, automatic transmission, driver and front passenger air bags, 50/50 split 
rear seat, AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, removable middle and rear seat, air conditioning, full wheel covers. 
EXTRA, VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Power windows/doorlocks/mirrors, cruise control, keyless 
illuminated entry, retained accessory power, bodyside cladding graphics, engine immobilizer. 
"Best  P ick"  
for Crash Safety 
Insurance Institute for  
% ?;: • 
YOUR TOYOTA BC DEALERS :~!~,~,~; 
/•!!!• i/;i¸ :: :i;: ¸ • 
DRIVETOYOTABC.COM 
some k ind  o f  wonder fu l  
IT PAYS TO R SAD THE FINE PRINT: Lme and finam offm Im qualified retail costeaerz enly en new 2002 models old and delivered Before May 31, 2002, Lease paymnts d $209 far the 2002 Sienna CE Plus ZFI9CSiB) brad on 40.month wslka~Y least wi~ $4,995 down. -~ 
Tetailme ~lioaSons afs$10o347.Finendng[~anat 2.OlkfNSiannl CE Plus available hem Tnpda Clnadn, OJLC, L|ane pqmints besnd on n maxinu el 96,000 kin. AddifilnelcSatges we 10¢~m.[icanse, insutencl, and @plicaHet~es are exbs, 'tPmchasnlxkainciudes I msdmum ~hi|ld:: i,:i~ :,~ 
~nd~.ddivit~in~e~ne~$L2~rg~n~CEP~m.~t~rpqment~d~ns~v~il~erm~emesl~rlm~arnec~nd]ti~ns@Piy~ nndeffmmaychangewitheut.tke.SesynurpartidpatiogTqotneCDealersformentdethlth. 9aiidi.U.S.lesm'l.e~roiHia~vfilmO].t~k ";~ ~]:~. ~ 
1998 401@5 40% fl0ntll nflsOt otis5 tests. For cmplnte tell mule visit www, higSwapafetyetg, r " ']~i 'i ~ " . _ -~ : ~ :".i~: ~ :i 
, , ,  
Go to www.toyota ,ca  for more i 
TERRACE MOTOF 
4912 H ighway 16 West,  Terrace, BC (250)  635-6558 
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Out & 
About 
West Fraser 
eyes mill 
WEST FRASER officials 
confirm they continue to 
talk to the new owners of 
Skeena Cellulose about 
the possibility of buying 
SCI's Smithers operation. 
"The parties have had 
some discussions," said 
West Fraser chief finan- 
cial officer Martti Solin, 
who added those talks are 
continuing. 
West Fraser already 
owns a sawmill in Smi- 
thers. 
Officials with NWBC 
Timber and Pulp, which 
completed its purchase of 
SCI April 30, say they 
continue to look at various 
options for the Smithers 
mill. 
NWBC president Dan 
Veniez said any talk of 
selling the mill is prema- 
ture. 
"We have not made 
any decisions, and we are 
in no rush to do so," Ve- 
niez said. "We have had 
preliminary discussions re- 
garding Smithers. We will 
do what's right for NWBC 
and what's right for 
Smithers." 
Back tariffs 
won't apply 
WEST FRASER and other 
B.C. forest companies 
won't have to pay the U.S. 
as much money for soft- 
wood tariffs and penalties 
as they'd feared. ,:~":. ~,~.,:,~,:r,~ 
by the Wasnmgton-oa , 
International Trade Com- 
mission ruled Canadian 
producers won't have to  
pay 22 per cent retroactive 
penalties for lumber ship- 
ped dating back to last 
fall. 
West Fraser chief fi- 
nancial officer Martti 
Solin said it means the 
company won't have to 
pay $26.7 million. 
The countervail duties 
and anti-dumping charges 
are supposed to be applied 
to Canadian lumber going 
to the U.S. starting May 
23. 
Pulp prices 
firming up 
AN UPTICK in pulp pnces 
and shrinking inventories 
may be a sign the long 
price slump is nearly over. 
Chinese purchases of 
pulp are up sharply and 
analysts say that's a lead- 
ing indicator of a strength- 
ening market. 
Prices climbed in the 
past few weeks from US 
$435 per tonne to around 
$465 per tonne. 
Continued improvement 
would be good news for 
NWBC Timber and Pulp, 
new owners of Skeena 
Cellulose. It hopes to have 
the Prince Rupert pulp 
mill running again by fall 
- provided company offi- 
cials can reach a new deal 
with unionized pulp work- 
ers. 
Interest 
rates on rise 
EXPECT short-term inter- 
est rates to rise over the 
next two years, says the 
Credit Union Central of 
B.C. 
The prime lending rate 
is forecast o rise to 5.25 
per cent from 3.75, with 
most of the increase hap- 
pening this year. 
The tightening is to re- 
verse the emergency eas- 
ing of interest rates last 
fall and avoid inflation. 
Long-term interest rates 
are likely to remain fairly 
steady, says the credi! 
union central's chief eco-  
nomis t .  
,, Clean-a,, -,you-go deal to help 
contaminated station reopen 
A DEAL struck with pro- 
vincial environment offi- 
cials may soon put a local 
service station owner back 
in business. 
Giannino Pretto, the 
owner of Terrace's Kalum 
St. Shell station, was for- 
ced to stop selling gas 
after contaminated soil 
was found on his property 
last November. 
In the course of prepar- 
ing to install new tanks, 
pumps and spruce up the 
station's appearance, spots 
of contaminated soil were 
found. 
The discovery put what 
was supposed to be a 10- 
day project on hold for 
more than six months. 
With the older tanks al- 
ready out of the ground, he 
could not sell gas. 
The bill to remove all 
the soil was poised to cost 
in excess of $700,000 -
/ 
. . . .  , . . . . .  
GIANNINO PRETTO has relied on grocery sales 
since soil contamination shut his gas station, 
money Pretto simply did 
not have. 
But a deal struck with 
provincial environment of- 
ficials will let him install 
new tanks on the property 
and start selling gas again. 
"The idea is getting 
him back in business o he 
can afford to do further 
testing," said environment 
official Mike Drumm. 
Pretto's been given per- 
mission to install the new 
tanks and start selling gas 
so long as he agrees to 
certain conditions, Drumm 
said. 
Pretto must dig out any 
contaminated soil from 
where the proposed tank 
farm will be. 
He must isolate the 
hole from the rest of the 
site by installing a liner 
and put clean fill around 
the tanks, Drumm said. 
Once that is done Pretto 
will be able to sell gas and 
be in better position to af- 
ford further environmental 
tests. 
Those tests must be 
done to ensure there is no 
off-site contamination, 
said Drumm. 
Once a contractor is 
available to install the 
tanks, the work will begin, 
McMynn said. 
Pretto had to lay off 
seven employees as a re- 
sult of the situation. 
He's been trying to 
make ends meet off groc- 
ery sales and the operation 
of his car wash. 
"It's been tough times 
for me and for the staff 
too," Pretto said. 
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EVERYTdlNG SE .,LING 
AT CLO ' UT/RICES 
Excellence in Home Sales 
Russ Shauer.  lett. recei,.'*:s at, award tion~ Kevirl MacDuff ,  
Canadian Sales Manager for Nelson Honles 
Russ and Elaine Shauer of Bench Developments, 
Authorized Dealers for Nelson Homes, 
were recently honored by Nelson Homes 
in Lloydminster, Alberta 
for excellence in sales and service 
in the Prince Rupert/Terrace r gion. 
The Shauers were one of four 
award winners for Western Canada 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Sen,,rig Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in fiat, Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 19,16 
4626 Davis Street 
fA  Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
~edce Phone 635-2444 * Fax 635-635-2160 
2,1 hour pager 
HAMMER IN hand, Lance Kuemper  works hard on ject. Open Ju ly  1, the compiex  wil l  be managed by 
the new McConne l l  Estates support ive hous ing pro- the Northern Health Authority.  JOANNA WaNG PHOTO 
Meal service on tap 
for housing complex 
HOUSING OFFICIALS are matel,. 
nailing down the monthly 
fee residents of the new 
McConnell Estates uppor- 
tive housing project will 
pay., 
Last week the tentative 
figure was.e320 a month 
but that could change in 
advance of the planned 
July i1 occupancy date, 
say s Peggy Julseth, in 
cha~rg¢~,gf housing at the 
Northern Health Authority. - 
The authority will man- 
age the 21-unit complex 
which is attached to Terra- 
ceview Lodge on the 
bench. 
'lTtret6's bee/z'~some r - 
sistance to the fee, but 
Julseth notes the project is 
designated as supportive 
housing_and that means re- 
sidents staying there who 
require some basic ser- 
vices. 
"The reality is that 
people should understand 
this is. supportive housing 
and residents are supposed 
to .heed some services," 
she said. 
"A. couple of people 
have applied wanting in- 
dependent living, but 
that's not what this is," 
Julseth added. 
Topping the list of ser- 
vices is a supper meal 
each day with three each 
week coming from Terra- 
ceview Lodge and three 
meals in the form of a 
Wheels on Meals-type ser- 
vice. Once a week, resi- 
dents will have a take-out 
meal. 
The' three meals from 
Terraceview ill be eaten 
in a common area that 
also forms the connecting 
wing to Terraceview. 
",And once a month 
we'll take the residents out 
to a'.irestaurant," said Jul- 
seth.. : . ,  
The" fee will also cover 
twice a month house 
cleaning; some recreation 
and use of laundry facili- 
ties.if residents don't have 
their~ own washer and 
dryer. 
Also on the services list 
is a sophisticated commu- 
nications system tied to a 
person's phone, 
People can summon 
help:if they need it and it 
ha s the capability for an 
operator to call people to 
see how they are doing or 
to remind them to take 
medication, said Julseth. 1 
"ICII provide a level of l comfort and save money too," Said Julseth. 
"You won't need a sup- 
port person to check on 
them and we can use that 
person for other duties." 
"Our fee,is relatively 
cheap;" ;Julseth continued. 
"In Prince •George, a new 
unit has opened and the 
fee is $400 a month with 
not nearly'qhe amount of 
serv ices  we have 
planned." 
The monthly fee is ulti- 
y dependent upon a ',will" I~ay is 95 per cent of iproviding an ~nnual subs,- 
person's income, as is the 
rent, and there is an upper 
combined limit a resident 
will pay. 
In determining rent, no 
resident will pay no more 
than 30 per cent of their 
income, said Julseth. 
That means some will 
pay more than others but 
the highest any resident 
what it would cost to stay dy to cover costs over and 
in an equivalent unit any- above what people will 
where else. pay. 
When the rent and It also provided the' 
monthly fee are added to- :money to build the project. 
gether, no person will pay All of the units have 
more than 75 per cent of now been spoken for and 
their income, said Juiseth. there is a waiting list. 
The provincial govern-., The planned moving in 
ment's housing corpora-= .date is July 1. 
tion, B.C. Housing, is ~, . . . . .  • 
Get zero 
percent 
purchase 
financing 
for up 
to 36 months 
on all of 
these new 
in-stock 
2002 models** 
Or  choose  
the  a f fo rdab le  
comfor t  o f  a 
48  month  
Red  Carpet  
lease, 
l , I  1,'11 IL l  U 1 , / I . I J I  I lA 
The Terrace Standard will be publishing 
a recipe contest with your favorite barbecue 
recipes• Please submit your recipes to The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 orfax to 638-8432. 
Entry deadline is May 22nd at 5 p.m. 
All entries will be.entered in the contest for a 
"Grand Prize". Some recipes will be randomly 
chosen to be published in the paper. 
~ :~:;~ ~, .~, . . . '  .,. 
taurus  sedan 2002 eEL .  
3,OL V6 w/4-Spd Automatic ,, 16" 5-Spoke Machined Wheels ° AC • AM/FM Stereo w/6 CD 
Player ,, Power Windows/Door Locks/Adjustable Pedals ,, Power Driver's Seat 
2002 windstar LX with utility group 
Over 40 Standard Safety Features • 3.8L V6 w/4-Spd Auto • 4-Wheel ASS 
AIWFM Stereo Cassette • AC • Dual Sliding Doors • Power Adjustable 
Pedals/Windows/Locks/Mirrors • Remote Keyless Entry • SecuriLock TMAnti-Theft 
Speed Control • Tilt Steering • Privacy Glass • Roof Rack 
"k'A--k"k'-A- 
Windstar Isthe only minivan to earn a Five Star Crash Test Rating eight years In a row 
for front impact for both driver and front passenger in U,S, Government tesUng.'~ ° 
,o,,,_,......,, ,269.,o..,..o,o. best selling car, ~3,295 dewn- ~325 Security depeslt req'd i f . , .~_ . .  __ i _ Cash Purchase: 19,665 
Offer includes slr tax/freight $890 
SecuriLock'Anti-Theft • Remote Keyless Entry, Speed Control 
-k-k-k-k-k 
Taurus has earned Five Stars - 
The highest possible U.S. Government Crash Test Rating - 
for front impact for both driver and front passenger - four years in a row. ••  
*259 
,'~.r....~. 
"One of Car and Drive, 
lOBest for 2002"" 
per month. 48 month lease, 
! I 3,295 down - 300 Secwlty deposit req'd 
Cash Purchase:. '19,105, 
Offer includee air ta~reloht ~90 
T~t 0dye a~/mw ~ Ferd for ygur dw~e Iotctath m~d win. 
Win 1 of 25 Ford Mustang GT 
Ce~ferttble "1~o Year Le!~ 
n upto$1000 In Dea 
Gilt Cerliflcatesl 
~ ~ - ~ i  ~; 2002 focus  SE  sedan 
. . . .  " • • ......................... 2.0L Engine w/4-Spd Automatic • 14" Wheels w/Y~eel Covers ,, AC • AM/FM Stereo w/CD 
[:..=: ..,,*,- ,- ...... ~ ~ ~ Player, Power Door Locks/Windows/Mirrors, Remote Keyless Enby • Height Adjustal~e 
~#.~. .  y,....~, ::.. ~:~:;:;~::.v,,.,~,;, .;,~ ~.::..:..- ., ~,~, griver'sSeat SecuriLock AnlJ-Tlleft _ 
Ford Focus Is the ~ best selling car,, 
• 399 ' ' " "  ~3,295 dram - M/5 eecurffy depodt rep'd CarJ1 Purchase:. s24.345~ Offer klcl~des air tax~releht $,945 
2002 focus  SE  wagon .......... = .... 
p ~ 
2,OL Engine w/4-Spd Automatic • 14" Wheels w/Wheel Covers. AC • AMIFM ~ . ~ .  
Stereo w/CD Player • Power Boor Locks/Windows/Mirrors • Remote Keyless Ent ry  ~ ~  
Height Adjustable Driver's Seat • SecuriLock TMAnti-Theft . - ~,'.~ 
/ ~. ~o.~.~ 
, '" "One of Car and Driver's lOBest for 2002"" 
Hur ry ,  L imi ted  T ime Of fe rs .  
2002 mustang  V6  coupe  
with  spor t  ~ackage 
3.8L V6 w/4-Spd Automatic - 16" 5-Spoke Bright Alloy Wheels • AC ,' AMIFh' Stereo w/CO 
Player ,, PowerWindows/Door Locks • Remote Keyless Entry SecurlLock AnU.Theft 
lte~ SNIler Speed Control Leather Wrapped Steering Wheel Rocker Panel S~IN 
WISE BUYIERS W rJ~D T}~ LEGN. COPY. 'Lease a new Ifl.etonk ~002 Focus SE wagon ~th 4-apt, ca at;~mat~ b-an sml~fi~#indstat LXv~1~1 4.t,l~d ~lomgtic eAra~missi~ a d Ut~h'y gt~4Y/aoms S£L sedan w~th 4.lOeed ~omal¢ Itlnr, t~n/IC~stAng ~ Coupe wtih 4.~q~l lul~na~ ltlvlzmls-~on alxl Sport pa cl~lgetTo~s ~ r, ed~ wl~ 4. ~ automate ba~'n l~n for n~edy i~ly111ord 
Of $ 269/$379~$349/$399/1259 Per month based on an annuallease rate of 6 9%/3 4~2.4~/7.9%/59% a~d a 48/48/48/36/48 month lea~ from Ford Czedlt o qtnlhfled r et,l~l kse~ees, o~ al~rov~ credit. $3295 d~val~ayment or eqt~vsl~t time, first mo~th'l payment and $325/145~,~dl25/1475t$300 secod1? delx~sff required lotal k~ss~ obllga~n i~ $16,207/$21,487/120,047/$17.659/$15,727, 
selddua] of 18,225.10/19,997.35/$9,14720t$11,658 7 ~$7,225.15, ~lt~ a p~ie,~ble taxes S~11e conditions and a r~leage te~i~n of 80 ,~.Q~O km met 48t36 rn~On apgly to all lease p~rl. A charge o| 8 cerltl per km o~ mAeage restilt'd~n al)l~s, pkls ap~licat~e I/ues. Leltse ~e~s ~ ati ~/~e~lt $89(Y$1,095/$1335/1945,'$890. L~ offers eedude Ik~,  I~la~e, Izamfl. 
ts~at~rl fees ~ aH other applicable taxes, t~  p~¢hase anew in.t~o~.k 2002 R~ S~ w~ with 4-r, oeed adomat~ I:t~szrass~lxlstar LX w~h 4-sp~'d ~o~l lc  tian.u~,sslon a d girly glo~,Ylllm~l SEL sedan with 4-spee~ tarnatl¢ tionst~s~loe/Id~a/~ V6 C~ ~ 4- t4t~d ilulorna~c ~'a~n ~d Sport pa~kl~getFo~ ££~ vd~ 4- ~ ~utoma~ tiansnl/~l~ 
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Referendum counting starts 
MORE THAN a third of 
B,C, voters mailed in their 
treaty referendum ballots 
in time to meet the May 
15 deadline. 
Elections B.C. officials 
say they've begun count- 
ing the 725,000 ballots - 
about 35 per cent of the 
2.1 million issued in early 
April. 
A few thousand more 
ballots were expected to 
arrive after the deadline, 
said Elections B.C. official 
Jennifer Miller. 
Those ballots are ones 
that were dropped off at 
government agent's offices 
across the province by last 
Wednesday. 
The counting s~gnals 
the end of a fractious ix- 
week referendum period. 
The Liberal government 
went ahead with the $9 
million referendum - 
which was an election pro- 
mise - despite fierce criti- 
cism and protests. 
Opponents said it 
amounted to a vote on 
aboriginal rights and would 
set back efforts to con- 
elude treaties. 
Aboriginal groups urged 
voters not to respond to the 
referendum, but many vo- 
ters were expected to mail 
in spoiled ballots to protest 
the process. 
"We are committed to 
treaties and continue to 
work with our treaty part- 
ners - Canada and First 
Nations. We want to build 
on the work that has al- 
ready been done and 
achieve settlements that 
reflect the principles that 
all British Columbians 
want in treaties," said at- 
torney-general Geoff Plant. 
Aboriginal leaders lost 
a last-minute court chal- 
lenge May 15 aimed at 
blocking the count. 
B.C. Supreme Court 
Justice Daphne Smith 
ruled the ballot counting 
From front 
Wage 
cut 
someone voted, 
Miller said the final 
count - including 'Yes', 
'No' and rejected re- 
sponses for each question 
- will be released on or 
before July 3, 
Results will be posted 
to the Elections B.C. web 
site. 
The Liberal government 
will be bound to adopt as a 
principle in negotiation 
each of the eight questions 
on which there is a major- itiatives. 
ity 'yes' vote. 
The principles cover, is- 
sues such as whether pri- 
vate property could be part 
of treaty settlements, whe- 
ther park land could be 
used, whether aboriginal 
tax exemptions hould be 
eliminated, and whether 
aboriginal self-government 
should be municipal style 
- as opposed to the broad- 
er self-government powers 
granted the Nisga'a. 
However Attorney Gen- 
eral Geoff Plant has ad- 
mitted the government will 
still be free to ignore those 
Geoff Plant 
could proceed. 
Miller said counting is 
being done in two stages. 
Certification envelope sig- 
natures are verified in a 
separate process from the 
opening of the ballots and 
the counting of the actual 
answers, That's to ensure 
no Elections B.C. counter 
can connect a signature to 
a ballot and know how 
Save time. 
See us first. 
We process ICBC Autoplan 
glass claims from start to finish. 
Look for the sign. 
~ Glas s EXPR ESS~ 
confidence we're doing the 
No need to contact ICBC 
principles if needed to 
achieve a treaty - leading 
some to call the exercise 
poin!less. 
It s been the first-ever 
mail-in referendum in 
B.C., although it's not the 
only referendum in the 
province's history. There 
was also one conducted in 
1991 in which voters ap- 
proved by a wide margin 
the concept of allowing 
MLA recalls and voter in- 
0 
. ....- 
~'K'N EID, s HAS ~ 
2002 BOATS 
I !:!i!:,:~ ............................ 
:-::$i@~ 
.::.:.: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
n the mNNNN 
Utility V Series 
YEAR WARRA 
ON HAUL _ 
Spd., Super Clean 
iALE $3,995 
1992 Mercury Topaz LTS II 1993 Subaru Loyale 
Full Load, VB, Auto II Mintl 4 Cyl., 5 Spd. 
135,997 km's SALE $5,995 ] [ 142,971 Km's SALE S5,995 
pressed an interest in part-  IIEQT 6'i.TLI LH' ' . . . . .  : nering with us," Veniez l : ' r! . ~ '  . . . .  
said, "We're excited about 
it, we want to do it and I 
we're pursu!ng those dis- :~ 
cussions actwely," 
"I see this as a poten- 
tial win-win opportunity for 
them and for us, We want 
them as partners," 
i 
I ~ .o nup 
-~"; ; .  . . . . .  ' . : '~ ~. .~"%,~ tlk~ 
1993 Chevrolet 4x4 
VB, 4 Spd., 156,329 km's, 
2 To Choose From SALE $7,995 
988 VW Fox 
ity of the competitive mar- 
ketplace." 
Some logging for raw 
log exports is already un- 
derway, Veniez said, pro- 
jecting sales of those logs 
will yield a profit of $2 
million by fall. 
"It allows us to get 
people back to work," he 
said, stressing it's a short- 
term measure. 
"We are not going to do 
it beyond September," he 
said. "We don't want to 
compromise our ability to 
start up our sawmills or 
compromise the profile of 
our timber supply." 
He said his "realistic" 
target date for restarting 
all company mills remains 
Oct. l, 
Veniez also revealed 
he's in negotiations with 
Gitxsan leaders who want 
to invest in the Carnaby 
sawmill. 
"The Gitxsan have ex- 
protected by legislation. 
"We have to take down 
our cost structure," he 
said. "Our costs are simply 
out of whack with the real- 
B '*' I~ ~!~' ~ 
1994 Gee Metro 
3 Cyl., 5 Spd., Economicall 
Only 89,394 km's SALE $4,995 
Full Load, 133,632 km's, II Only 84,467 km's, V6, Auto II Full Load, VB, Auto 
Super Clean SALE $7,595 II SALE $9,995 It 93,313 km's SALE $7,995 
right things." 
unions have said they'll [j A ,~, f~ ~ l A f ~  i~1 ~ l [  
consider Veniez's propo- ~, 
sals, but haven't agreed to 
anything yet. 
Veniez also continues 
to signal he will look for 
significant cost savings Q P E N  ! N £ - -  from logging contractors - " :' . . . .  ~ , : .... :~ *'~": 
particularly ones with re- 
placeable evergreen con- - " -~ 
tracts. 
He said evergreen con- B High y 16W 
tractors must "show lea -3040"  we 
dership and take their 
costs down", rather than (Next to the Northern Motor  Inn) ~U~-t ! !g~/~ 
hiding behind contracts 
I 
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Completing the journey 
A look at the role of hospice at a time when its financial future is uncertain. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
AT ITS most basic definition, 
hospice means no one has to die 
alone. 
De i rdre  McEwan, executive 
director of the Terrace Hospice 
Society, once got a call from an 
anxious, frightened man who was 
dying and didn't know where to 
turn for comfort. 
:"I don't want to die alone," he 
told her. 
McEwan went to see him. She 
sat with him, telling him he 
wasn't alone and reassuring him 
there was nothing to be afraid of. 
"Within 10 minutes, he went 
from anxiety to peace," 
McEwan calls birth and death 
the parentheses of life. As a soc- 
iety, we spend a lot of time focus- 
ing our attention on the begin- 
nings of life. 
The end facing us all is another 
= Ready to dance matter. "This final parentheses i  still 
MARISSA PRINTZ, 6, is one of the dancers fea-. a bit of a mystery," she says. 
tured in the Vicky Parviainen Dance Revue 2002, The Terrace Hospice Society is 
presented Friday at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, This a non-profit agency that provides 
27th annual revue is a benefit for the R.E.M. support  to terminally ill people 
Theatre Alive Society. and their families. 
"People say, 'How can you do 
, " . this?'" McEwan says, admitting t 3cal scenery ' the work is often painful. •SH•S••CEtermina••yi••?DeirdreMcEwan•executi•edirect•r•ftheTerraceH•spiceS•ciety• 
"The work hurts, but it's such a fears for the non-profit agency's future. li'ghts up the privilege that people let you into , their liv s t such an incredible returning home, only to learn that society, celebrating its lOth anni- pice terminally ill?" 
time." her condition was worsening and versary this year. The society organized a nun]- 
Sometimes death doesn't come would soon die. Her birth mother Pointing out that May is Hos- her events this month designed to 
calling quickly, or easily. Terrain- was surrounded by family, but pice Month, McEw;m wonders if raise its profile in the community 
s i l v e r  screen  ally i l l peop lecan l inger in the  back inTerrace, McEwanwas its in critical condition, and raise money. 
twilight between life and death distraught. The program receives just On June 2, there's the third an- 
or they can pass away suddenly. So she asked a volunteer at $5,?00 in govermnent funding. ]t nual Hike for Hospice, an event 
THE SPECTACULAR lowing Highway 37, on pa- McEwan says most people's Agape House (Agape is Greek for takes about $35,000 to run hos- that began in Terrace and has 
scenery of northwestern vement all the way. needs are pretty simple when unconditional love of God), the pice each year. since become province-wide. 
B.C. is getting big screen From Stewart, it's easy . they're dying. They just want to hospice facility where her birth The rest of the money comes "We hope to have a really 
exposure this summer as to drive or even walk be pain free. And most want to be mother lay dying, to read out a from charitable bingo revenues,a great urnout," she says. 
the. ba.ckdrop for some of--.across the border to Hyder, able to Say good .bye to?iheir goodbye letter on her beha!i:. - - fact that retail'ins the biggest The Hike for Hospice takes 
the scenes in the thriller Alaska. The "friendliest loved ones. She poured her feelings onto question hanging over the future place on the Grand Trunk Path- 
Insomnia. ghost town in Alaska" is That's where hospice volun- the page and faxed it off. of hospice, she says. , way. 
The movie, which hit kndwn for its souvenir' teers come in. They help ease the "Without that volunteer who Local charities still haven't Hospice volunteers have also 
theatres across North shops and a local drinking strain of providing care at home been selling raffle tickets all 
America May 24, is ritual called Hyderization. so family members can focus on month long to help raise money. 
filmed in  part at the Bear A further drive on gra- what McEwan describes as their "'I'm really concerned ," Deirdre McEwan says. "Donations have just been 
Glacier, just outside of vel beyond Hyder takes vi- primary task - saying goodbye. "'IS hospice terminally ill?" low," she says. "We've been in 
Stewart, B.C. sitors first to Fish Creek, That's something McEwan the community for 10 years, and 
The psychological chil- where bears can be viewed knows all about. Terrace has always been generous 
ler stars Academy Award gorging on spawning sal- In 1995, she joyfully reunited carried my heart for me, who heard how many of them will be and supportive, and because of 
winners AI Pacino and men. Keep driving and you with her birth mother, who even- cried my tears in my stead, I permitted to receive a portion of this, people will respond and ass- 
Hillary Swank as detec- will cross back over into tually became seriously ill with would be left with quite a bingo revenues under gaming re- ist us with a new measure of life." 
tives investigating a cop- Canada and ascend to a cancer, wound," McEwan says. "She said gulation changes. Memberships cost just $15 per 
killing in small town Alas- breathtaking view of the Last December, McEwan was my last good bye for me." With the future uncertain, time year, a fee McEwan would like to 
ka. Robin Williams plays even more spectacular able to'spend two weeks visiting She wishes more people in and funds are running out. keep low to encourage people to 
the bad guy who attempts Salmon Glacier. The view- her birth mother in Calgary before Terrace were aware of the hospice "I'm really concerned- is Hos- sign up. 
to blackmail Paeino. point over looks the point ' 
One of the movie's fight where two massive arms of 
scenes sees Pacino and the glaeier merge into one. More meaning for Mother's Day Williams battle on a Insomnia isn't the only 
cabin's rooftop with the movie to have been filmed 
glacier in the background, in the Stewart area. It also 
Visitors wanting to fol- mimicked the Antarctic for SOMETHING special hap- 
low the movie's footsteps John Carpenter's The pened in Terrace on Me- 
in the north country can Thing and was the set for ther's Day as 363 people 
easi ly reach the Bear Ice Man, among others, gathered in George Little 
Glacier. The area also been used as Memorial Park for one 
It's about a three-hour a set for Bear Island and common cause. 
drive north of Terrace, fol- Leaving Normal. They were all there to 
raise money and aware- 
ness about cancer esearch 
by taking part in the an- 
nual Relay for a Friend. 
The popular- downtown 
park was taken over by an 
atmosphere filled with 
music, laughter and most 
importantly, hope. 
Adrian Wesley, along 
with friends and family, 
took part in the event for 
the first time ever. 
Wesley always wanted 
to do something meaning- 
ful in her community and 
Relay for a Friend seemed 
like the perfect opportunity 
to get involved. 
"Cancer's such a wide- SHIRLEY DAUGHERTY and Aline Hanes took part in A Relay for a Friend with Team Four Leaf Clovers. 
spread disease - it killed They were participating in memory of Gerry McTague who passed away from cancer two years ago. 
my father and grandfa- 
ther," she said. "I was steak, corn on the cob, Thirty-one teams took takes a community to raise 
hoping this might be the sauteed onions and mush- part in this year's event a child', but it takes a 
year they find a cure." rooms and garlic bread, raising $52,22%30 corn- community to raise this 
She added fighting can- Her team auctioned off pared to last year's tally of much money," Fagan said, 
.. cer is an important issue a full plate with all the $45, 595.90, She added she is espe- 
because it is a disease that fixings for $15 which they "I just really want to cially grateful the event 
doesn't discriminate based added to the donations thank everybody who was such a success in light 
on race or gender, they had already raised, helped out," said event or- of recent tough economic 
The Broughton family- "It was something we ganizer Lynda Fagan, times, Come and get ._it taking part in the event as could do as a family," She said the event's The person who raised 
II part of Team Hava Java - Broughton said. "Too success derives from the the most money was Leah- 
THE FILIPINO Foods stand Is back for another turned the 12-hour relay many:people I know have community coming toge- Anne Rogers who raised 
season .  Lydee Rosello, seen here with barbe- into a Mother's Day cele- got cancer." ther, hours upon hours of  $!600.50,Her team also re- 
cue meat sticks fresh off the grill, worked bration the whole family Broughton's grandmo- volunteer time and of ceived top honours for 
opening day with her aunt, Delores Go.nzales. could enjoy, ther Helen Booth, 85, course the  people who raising the most money as 
The stand launched Its 11th year at the Skee- Denise Broughton set picked up the honour of tooklpart o get the rues, a group. Helen Booth 
na Valley Farmer's Market earlier this month uP.laity barbecue and the fa- being the eldest partiei- sage'out:there, : ,'ream lSpeeDee Printers 
' feasted on  prawns, pant in this year sevent, . "There's the Sayingi 'it ra ised  ~ whopping $3390.87. 
4 = . . . . .  
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: May 2g-June 1 Swallow, Uve party 
music nightly, Ladies night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX'. Tasha plays today's pop and 
country hits Fridays and Saturdays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Risky Business May 14-24. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke contest 
March 8 to June 7 every Friday from 8 p,m. to mid- 
night, Two qualifiers chosen by audience per week. Fi- 
day, May 24 at the Groundworks Cafe, An informal 
gathering where people come together and sing folk 
songs they know. Bring your instruments and folk song 
books. Call Chris for more info at 635.5996. 
The Vlcky Parvlainen Dance Revue 2002. This 
27th annual revue is a benefit performance for the 
R.E,M. Lee Theatre Alive Society. May 24 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7:30 p,m, Tickets at the door, 
from students or from Flowers A La Carte. 
Soprano Ambur Dlonne Braid in concert Thurs- 
nalists judged by selected judges. Door prizes and day, May 30, 7:30 p,m,, at 
cash prizes for winners. Members and bona fide the Terrace Evangelical 
guests. New members welcome, Free Church with mezzo- 
soprano Cathy Johnson, 
THEATRE Feila Reidy on harp and 
Scott Northridge on 
saxophone, Braid is an 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Traffic. Anything opera student who's won a 
can anything can happen when a roommate goes AWOL scholarship to the Glen 
with his share of the rent and a stranger shows up Gould Professional School 
with a mysterious bag.Continuing May 24-25 and May of Music at the Toronto 
31 and June 1 at the McColl Playhouse, Tickets $8 at Royal Conservatory. Ad- 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel, mission by donation. 
Centennial Christian School presents The Hobbit, 
May 30 and 31 at the R.E,M. Lee Theatre. Adapted 
from J.R.R. Tolkien's classic fantasy novel and featur- 
ing more than 50 students and staff. Tickets at the 
school office (3608 Sparks St.) or at the door. 
CONCERTS 
Terrace Musicians Association's Song Circle, Fri- 
Classical guitarist An- Ambur  Bra id  
drew Clark returns to Ter- 
race for a guitar recital May 31 at the Evangelical 
Free Church, 4640 Park Ave., at 8 p.m. Works by 
Bach, Coste, Albeniz. Proceeds to the Dare to Dream 
Foundation, Clark is a three-time scholarship winner 
from the Pacific Northwest Music Festival and is 
currently studying at the Royal Conservatory of 
Music. 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra's season finale, 8 
p,m, June 1 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Special guests 
clarinettist Gene Ramsbottom and French horn player 
Kurt Kellan. Both visiting clinicians are outstanding 
performers, Hellen Meutter, cellist, will perform a solo 
with the orchestra. Tickets at Sight and Sound, 
The Terrace Standard; Is now . . _ . . _ _  
UBlilIU 
www.terraceslandard.c0m 
Check out our site or cull 638-7283 for advertising informn'tlor, 
Singer-songwriter. Mac Moore presents a benefit 
concert 7:30 p.m. June 16 at the R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
in support of the Terrace Transition House building 
fund, Tickets at Elan Travel, Sidewalkers and Misty 
River Books. 
RTH E RN)  (~t~P''IN At THE i~iiii~ii:JI 
:'i[ J~OTO R '11 THORNHILL  =B;t;~ii~:iiii'il 
~ PUB ill G 0 L F 4;. . ,  Gr., 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters Annual Fun ~!:=1 ~ ~ ~  " l I Atmosphere. J ,~i i i i~:|  
Golf Scramble May 26 at the Skeena Valley Golf and ::':li:i'i:: [ ~'~'~'~'~REAKFAST 
Country Club. Registration 1 p.m. Tee off at 2 p.m. k Opm ~ Am. 11 em .~ OA~S) ~N ~ ~O~I~SD r~,l,~,~,~,,ii:i:iii I 
Includes barbecue dinner. Nine-hole best ball format i ct,E 
with aHolelnOneContestforanewcar.Formorein- COL0 BEE on'i rink I 
formation call 635-4232. W!Ni: STORE / l i  Drive 
i I Hord L, uor & liquers/I OurFrE Co, e, iii V IS U A L A RTS Avoilable now! )~Wn~illlo~eyouhome i 
Youth Art Exhibit 2002 opens Friday, May 17 and 
runs to June 8 at the Terrace Art Gallery, Open Wed. 
to Sat, from noon to 4 p.m. Friday from noon to 6 p.m. 
and Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. The Terrace Art Gall. 
ery's Spring Arts and Craft sale May 25 from 10 
a.m, to 4 p.m, Pottery, photograph and much more. 
Call 638-8884 for details, 
Make the SCENE: Ca//638.7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
• 
www.sa feway.com TUESDAY. MAY 21 Thursdays from 10-11 a,m. starts May 22 and 
www.terraceautomal l .com 
TERRACE 
~_~1 :HRYSLEi I q/ ; tO =rr~z~- I~ 
in fo@terraceautomal i . com 
~ - - i i= l==l ; i - -  The Terrace Standard 
~ T ~ D A R D  advertlslng@terracestandard.com 
Your websi te/emai l  address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
May 22 & 23 - Skeena Theatre Arts 10 presents 
=Variety Night" - monologues, scenes and clowns 
- an evening with something for everyone 
• 8:00 p,m. Admission by donation 
May 24. Vlekl Parvialnen'$ 27th Annual Dance Revue 
Always a treat: 7:.30 p.m. : 
Admission $7-$6 Students (12 & iinder) & Seniors 
May 30 & 3 t -  "The H0bblt" -presented by ICentennial 
Christian Sch0oL ~i : i 
J une  
June ' l .  The Terrace symphony presents their spring concert 
with guest artists Gone Ramsbottom (clarionet) and 
Kust Kellan (French Horn) - 8:00 p,m, 
Tickets $tO for adults, $8 for students and seniors 
and $25 for families. Children 12 and under free 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in the Skeena Mall 
The Rosewood Community Association 23, Programs run for six weeks. Register in 
holds Its monthly meeting on Tuesday, May person or by calling 638-8177, 
21 from 7-9 p,m. at the Rosewood Community 
Hall. New Members welcome, The coffee will be Terrace Little Theatre presents Summer 
on... for info, call 635.8806, Drama Days 2002.~ A summer drama youth 
................. ' ............. ' . . . . . . . . . .  program for ages 6to 13 years, July 2-26 or 
THURSDAY.~ MAY 2~1 
Free workshops for all parents of children in 
the Coast Mountain School District, CMSD 
82 District parents Advisory Council. presents 
BC Council of PACS workshops at the lecture 
theatre at Caledonia Senior Secondary school in 
Terrace, 3506 Munroe St. Free, From 4-6 p,m. 
safe schools (bullying etc,) and from 7-9 pro. 
new legislation and how it will affect our schools 
(school planning councils etc,) 
Free legal workshop on family maintenance 
at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave,, May 23 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. First in a 
series of family law workshops presented in May, 
June and July by the UAx Ghels Community Law 
Centre Society and the women's centre, To re- 
gister call Liza or Alanna at 638-0228. 
SATURDAY. MAY 25 
Garage Sale for Hospice. May 25 at 4922 
Tweedle Ave, from 8 to noon, Donations can be 
dropped off the night before at the same ad- 
dress or any time at the Terrace Hospice Socie- 
ty office Mondays to Thursdays from 9.noon. 
it's located at 4650 Lazelle Ave., in suite 205 B. 
Call 635-4811, 
TUESDAY. MAY 28 
Riverboat Days Society meets in council 
chambers at City Hall May 28 at 7:30 p,m. New 
volunteers welcome, Call Karlene for more Info 
at 635-2061, 
August 6-30 Tuesdays through Fridays, morn- 
ings (9 a.m..12 p,m.) or afternoons (1-4 p,m,) 
To register, call Nancy at 635-1329, Marianne 
at 635-2942, or drop in at Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel or at 4720A Lazelle Avenue, 
May Is Hospice Month, The Terrace Hospice 
Society is a non-profit organization offering 
support to terminally ill people and their fami- 
lies, Local activities include a raffle (prizes: a 
free standing wine rack, handmade quilt and a 
planter), displays at the Skeena Mall Friday and 
Saturday, Misty River Books and the Terrace 
Public Library, a garage sale May 25 4922 
Tweedle Ave, and the Hike for Hospice on June 
2, Call 635-4811. 
Southside and downtown residents - are 
you Interested in joining a community gar- 
den? A community garden is for individuals, 
kids and families who plant, grow, and harvest a 
garden together, Share the work and harvest a 
bounty. Interested? Sponsored by Terrace Anti 
Poverty Group Society, Call Jennifer at 635- 
4631 and leave a message, 
National judging for the Communities In 
Bloom Contest takes place July 25. Various 
categories are being judged, including tidiness 
of the town and community involvement, We need 
volunteer groups and people willing to donate 
time on projects. Call Steve at Terrace Parks 
and Rec at 615-3000, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Terrace Hiking Club is launching its spring 
and summer season. The group meets Sunday 
mornings for moderate to difficult day hikes all 
summer long, The hiking schedule is available at 
the library, All Season's, Valhalla Pure, and the 
Terrace Standard, For more information call 
Chris at 635-5996, 
The Terrace Art Gallery Is looking for sub- 
missions of First Nations artwork for its up- 
coming exhibit, First Nations Celebration 2002, 
The deadline for submission is Friday, June 7, 
Call Aron at 638.8884 for details, 
Heritage Park Museum opens Saturday, May 
18 for another season, Operating hours are 
from 10 a,m, to 5 p,m. Thursdays to Mondays 
(it's closed Tuesdays and Wednesdays), Avail- 
able for group tours, group pictures or wed- 
dings, For info call 635-4546, 
Overeaters Anonymous meets Mondays 
from 7-8 p,m, at the Sacred Heart Parish, at 
4830 Straume. Email terraceoa@hotmail,com 
for more information. 
Children's Programs at the Terrace Public 
Library. Tickles and Tales (birth to 12 months) 
Thursdays from 11:15 a,m, to noon. Starts May 
23. Toddler Time (13.23 months) Wednesdays 
from 11:15 a,m. to noon, starts May 22. Tales 
for Twos Tuesdays 10.11 a,m, starts May 21. 
Preschool Storytime (ages 3-5) Wednesdays or 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
MONDAY~ 
GITLAXDAX SAYT K'ILIM GOOTHL 
NISGA'A (Terrace Nisga'a Cultural Dancers) 
meet every Monday at the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium 3412 Kalum St, (side door en- 
trance) at 6:30 p,m, For more information 
please contact Keane or Cindy at 615.4723. 
MOOD DISORDER OF BC TERRACE 
CHAPTER holds support group meetings every 
first and third Monday at the Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse, For depressive or bipolar conditions, 
Info: Allen at 638-8749. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary 
meets the third Monday of each month in the 
education room at 7:30 p,m. Everyone is wel- 
come, 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets Mon- 
days, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 7:30 p,m. 
at 4542 Park. For more Info call 1-888-706- 
1780, 
ROSSWOOD COMMUNITY ASSOClA. 
TION holds its monthly general meeting on the 
third Monday of the month. From 7.9 p.m, at the 
Rosewood Community Hall, New members wel- 
come, The coffee will be on, Please call 635- 
8806 for more information. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS CLUB 
meets at its new clubhouse on the Thornhill Com- 
munity Grounds every first and third Monday of 
the month, For more info call Peggy at 635- 
5887 or Mike at 635-6738, 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS meets Mon- 
days from 7-8 p,m. at the Sacred Heart Parish, 
at 4830 Straume, Email terraceoa@hotmail.com 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Kaele Xander hm Dart'ion Warren Vincent 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
May I I, 2002 at 11:58 May& 2002 at 8:46 p.m. 
Weight: 7 ll)s. 13 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 8 lbs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Julia Gasper & Parents: Warren White & 
Jason McPhie KdstyJohnson 
¢ ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Bryce Allan Asiah Marie Isabelle 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
May 14, 2002 at 4:49 p.m. April 19, 2002 at 9:50 p.m. 
Weight: 8 [bs. 0 oz, Sex: Male Weight: 8 Ibs. O oz. Sex: Femfle 
ParenLs: Quentin & Tricia Roy Parents: Chantd Fon~ca 
¢, & Rick Ledue 
Baby's Name: e 
Mackenzie Robin Baby's Name: 
Date & Time of Birth: Elsha Kattr 
May 13, 2002 at 6:19 p.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 7 Ibs. l I oz. Sex: Female April 18, 2002 at 8:35 a.m, 
Parents: Sh;mnon &TonyW:dker Weight: 7Ihs. 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Little sister for THstan Parents: liarm & naljit Sangha 
Northern Drugs' Baby Club and 
newborn will receive their first 
Bear 
0 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C, 
Guest performers 
join the TSO.for 
the season f,nale 
TWO RESPECTED tea- 
chers, clinicians and per- 
formers will join the Ter- 
race Symphony Orchestra 
for its final concert of the 
season. 
Special guests Kurt 
Kellan, a French horn 
player, and clarinettist 
Gene Ramsbottom will be 
featured in concerto works 
by Mozart and Rossini at 
the June I concert. 
Kellan is an assistant 
music professor at the Uni- 
versity of Victoria. In de- 
mand as a solo performer, 
Kellan has performed prin- 
cipal horn with the Indiana 
Philharmonic and with the 
Calgary, Regina and Mil- 
waukee symphony orche- 
stras. 
Vancouver -based  
Ramsbottom, an 
instructor  at 
UBC, Douglas 
College and Ca- 
pilano College, is 
also a private 
teacher who has 
performed with 
symphon ies ,  
operas, ballets, 
and touring musi- 
cals all across 
Canada. 
Ramsbottom also per- 
forms principal clarinet 
with the CBC radio orche- 
stra. 
Visiting German ex- 
change student Hellen 
Meuter will per- 
form Saint-Saens' 
Allegro Appassio- 
nata 0p.43 at the 
concert. 
Meuter, a cellist, 
has been playing 
with the TSO for 
the past year and 
Kurt Kellan heads home in 
July. 
The concert will 
include Rinsky-Korsakov's 
"Dance of the Tumblers", 
CLARINETTIST Gene Ramsbottom. 
"Intermezzo" from Mas- 
cagni's Cavalleria Rusti- 
cana, and "Night on Bald 
Mountain" by Moussorgky. 
It's presented at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Cast of Somme.day on Cloud Nine 
i after award-v  nning performance 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SKEENA RIVER Players conti- 
nues to break new artistic ground. 
The fledgling theatre compa- 
ny's sophomore ffort, Someday, 
was named best production at the 
Skeena Zone Drama Festival. 
That means the show is headed 
for Mainstage BC, the provincial 
finals taking place July 5-9 in Na- 
naimo. 
"This is the first time an abori- 
ginal theatre company in this pro- 
vince is going to compete at 
Mainstage," Someday director 
Marianne Brorup Weston said last 
week. "It's historic in terms of 
First Nations amateur theatre." 
Someday also picked up zone 
awards for Best Actress (Annette 
Krause), Best Director (Marianne 
Brorup Weston), Best Play and 
the People's Choice Award for 
Best Actress (Nedra Lee Prisk). 
"They're on Cloud Nine," she 
said. 
Actors Dale Sebastian, Carolyn 
~¢Hamara,:an d Nedra Lee Prisk 
received',honourable mentions. "." 
,i "~E'very one of them ~s a fmahst 
in their category," said Brorup 
Weston, who also received the 
Tom Rooney Award for Outstand- 
ing Achievement in the Zone. 
"They have just come so far in 
their work." 
She praised the dedication of 
~i!!!!!:!i!!!!i~i?:,::;i, 
WONDERFUL: Annette ~r'abg6m :s~een: h, ere with Someday cast 
mate Dale Sebastian, took home the Best Actress award. 
the actors, pointing out two have 
been commuting from Kitwanga 
and Cedarvale to Terrace for re- 
hearsals ince November. 
Someday is a dramatic omedy 
about an aboriginal woman who 
reunites with the adult daughter 
who was taken from her years ago. 
Adjudicator Martin Kinch 
called the production authentic 
and moving. 
lte described Best Actress win- 
ner Annette Krause's performance 
as wonderful and full of complex- 
ity. 
None of the plays entered in 
the zones, held in Kitimat, went 
home empty-handed. 
Traffic, the Terrace Little 
Theatre's entry, took home two 
awards of its own - Best Visual 
Presentation and Best Lights. 
Prince Rupert-based Harbour 
Theatre's What The Butler Saw 
was named Best Ensemble. Rich 
Jerstad won Best Supporting 
Actor. 
Sinners, presented by Kitimat's 
On Cue Players, took home 
awards for Best Actor (Miles 
Lacey), Best Supporting Actress 
(Doreen Blackburn) and Best 
Costumes and Makeup. 
Someday is now touring the re- 
gion. Next up is a show Saturday, 
May 25, in Hazelt0n, and two up-  
coming engagements in Terrace. 
Skeena..i;Riyer=~£1~yers now 
needs to raise an estimated 
$10,000 so up to 11 cast and crew 
members - and the full set - can 
make the trip to Nanaimo. 
Benefit performances have 
been scheduled for June 29 and 30 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
SAMOS BY  16HT 
V~on.-T~ Inch & 
Fri. & S, patio! 
6REEK TAVERNA 
4608 Lakelse Ave., Terrace (Next to the Coast Inn of the West) 
|~:~:~:~f~.j[~7:~:f~F~:~:~:r~;~:~-~[t`/`J~.1:i~4~:~:~..~z~n~:~ 
The Terrace Art Associat ion 
Annual General Meeting 
Monday, May 27th, 2002 @ 7:00 pm 
in Terrace Art Gallery 
Everbody is welcome to attend! 
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THE 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
IS HOLDING ITS 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
SATURDAY, JUNE 1 ST 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE (UPSTAIRS) 
FROM NOON UNTIL 2 P.M. 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED. 
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND 
~ Terrace Art Association's 
Spring Arts & Crafts Show ?
t~ ~ Saturday, May 25, 2002 t~ 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
~ at the @ 
' Ter race  Ar t  Ga l le ry  
Lower  Level  of the  L ibrary  
O For  more  in fo .  
call 638-8884 
F aZew,hthe 
'~:: : : . . . .  : Spec ia l  Guests  inc lude:  
Gene Ramsbottom - Clarinet 
Kurt Kellan - French Horn 
Hellen Meutter - Cello 
Conductor Mike Wen 
SATURDAY, 
, ,: JUNE 1, 2002 
"~,,~ ~!i~; 8:00 p.m. 
R.E;M.Lee Theatre 
Adults $1 O, Seniors & Students 
$8, Children 12 & Under Free, 
• Family Rate $25 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 638 '8884 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TERRACE 
16TH ANNUAL 
RIVERBOAT 
RAFFLE 
Supplied 139,." 
Ken 's  Mar ine  
Va l t te  - $33 ,000,00  
19' HARBERCRAFT 
ALUMINUM RIVER 
BOAT & TRAILER 
EAELY I 
Draw 2p.m, ,  Sunday, May 26, 2002 
at Canadian Tire ~.~ 
Tickets Available At: 
Misty River Tackle * Fish Tales • North Coast Anglers • Terrace Mohawk * Kitsurnkalum Tempo 
Neid Enterprises • Ken's Marine * .lama lolto {Bargain Shop) * Anywhere Them s A Poster 
Tickets $20.0012,750p,,~1 Bc ~ ~.  ~, 8~s 4718A Lazei[e Ave 
t 
B4- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 22, 2002 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN POR TS 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Trout Travels 10 
T he rushing of a river, tile call of a jay, 
voices, axe blows, a car door slam- 
ming, and the crunch of tires on gravel 
roused Kenny from anxious sleep full 
of lurid, confused dreams. He rolled 
over and retrieved his glasses from under the 
fishing books and magazines piled on the shelf 
beside his bunk. The crackle of a spitting fire 
kindled flickering images of the drive from 
Hope, of the great slide, the burn, and people 
beside a fire. All of it reminded him that he was 
in Manning Park, somewhere near the Skagit 
River, he hoped. 
He slid from the bunk and slid into his pants. 
In a few minutes he was socked and shoed and 
the camper was filled with the aroma of coffee. 
He walked to the door, braced himself and 
leaned his shoulder into it until it popped open. 
What is it about camper doors? he thought. 
lie stepped out on the tailgate then the yel- 
low milk carton below it. He looked up to see a 
boy looking back at him, staring actually, like a 
deer about to flee. Kenny waved. The boy, who 
appeared to be alone, disappeared into a dilapi- 
dated canvas wall tent• 
Except for the area around the tent, the 
campground was rough but clean. Kenny made 
his way to the outhouse, then down a pathway 
in the direction of the river sounds when he was 
done. 
The river was beautiful, small, and clear, but 
wide enough and deep enough to offer mystery 
and SUrprise'/There'were riffles arid nice DOOm. 
A squadron of swifts was darting over the water 
inhaling rising mayflies. 
Kenny strode back to the truck like a speed 
walker. The rough sleep had given him an appe- 
tite for eggs and bacon, but he opted instead for 
a pot of Red River cereal, and the extra fishing 
time its simpler preparation would confer• 
As he clattered about Kenny noticed the boy 
was out of the tent and edging closer. By the 
time Kenny took the cereal off boil, the kid was 
furtively creeping around the adjacent campsite. 
Even though the kid had a fire going, there 
didn't seem to be any evidence of cooking in 
his camp. 
"You want something to eat?" he called out 
at last. 
The kid looked out from behind a fir. "O.K." 
he said, timidly• 
Kenny brought out utensils and bowls. He set 
them out on the campground table along with 
the cereal, some milk, some maple syrup a pair 
of oranges. The kid crept up and sat on the far 
side. His clothes were ragged. His pants were so 
encrusted in dirt they looked like elephant skin. 
His hands were gray, except for the area under 
his nails, where they were black. 
Before Kenny invited him to, the boy ladled 
I 
out a couple of generous dollops of mush. He 
• covered them in syrup and milk and began eat- 
;ing like a starving refugee, making loud slurping 
.and sucking sounds as he did. He kept his eyes 
on Kenny like a grazing gazelle keeps its eyes 
on an approaching lion. 
He was gaunt. The whites of his eyes had a 
yellowish tinge• 
"How come you got all them beads 'round 
yer neck and them earrings?" the boy asked be- 
tween gulps. "You a homo?" 
"I like the way they look, that's all," replied 
Kenny defensively. 
The boy dug another spoonful out of the pot, I 
then started tearing the peel from an orange 
with his teeth. Juice ran down his chin and over 
his filthy hands. 
"It's not sunny," be observed. 
"No, it's not." 
"Why don't you take off them sun glasses 
then?" 
"They're like that all the time," explained 
Kenny. 
The boy looked puzzled, 
"Everything looks soft and pink through 
them," Kenny added. 
Kenny could see that the boy was unsatisfied 
with the explanation, but had decided that pur- 
• suing that particular line of questioning was un- 
'likely to lead to lead any closer to a meaningful 
answer• 
"You know the name of this river?" asked 
Kenny. 
"Uh-huh." 
"Well?" 
"Well what?" 
"Is it the Skagit?,' 
"Nope." 
"What then?" 
" " red th oy' Skag ,6 Sumall0, answe ¢::b The  it s 
. down there." He pointed south, Not far, I 11 take, 
ya." 
Continued.,~ i
Boxers get in tqe ring at fight night 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN VIC Dikaitis speaks his 
young boxing pupils pay close at- 
tention. 
Maybe it's because he's yell- 
ing so loud or maybe it's the con- 
fidence in his students which 
permeates his voice - whatever it
is the young neophytes are listen- 
ing. 
"I want you to show me what 
you've got," he yells. 
A dozen eager teenaged boxers 
form two groups each waiting for 
their turn to beat, punch and pum- 
mel hefty blue punching bags 
which hang from wooden ceiling 
beams overhead• 
They practise on the stage at 
Skeena Junior Secondary school 
and instead of acting, dancing and 
singing it is a space transformed 
for bobbing, weaving and swea- 
ting. 
"Put your heart and soul into 
the last 30 seconds," shouts Di- 
kaitis. 
The boxers at the bags punch 
harder and faster at his prompt, 
their arms beating the bag like 
pistons. 
Both girls and boys sport the 
gloves. Some are tall, heavy set 
and mean-looking, while others 
barely stand five feet tall and 
probably weigh only 90 pounds 
soaking wet. 
Regardless of their size or gen- 
der they all get the same treat- 
ment from their coach. 
Dikaitis says boxing is thera- 
peutic and helps people channel 
negative nergy in a positive way. 
"The skill of boxing enables 
one to control his or her anger," 
Dikaitis says. 
The goal is to focus any hostil- 
ity on something other than a 
human being . . . . . .  ' 
Dikaitis says some young box- 
ers join the club with a history of 
tough times and bad attitudes. 
But he cautions any member 
who fights on the street is evicted 
from the club. 
"This is the school of hard 
knocks," Dikaitis says. "Guys 
come in here with chips on their 
shoulders and leave with their 
hearts on their sleeves." 
It's one of the last workout ses- 
sions of the season for the young 
boxers, some of whom recently 
fought in their first amateur bouts. 
Dustin Tashoots, Chance 
Downer, and Travis Ridler, all 16, 
TRAVIS RIDLER, Dustin Tashoots and Chance Downer each laced up the gloves and stepped 
into the ring in their first ever amateur boxing fights this year. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN. 
each stepped into the ring for the 
first time this year. 
With barely four months of 
training behind them the young 
men had a tough task. 
"l'm very impressed with the 
courage of the three young pugil- 
ists who represented Terrace," 
says Dikaitis. 
He says considering the late 
start to the training season the 
"Guys come in here 
with chips on their 
dislocating his thumb 15 seconds 
into the first round. 
The injury prevented him from 
fighting in the wildly successful 
Spring Classic Fight Night hosted 
by the Hazelton Boxing Club May 
11. 
Tashoots and R id le r -  who 
each also fought on the Kitimat 
card - logged their second ama- 
teur fights of the season at the 
Hazelton event. 
With more than 400 spectators 
in the audience the Gitanmaax 
Hall was filled to standing room 
only. 
shoulders and leave "It is an adrenaline rush when 
you walk in the ring in front of 
with  , the i r  hear ts  ~ On 5o o people and the music is 
their  s leeves ."  pumping," says Vince Dikaitis. 
Terrace fighters represented the 
city well. 
Though the Terrace fighters 
train here, they're sanctioned to 
fight under the Hazelton Boxing 
Club run by Dikaitis' son Vince. 
Downer put on the gloves in 
Kitimat Apr. 27 as he fought 
Prince Rupert's Tyler Cox. 
Cox had three tights to his cre- 
dit before meeting Downer, yet 
the tall, thin Terrace teen won the 
fight by a 3-1 decision despite 
Tashoots lost his match against 
Kitimat fighter Cody Anderson in 
a split decision. But Anderson had 
some cleaning up to do after suf- 
fering a bleeding nose. 
Travis Ridler took on Travis 
Wright from Peace River, Alberta. 
Wright had several fights under 
his belt and has already won the 
bronze gloves in Alberta. 
Wright, standing 6'4", towered 
over the 5' 10" Terrace teen. 
"No, I wasn't scared or 
anything," said Ridler about what 
could have been an intimidating 
difference in size. 
"You have to keep your head. 
You're going to be able to move 
like you do when you're sparring -
you just have to get under his 
reach." 
Ridler lost by a 4-1 decision 
but Vince Dikaitis says he put up 
a strong fight considering his op- 
ponent is a provincial champion. 
The Terrace boxers took part in 
just two of 17 fights on the Hazel- 
ton card. 
The fight of the night, as cho- 
sen by the judges, went to two 
young female boxers fighting in 
their first ever amateur bout. 
Hazelton's Jenny Sebastian 
and Van'derh0of's' Kia McGi~'~  
gave the crowd a fight to remem- 
ber, saysDikaitis. 
"They fought like two little 
warriors, they were just gladiators 
in there," Dikaitis said. "The 
crowd was roaring, it was just in- 
credible." 
Despite a bleeding nose, the 
fight's momentum remained high 
until the dying seconds. 
"People are starting to realise 
it's not just a tough guy, gruff, 
dirty, smelly sport," Dikaitis says. 
"It's a great workout, an in- 
tense workout, it's exciting and 
fun." 
Olympian helps 
hoopsters hone 
techniques 
TAKING A quick breather 
before heading to the bas- 
ketball worlds in China, 
Terrace-born Olympian 
and team Canada forward 
Michelle Hendry is back 
in town to host an annual 
basketball camp. 
Hendry was the feature 
instructor for nearly 50 
young basketball players 
at a four-day intensive 
training camp held May 
17-20. 
"Kids in the northwest 
very seldom get instruction 
% 
four-hour bursts of de- 
manding drills and skill 
sessions• 
"By Monday they'll be 
tired," Gook said. 
Skeena Wildcats guard 
Tanya Alton says Hendry 
is very approachable and 
easy to ask for help. 
"For a famous person 
you'd never expect her to 
be so personable," said 
Alton. "She's so easy to 
talk to and makes you 
want to try new things." 
Maybe it's because 
"Kids in the northwest very seldom get 
instruction from people of Michelle's ca- 
libre and knowledge of the game." 
I Provincials bound 
CALEDONIA senior girls' soccer captains Leah Male, 18, and Nicole Lind- 
say, 18, are heading to the B.C. AA high school soccer championships 
May 23-25. The Terrace team beat out Smithers in a tight match atthe 
zone playoffs earlier this month. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
from people of Michelle's 
calibre and knowledge of 
the game," said Bill Gook, 
coach of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary's enior girls' 
basketball team. "We're 
very fortunate." 
This year, help from 
friend Steve McQueen, a 
Canadian playing pro-bas- 
ketball in England, al- 
lowed Hendry to open up 
the camp to younger child- 
ren instead of just senior 
female players. 
Hendry and McQueen 
put boys and girls from 
grades 5-7 and girls from 
grades 8-11 through sweaty 
Hendry, a former basket- 
ball player at Cal, knows 
exactly where the young 
athletes are coming from. 
"Some people forget 
you have to adapt the 
things you know," said 
Gook. "Michelle really un- 
derstands where the kids 
are at and is able to estab- 
lish a rapport really 
quickly." 
The camp wrapped up 
with an awards ceremony 
which recognized individ- 
ual achievements lnclud. 
ing best effort, team player 
and most improved person 
at the camp. 
(3val track racing gears up 
THE TERRACE Speedway 
revved up for another sea- 
son of high-powered high- 
adrenaline stock car racing 
May 12. 
As the Mother's Days 
day season starter progres- 
sed cars were getting 
banged up left, right and 
centre. 
Many drivers had trou- 
ble negotiating corner two, 
sltding off the track into 
the ruts or pond areas. 
That included Dan Dol- 
lemore who went off cor- 
ner two in his newly remo- 
delled bomber class car. 
At least two cars hit the 
tire fence on the back 
straight, and one did it 
twice during the time 
trials. 
Despite the minor acci, 
dents, a track record was 
broken in Hobby Stock 
with an 18.04 second time 
by Gary McCarthy. 
Drivers who got out to 
the first race of the year 
have the advantage of get- 
ting a head start in picking 
up some valuable points. 
So far, Gary MacCarthy 
leads the Hobby category 
with 110 points, Russ 
Lamke leads Bomber with 
103 points and Cindy Dol- 
lemore leads C-Bomber 
with 99 points. 
The next race day is set 
to goMay 26 with the an- 
nual Kiddies Day and is 
open to children of all 
ages. 
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Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee o f  
$4,75 per issue, p lus GST ($10.17 per  week). 
For  regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
1 0 5 .  
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Classifications! 
4NhlOUNCEAAENr$ 616 COMMERCIAL 
t 05 ANhR~JNCEMENIS 628 FOR SALE OR RENt 
I 1O ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
I 2S CHURCH 644 MC~IL~ HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 RCCtM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
14S IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
I SO LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
1 SS OBffUARtES ACCOMMOOATK3N$ 
t 60 TENDERS 676 WAhff ED ro RE~ 
16S THANKS 6BO WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 70SACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 7IS COMMERCIAL PROPERW 
240 PER S(~tALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
735 HOUSES 
MERCHANDISE 74S MOBILES 
31S AUCI~NS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANTED 
3SS FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE SATES AUTOMOTIVE 
36S MISC FOR SALE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 lIMBER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WAHIED 820 VANS FC~ SAtE 
P£IS / FARM RECREATIONAL 
4 tO FARM EOUIPMENI 854 AIRCRAFT 
425 LIVESIOCK 
43S PETS 858 ATV'S 
S62 BOATS / MARINE 
INDUS~Y 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 SV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOC-GING./TIM~ER 874 RV'S STH WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EI~OY/~NT SS2 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOSILES 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS SERVICES 
S3O EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
S70 TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
60J APARIMEI~S 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMEr, ff SUITE 944 MISC SERVICES 
612 CABNS/COTTAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right Io classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates tl~erelore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Slandard roserves II~e right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advedisement and to retain any answers directed Io the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer tne sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instruclions not picked up wilhin 10 days of expir~ of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructione are received• 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents Io avoid loss. 
All claims ol errors in advertisements must be recolved by the publisher within 30 days after the lirsl publication, 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in tl~e event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limiled to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that lhere shall be no liability in any event greater than the amounl paid for such advertising. 
Name. Address. 
Phone. Start  Date # of Insertions __Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No  .Expiry Date 
VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
6 
2 
12 
8 
13 14 
19 
5 
10  
15  
14 .45  
16  17 18  2e .7 .~ 
14 ,71  14 .9S  , ...... 15 .25  15 .52  15 .78  
27 .O2 27 .2e  27 .55  27 .82  28 .09  
16 .05  16 .32  16 .59  16 .85  17 ,12  
28 .36  2e .62  28 .89  29 .18  29 .43  
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 
For longer ao  )lo~lso use a separate shoot 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 S TA' ARD 
425L IVESTOCKI  
NOTICE - Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25C/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- , 
tising @terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash: 
.i/ 165 THANKS 
: ~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Motaphysical/Transformalional 
Counselling 
Ministerial Counselling- Laurel 
Ballard, Mscd PhD 
We have many methods of healing tO; 
meet your needs, Qualified Practioners 
355 FURNITURE ~ 
ii : 395,WANTED.I:: 
HEALING SEMINAR a Christ 
centered ministry. Training and 
equipping the body of Christ. 
"Casting the Vision of Healing 
Rooms Around the World" May 
24, 25. Pr. George. 250-996- 
8851 
425 LIVESTOCK 
Trevor IV. 
Olson 
Dec. 11, 1973. 
May 25, 2000 
We thought ol you with love today, 
hut that Is nothing new, 
We thou# of you yesterday 
and Ihe days before that tea. 
Our hearts still ache with sadness 
add secret tears still flow. 
Ear whal ir meant Io lose you, 
no one will ever how. 
lhey say time heals all sorrow 
and hips us to forger. 
But time has only shown us 
how much we miss you yet. 
To us you were so speEiol, 
what more Is lhere fo say, 
except lo wish with all our hearts, 
that you were here today. 
Loved & remetnbered b), 
Dad, ¢l, rts, Kelly & 
= Bonita ~_ 
WEDDING VIDEOS profession- 
ally made $650. Terrace/Kit[mat 
demo tapes available. Merk 
Video Productions. 250-846- 
5589. 
WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS 
OUR SINCERE APPRECIATION 
AND THANKS 
to oil Ihe people who have 
shown their support after the 
senseless and 10total attack of 
Justin on the night of April 26, 
2002. He is on Ihe long road 
to recovery. 
We would especially like to 
thank the Ambulance Service; 
Terrace RCMP, Doctors & 
Nurses of Mills Memorial & St. 
Paul's Hospital, Hawkair, Elan 
Travel, Scotiabank, Roya! 
Bank, Staff & Directors el 
16/37 Community Futures 
Development Corporation, 
Family, Friends and the 
Witnesses who were coura- 
geous enough to come 
I f-orward. 
J Jocelyn and Justin Galloway, 
I Terrace, B.C. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
solidate debts, one low monthly 
payment, eliminate or reduce 
interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
ing, Credit Counselling Society 
of B.C., Non profit service. 1- 
888-527-8999. 
WENT MISSING a week ago , 
from South Kalum area, He is a 
black short haired neutered cat 
with a patch of white on his ab- 
domen and chest, Comes to the 
name of Zareh. Reward offered, 
if any into please call 250-635- 
4059. 
qNTRODUCTIONS* ARE you 
single? Visit !he newest meet- 
ing place: www.Dream- 
Mates.corn 
35 YEAR old single white m.~le 
in wheelchair looking for a 21 
yrs or over single male/female 
companion to go on roadtrips 
with. Have my own vehicle. 
Require assistance with certain 
things. Some trips toVancouver. 
Interested? Reply to File #140, 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2 
460 EQUIPMENT I 
GET BACK on tracklt Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendt! If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www.ploneer- 
west.corn Broker/lender fees 
mav applyl 
• 510 BUSINESS ; 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
SINGLE WHITE gay male wish- 
es to hear from other for friend- 
ship, Phone 250-631-9634. 
NOTICE Place your word ad in 
The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25e/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or small to adver- 
tising @ terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash, 
, ~[~R[:rL~H NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~,~,~wo~ ( ~  
LOLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LIGENCE A49458 r0,es~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAcra "timber Sal0 Ltcenco is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Date: June 6, 2002 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Approx, 36 kin, Harper FSR 
Volume: 8949 cubic metros, more or loss Term: 6 months 
Upsat Stumpage Rater $2.00 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Regional Manager Rates, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Species: Hemlock 60% Balsam 6%, Spruce 13%, Cedar 1%, Pine 20% more or less 
Tend0rs will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (1) and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Loading of processed right-of-way wood. 
All decked wood will be considered green and will be scaled as such. No 
deductions will be given for any existing sap rot, tf a detect existed at the time 
of harvest 2.5 years ago, it may be applied against the gross volume and used 
to down grade the log to the appropriate grade. See section 6.4,4 to 6.4,4.1,2 of 
the Scaling Manual for further explanation. 
This wood has been decked Ior approximately 2,5 years. Some degradation of wood 
qualily has occurred, 
Applications will be accepted bytho District Manager,"Kaium Forost District, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British'Columbia VBG tL1 until 8:30 a,m. on June 6, 2002. 
There "i~ addit~loh'al material which'the ~pplicant must consider in" their application/ 
This material, application forms, and other it;formation' about ~e'  Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from the above Forest Distdct Office, Specify Timber Sale 
Ucence A49458. 
INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR Ministry o1 (~ 
~BPJILSU CONTRACT SU03DKMO011 FOR F0~ssts 
LOLUMI]L~ SILVICULTURE SURVEYS 
Sealed Tenders for Silviculture Survey contract No, SU03DKM0011, will be recoived 
by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith 
Avonue, Terrace, British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: SU03DKMO01t 
Located: Brown Bear/VandyketKwinageeso within the Kalum Forest District, for 
Silviculture Surveys on 758 hectares. 
Information Meeting date: May 29. 2002 
Location: Kalum Forest District Office at 9:00 a,m. Attendance to the Information 
Meeting prior to submitting a bid is mandatory, 
Deadline for receipt of tonders is 9:00 a,m., June 5, 2002, at which rims all tenders 
will be opened• 
Only those contractors who have successfully completed contracts in the Kalum 
Forost District within the past two (2) years are eligible to bid, 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and in the envelopes supplied which, with 
tho padiculars, may be obtained from the Ministry ot Forosts, District Manager indi- 
cated, (At the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer conducting the viewing 
trip,) Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever and 
the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work will bo adminis- 
tered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All inquiries should be directed to Richard Kean Forest Technician.Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address. Phone (250) 638.5t00, 
Contract award is subject to funding being available st the time, 
Take notice that Keith Atkinson, RPF of PO Box 231, New 
Aiyansh, B.C., VOJ 1AO, occupation Forest Resources 
Man_~ intend to make application to the Land and 
Water British Columbia Inc. (LWBC), Northern Reqion, 
Land Management Office, for a license of occuoation for 
the purposes of loq handlinq in the vicinity of Dogfish 
Bight, Portland Canal (commencing at post 1300m at 
338 degrees of the southwest comer of OL 5432). 
The proposed location is deemed to be required for J_o.g 
dump/n(l and hand#no urposes. 
The Lands File Number that has been established for this 
application is 6405732. 
Written comments concerning this application should be 
directed to the Senior Land Officer at P.O. Box 5000, 
Smither$, B.C.. VOJ 2NO Comments will be received by 
LWBC until June 13, 2002. LWBC may not be able to 
consider comments received after this date. 
Be advised any response to thfs advertisement wi/I be 
considered part of the public record. For information, 
contact the FOI Advisor at Land and Water British 
Columbia Inc., regional office. 
=,.'2 ,% 
• ;1 •~ { ,~'=" 4~ ." if:' 
~~". ' . , . ! :1  
SCHMIDT AUCTION Sat. May 
25, 2002, 10am. 3 miles east of 
Burns Lake. Consignments wel- 
come. Cat D8H power tilt, rip- 
per; Belarus 825 tractor, 4 
wheel drive, cab loader; NH 845 
round baler; IHC 445 sq baler; 
Vicon disc bine (10"); JD chop- 
per; Ferguson 3 pt, disc plow (2 
bottom); field roller (1000gait; 
Allied 32' grain auger; Irrigation 
system 15hp; Karcher pressure 
washer; electric welder; 
forge/hand blower. Rubber 
boat, wheelbarrows. Power 
tools, hand tools, furniture, an- 
tique spinning wheel. 698-7351 
or 698-7377 
LIKE NEW pastel' stroller; ask-:'¢ 
'fag ,$35::'AIso looking' for a ,lazy 
boy.chair any color. Phone 250- 
638-1408 
ALL HOUSEHOLD furniture. 
Electrical appliances, 27" TV, 
china cabinet, fish tank, table 
and 4 chairs. Everything must 
.qo. Call 250-638-1445. 
FLEA MARKET Saturday May 
25th, 8:00am to 2:00pro. Table 
rentals available. 1561 Kulspai 
Crescent (off Queensway). 
Phone 250-638-8059 for more 
information. 
12 FT fibreglass boat with floa- 
tat[on/anchor/5hp Johnson ob 
with tank/oars. $800. Pioneer 
chainsaw $75. McCullough 
Mac110 $100. Kenmore HD. 
washer/dryer $500 firm. Call 
250-635-3789 
CEMETERY GRANITE mark- 
ers. Dire.ct to customer. Lowesl 
prices, Signs by European 
craftsman. Call George or Kiki. 
604-826-9114 1-800-822-5622 
email: t:lranite @uniserve.com 
COTTON CANDY, candy ap- 
ple, snow cone, hotdog, grills, 
ice cream machines, etc. 866- 
638-1213 
FACTORY DIRECT kitchen 
cabinets - countertops. We ship 
throughout BC. Visit our web- 
site www.kitchensbc.com. For 
further links and complete infor- 
mation. Tel 1-800-336-1639 fax 
1-250-561-2250 
WAYSIDE LAUNDRY is 
closed. All equipment for sale. 
Coin operated fronl/top load 
washers. 251b washer, 301b dry- 
ers. Call 250-635-2188. 
WANTED 7CU' freezer in work- 
ing condition. Call 250-635- 
3148 and ask for Sandra. 
2 REGISTERED QH Mares, 7 & 
5 years, $2000 ea. Green broke 
and good dispositions from 2 
Eyed Perry (sire) and Doc J 
Four (mare) 250-842-6690 
BULLS FOR sale: Purebred 
polled Herefords. Two on 
choice from four two year olds 
and two long yearlings. Call: 
Houston 1-250-845-3031 orl- 
250-845-8675 eves 
STANDING AT stud Huha ne- 
dajetbar, solid black, 16HH, ex- 
cellent feet, withers, has great 
disposition. Gramaphone Creek 
Ranch. 250-847-3311 
CKC REGISTERED Black and 
yellow lab pups, tatooed, first 
shots, wormed. $35015500. 
250-842-6447 
DOBERMAN PUPS, ready to 
go, purebred, not registered, 
black and tan, 2 males, 3 fe- 
males left. Excellent tempera- 
ment, both parents on site. 
$300-$350ea. 250-426-6160 
Cranbrook. 
WANTED LOVING family, with 
large property to host my 3 cats 
for the summer. Will pay $500 
and provide food, References 
wanted. 250-635-1924 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell Inventory, laminate : : : 
$.75sq/ft: oak unfinished THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
$1,49sqft; oak/maple floating Farm Equipment. Quality used 
$3,50sqft; oak or maple prefin- sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
ished. $2.49 sqff. tons morel 1- able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
800-631-3342 or 604-888-8175 2607, 6km Mopes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. Flooring Sale Discount prices 
starting at $.75/sqft. Free deliv- 
ery, some conditions apply, 
Variety of finishes and colours. 
Laminate and hardwood avail- 
able. Phone/fax 250-635-0749 
Cell 250-638-7074 
FOR SALE good quality hay, 
Call 250-798-2214. 
FOR SALE PORK(by the side), 
Call 250-798-2214. 
FOR SALE. Rustic cedar fenc- 
ing. $60 per lift. While qualities 
last. 1-250-798-2214. 
INTREsTED IN Hometown 
news. Assorted B,C. papers for 
sale. Limited quanlties. Call 
250-635-7283. 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI. 
tier, and Birch, $800 to Terrace, 
250-638-7290 
NEW TREADMILL Proform 
Weslo. $600 obo. 250-635, 
4512 
BUSINESS for sale 1992 16' 
Ford cube can. Self contained 
with Ark Seal insulation blower 
500sqft of R40 per hour capaci- 
tY. $25,000 call 250-567-9105 
ARE YOU reaady for a 
change? Choose your own 
hours, location and pay. 
www.bestinsuccess.com 
EMAIL PROCESSORS re- 
quired immediately. Earn a 
great Income from your home 
computer, Part-time or full-time, 
Serious Inquiries only, For more 
into emall: macX@canada.com 
FITNESS FACILITY, 18 years  
In business. 5600 sqft. Sedous 
,Inquiries i only, Days 250.635 ,  
6146 
FOR SALE hardwood flooring 
manufacturing company and 
custom reman. Family owned 
and operated. Call 604-795- 
2237 or fax 604-795-2260 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
HOUSTON MOTOR Inn Res- 
taurant for lease. 45 seat coffee 
shop, 55 seat licensed dining 
room. Premises under new 
management. Excellent facility 
in scenic Houston, B.C. Phone 
1-250-845-7112 or fax 1-250- 
845-3580 
INTERNATIONAL CO. expand- 
ing. Put your PC to work. 
$1500+ptJ$3500+FT, Free into. 
online or Call: 1-888-407-5573 
wwwsuperdreaminq.com 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
P/t - no selling. Clientele provid- 
ed, $9995 investment. For free 
into. 1-800-321-6126 (24 hrs) 
NET UP to $50,000 yearly. 
Secure, no selling. Operate F/t 
or P/t. Protected territory. Min. 
investment. $14,995 Free Into 
pack. 1-800-321.6126 (24hrs) 
OWN THE Tack Store. 1800sqft 
of saddlery and clothing, 
$50,000 plus inventory, turnkey 
operation. Serious inquiries 
only. 250-846-5833 
SET YOUR own hours, be your 
own boss, earn what you de- 
serve. Call to find out about the 
network marketing oppodunity 
at Avon Canada. Call Linda 
Carlson your Avon independent 
sales leader at 250-635-9138. 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
Ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down, You must 
have min. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
VERNON, B.C, Well estab- 
lished automotive repair busi- 
ness. All equipment, 3 bays 
(leased) $95,000, 1-250-558- 
0019 after 6pm weekdays, any- 
time weekends. , 
Business 
Opportunity 
In the Career Training Industry, 
Academy 
of Learning 
Compuler and Iiuudness 
Career College 
Fantastic track record and 
proven results - your opportunity 
to own a successful, growth 
business in your area, 
Conlact us in 
Prince George atI 
1-888.960-1441 or
aeademv@p.onllne,eom 
IIKA;)EI;N. OF t=A:ln;nG 
loepdet  & l lU~ C~U CeUqll 
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 22, 2002 
540 HELP  
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Leve l  1 
s~-~. ,~u~ ~ur., Ju.e 6 
Men., June 10 Sat., June 29 ............................................ S8S 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., June 2(Full) Fri., June 7 (Full) 
Tues., June 1 i Sun., June 30 ............................................ S8S 
WCB OFA Leve l  3 CAREY BOGART. Instructor 
June 17-28 Sept 17-28 ...................................... $659 
Adu l t  Care  ¢/w Level ! 
Thur., July 4 ............................................................ $95  
WHMIS  - -  Anytime via computer ................................. SSO 
- 520CAREERS 
, , , ' . .  
Small Business Development Workshops 
The Skeena Native Development Society will be 
hosting a series of small business workshops in the 
northwest area. These workshops will be open to 
individuals of First Nations descent who are 
interested in starting up a business, or those wha 
wish ta add value to their existing business. These 
workshops are also intended to assist those who 
have been recently displaced from the forest 
industry and want to become self-employed or 
pursue other job prospects. 
Some of the topics to be covered include: 
• Business Planning and marketing 
• Pro's and con's of conducting business on 
and off reserve 
• What makes a business successful? 
• What stakeholders must one consider in 
launching a successful business venture? 
• What are the legal responsibilities of a 
business owner? 
• How do you set-up and successfully manage 
a business? 
• What are the practical challenges to business 
ownership? 
For more information, please contact a ENDS 
Career Counselor located in your area: 
Hazehans - All at 842-6110 
Smithers & Area- Kathy at 877-6060 
Terrace & Coastal Area- Judy at 635-6030 
or 1-800-721-1633 
UNBC Continuing Education 
Workshops 
Streambank Restoration Workshop 
using bioengineering techniques 
This two day class and field st reambank restorat ion 
workshop wil l  focus on soil b ioengineer ing techniques 
and options involved in restorat ion and reclamation of  
damaged ecosystems and st reambank sites using a . . . . . . . .  
combmatton  of  structural materta-'ls, vegetattve cutt ings 
and other  special ized techniques. 
May  27-28, 2002 
Terrace,  BC 
$135.00 
Lakekeepers Workshop 
The lakekeepers Workshop provides participants with 
both planning and field techniques that can be used to 
monitor,  protect and restore your local lake. This  
workshop is for those individuals who would like to take 
an active role in the preservat ion and conservat ion of  
lakes in your community.  
June  22-23, 2002 
Ter race ,  BC 
$95.00 
For more course informat ion or how to register 
please contact: 
Rob Bryce U ~ B ¢  UNBC Cont inu ing Educat ion 
Ph. 250-960-5982 
brycer@unbc.ca 
http: / /www.unbc.ca/conted/  
Traffic Control Recertiflcatlon 
May 24 ° Fri • 12:30pm- 4:JOpm 
$60 
Chlldsafe $79 
May 25 • Sat • 8:30am - 4:30pro 
OFA Level 1 (includes books/no gst) 
May25 ° Sat • 8:30pm-4:30pm . 
• $8g 
Traffic Control Flagging " .' /i • $209: ; 
May 25-26 , Sat/Sun • 8:30pm 7'4:30pm ::; . " 
OFA Level 1 (includes books/no gst) : i .  : " : . .  $89 
i June!0.  Men 8:30am-4:30pm " .... : : "  
Alrbrakea : ~ i  .$ig9 
June 11-15 • Tue-Sai ,"6:3O-10:3Opm/8:OO-4:O0pm 
Foodsafe Level 1 " i ":.;ii ::: " $99  
June 14-15 ° Fri/Sat • 6:0O-10:00pm/g:00am.4:0Opm 
BBQBeyond Basics : : ': " .* $60+gst ,  
June 15 ,Sat°  10:O0am-2:00pm , 
$g9 
Building Service Worker - Level I (new date) ' $265 
June 21,23 • Fri/Sat/Sun ° 6-10pm/8-5pm/8-Spm 
OFA Level 1 (includes books/no gst) •" 
June 27 • Thur • 8:JOam-4:30pm 
Adult Care Component 
June 27 ° Thur • 4:30Pm-5:30pm 
$25 
r mmer Exp S.e S ' . . . .  Su ress r ie .... , : : '  
Intemet/E-mail June 10-12 $89 7,10pro 
A First Look at Windows 2000 • June 15 •~$4g,  g,noon 
Word 2000 Level 1 Express • 'June. i7.t  9 •: $49-:i 7-10pro" 
Outlook2O00 Express ° June 20-27 •.$99 ' :7 - i0pm 
Publisher Express,  June •22 ~. $g91 • ig.4pm i :  .: ' 
Excel.2000 Express ~, June 24,26 :. $9g ,  17-iOpm 
Intro to Scanners :" dUn'e 29 ,.$47 ,; g.noon 
• .' ' i : ". . . . . .  
• i :  NORTHWEST 
Take a closer look, 
,ooo ,c  E.,,oE I YOUR RECIPE for success. A C C E S ~ t  ( , - '  . . . . .  " :~`  Panago. Join western Canada's to work. $1500 + p.t. $3-5000 + !: 
leading pizza chain with a suc- ft. Call 1-800-567- 
cessful franchise location in 3361.www.uworkonline.com 
Smithers, B.C. Excellent return ~ T'5 a ~ is accepting applications for 
on your investment. For more $500 - $1500 PT $5000 + FT. 
info call 1-250-847-5392. 
ATrENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training. Career 
counselling and job placement 
available. Call Harry 1-877-763- 
8040 to start your new career 
today. MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
clan University Colleqe. 
F/'r PLUMBERS, appren- 
tice/journeyman required by 
growing, Brighter Mechanical. 
Contracting Ltd. For our new 
Website: www.endlessmo- 
hies.corn.. Toll free: 1-800-549- 
5126 
BANNER TRANSPORT Ltd., 
requires owner operator for su- 
per b inside B.C. High revenue, 
' steady work, home weekends. 
Call 1-604-856-0365. 
BELL 2 lodge located highway 
37. Looking for experienced 
dining room sewers. Available 
immediately. Fax resume to 1- 
604.881-8330. 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
construction and re-pipe divi- Aide Certificate or a nursing 
sions. Competitive wages. Ex- background and enjoy working 
cellent benefits. FaxTed McDo- . with clients in their homes. 
wall. 604-279-0902 There is also weekend employ- 
530 EDUCATION 
MICROSOFT CERTIFIED Boot- 
camp, MCSE/MCSA, A+, Net- 
work +work alongside systems 
engineers. Custom Hi-tech lab  
and classroom. True hands-on 
training on IBM Servers. 
www.kamtex.com or 250-828- 
0419 
JOURNEYMAN STEEL fabrica- 
tors. Steel bridge manufacturer 
in Armstrong B.C. Must be ex- 
perienced in blue prints and 
overhead cranes. Metric and 
welding ability an asset. Fax re- 
sume in confidence to 1-250- 
546-9076 www.rapidspan.com 
ment available. Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
. Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-638- 
4013 
EXPERIENCED FULL-TIME 
dental receptionist for busy 
practice in beautiful Salmon 
Arm. Computer and CDA ex- 
perience preferred. Reply to 
Box 3007, Salmon Arm, BC, 
V0E 4R8 or fax 250-832-5504 
JOBS, JOBS. JOBS. Entry lev- 
el to Assistant Manager posi- 
tions available throughout BC. 
National Company, excellent 
wages and benefits. No experi- 
ence necessary. Fax resumes 
to 250-374-5165 by Monday 
May 20th. Job #BC0502 
Position available June 2002. 
Salary commensurate with experience. 
Mail resume to: 
3109 School Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L9 
ff' orn/iifE  7 otors 
We are currently seeking a full time 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
Experience an asset but not necessary 
Professional Appearance & Attitude 
• Self Confident, Energetic & Motivated 
Exceptional at communicating with people of all ages 
: Computer conversant, with exceptional phone skills 
• Long term financial goals 
We offer: 
• Full benefits & compensation package for the 
successful applicant 
• On-going in-house sales training 
DROP OFF RESUME IN PERSON 
ATTENTION: BRENT - SALES MANAGER 
3026 H ighway 16 - Terrace, B.C. 
Hucklebero' Mines LJd is a 21.000 TPD open p# colq~er ,n,,O*Menum ,nhw /octul,d 12 
km south of Ihmston in n'e.~t central British Cohmlbia. Olwrations omtmelwed i 
Octuber 1997. /luck/cherry Mines is operated I,y h,l,eri.I Me/his Corln,rution t, 
Vnncouver. B.C. hnpedal Metals is recognized as an efficient ruble developer nn. 
operaror We are currently recndting for the folhnring posi,i,n to join our hi;era,hi ' 
team: 
Instrumentation Technician 
Reporting to tbe Electrical Supervisor, tbe successful candidate will b~ 
responsible for the installation, calibration, repair attd maintennnce of al 
electronic process control field instrumentation in a 21,000 tonne per da.~ 
modern copper and molybdenum concentrator. You must be able t( 
perform in a team-oriented nvironment of instrumentatiou and dectrica 
peers. 
Candidates require a jaumeyman trade qualification and a minimum of ; 
years experience inan industrial enviroument, experience with Foxborc 
DCS, Modicon and Allen Bradley and good interpersonal ant 
communication skills. Programming experience would be an asset. 
Huckleberry Mine is a remote mine where its employees live in a cam[ 
environment ontbeir days of work. The work schedule for this position i~ 
4 days on followed by 3 days off (4x3) or 4 days on followed by 4 day~ 
aft (4x4). Transpartation to and from the mine site is provided and whih 
. at the min~ site tilt meals'and a¢c0mmodations are provided free. of charge 
to emp oyees. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers ful[ mlocalion expenses, a competitive 
salary and a full range of benefits including medical life, disabilit) 
income and RRSP savings plan. 
Only those in consideration will be contacted. Candidates must be eligibk 
to work in Canada. 
Interested candidates can forward acompleted resume to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000, Houston, B.C. V0J IZ0 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Emaih HR@ Huckleberrymines,com 
Duties 
• D ev'-~elop a program that increases the community's know ed.qe 
o f maternal alcohol use and its associated'risks, early 
intervention approaches and effective treatment programs; 
• Develop curriculum and provide accessible training for heahh, 
educat'on and social servme providers regarding effective 
FAS/E prevention strategies; 
Develop a holistlc approach to supporting children and families 
f in  context the community; the of  
Organize, research and make accessible FAS/E resources and 
teaching aids to heahh, education social service providers and 
ramies affected by FAS/E towards improved early 
intervenlion; 
Be responsible for organizinfl support groups for careg vers of 
children affected by prenatal" exposure to alcohol and provide 
individual and fam!ly counselling; 
Nelwork and jointly plan with community children and family 
focused programs successful implementation of effective 
prevenlion strategies throu.qh med a, community evenls, 
Aboriginal cultural events, workshops, etc.; 
Provide pro ecls on training/capacity development for teachers 
and teacher's assistants in schools with particular focus on 
health, early detection, and on the impacts 0[ FAS/E on 
learning and behaviour, preventlan and intervention strategies; 
Program management: staff supervision, scheduling, reporting 
coordination, contract and financial management; 
Work independently and as a team member in 
program/proposal developmeni; 
Coordinate with internal/external cammunity resources to 
ensure effective case mana.qement; 
i Support and advocate for c'lient centered issues; 
Prepare and facilitate presentations/workshops; 
Provide monthly narrative and slatistical reports; 
Other duties, as required. 
Qualifications 
i Bachelor of Social Work and/or combination of pqst-seconda~ 
education and work experience den ng specifically with Fetal 
Alcohol Syndrome. 
Demonstrated project manaflement and staff superv s on 
Demonslrated praposal, pro~ect , and curriculum develop.ment. 
Knowledge and experience in workln.q with Aboriginal groups 
and an understanding af Aboriginal culture. 
Ability ta work within a multi-disciplinary team. 
: Proficiency in Windows 95/2000 and related computer 
proqrams. 
• Ability to undergo a successful criminal record search. 
Submit a resume wilh three references to: 
~ Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Soclety 
3313 Kalum Street, Terrace, BC 
Application deadline: May 24, 2002 at 4:30 pm 
Position dependent on f~nding. 
Note: Only those selected for an intewiew w be contacted. 
No telephone or in person inquiries: 
Coastal Bus Lines Itd. has a vacancy in their Terrace 
office for a full time office clerk/bus dispatcher. 
Applicants should have good working knowledge of 
MS Word, MS Excel and ACCPACC Plus AR. 
Experience in dispatching is preferred. Resumes 
along with references can be foxed, mailed or 
dropped off before 28 may 2002 to: 
ATTN: Mr. Jerry Peltier, terrace Manager 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
4904 Hwy ! 6 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 L8 
Fax: 250-635-6417 
Email: farwest@osg.net 
• Eh6ne.encloities,.,will not l~e accepted.i,We w,ob[d ,likei,. 
to thank all those who apply. Only ihose chosen for 
an interview will be contacted. 
Children's Counsellor 
Ksan House Counselling Programs 
Ksan House Counselling Services is accepting applicalions from those 
interested in a Children's Counsellor position. The position is a 
unionized one year intermposition lhat requires 35 hours per week. 
Some evening and weekend work may be required. 
Qualifications: 
• A degree in social work or related field. 
• Extensive training and experience in child abuse and/or 
child sexual abuse. 
Appficants should possess: 
• The ability to deliver one on one counselling in a play room 
setting and/or non conventional pproaches 
Strong counselling and crisis intervention skills 
: Knowledge of non-directive play therapy techniques 
: Strong working knowledge of child development and related issues 
Skills in assessment, he ability to keep current and accurate files 
Ability to work wilh parents/families 
: A feminist approach to personal safely 
: Advocacy skills 
Abiliq to work in a team environment as well as independently 
: Organizalional and time management skills 
Understanding of the related legal system 
Knowledge of community agencies and abilily to work 
effectively with them 
A valid BC drivers license 
Please forward your resume, with cover letter Affn: Krisfi Hanna, 
no later than 12:00 p.m. June 19th, 2002 
4724 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Fax: 250-635.2315 Email: tsac@kermode.net 
Northwest Commnnity College, invites applications front qualified 
individuals interested in parUcipating In tile development ofcurriculum 
for the Certificate Program in First Nations Public Administration. The 
successfill applicant(s) will be required to begin development of the 
following courses listed as soon as possible to have ready for 
Septentber delivery. The salary will be in accort 'lance with the B.C.G,E.U. 
Faculty scale (development rate). 
Curricuhlm ts required for the following courses: 
First Nations Government and Canadian Government (45 hours) 
First Nations and Commercial Law (45 hours) 
Communications and Leadership (45 hours) 
Strategic Management (45 hours) 
Applicants hould have a Master's Degree or equiv,'dent in a relevant 
discipline, as well ,as extensive xperience in management in First 
Nations organizations, Post secondary teaching and curriculum 
development experience is also required. The successful candidate(s) 
will work closely with tile program advisory committee and report to 
the Senior Education Administrator, 
Res#ond tit confidence, quoting competition #02,022B by 
submitting a cover letter, resume and the names of  three 
references to: Director, Iluman Resources, NORTllWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Box 726, Terrace, B.C, V8G 4X2, FAX (250) 
638-5475, Em,'dl: ereynolds@nwcc.bc.ea 
We thank all applicants for their interest; however, only those selected 
for an interview ill be contacted, ~ ,  
NORTHWE.~r 
Closing Date: May 3L 2002 ~ ,,,..,,,...t..=u.., c,xu,= Take a closer look. 
P.G. FLOOR Fashions Ltd - 
DBA Carpet One is seeking 
qualified journeyman and ap- 
prenticeship flooring installers. 
You should be experienced In 
installation of carpets, vinyl, 
hardwood and ceramic tiles. II 
you are Interested in con- 
tract/hourly work, please submit 
resume to unit 140 -1990 ogilvle 
st,, Prince George, B.C, V2N- 
lx l .  
PRESENT GOOD,conscien- 
tious managers are retiring after 
ten years. 48 suite apartment 
on North Shore in Kamloops re- 
quires mature couple to live on- 
site. Communication and hand- 
yman skills are a must; main- 
tenance of grounds and build- 
ing, enforcing regulations and 
rent collections. Salary negoti- 
able. Reply to 206-4400 Domin- 
ion, Bumabv, B. C. V4~ 4G3 
PRO-TECH Forest Resources 
Ltd. Employment opportunity: 
Siviculture Coordinator. An ac- 
credited Silviculture Surveyor. 2 
years experienced req. Knowl- 
edge of local ecosystem and 
current Silviculture survey stan- 
dards req. Ability to supervise 
and train staff. Valid BC Class 5 
license. Employer: Pro-Tech 
Forest Resources LTD. Telkwa, 
B.C. Contact Sheri Worthing.' 
Phone 250-845-2810, fax 250- 
646-5007 or emaih HYPER-' 
LINK"mailto:houstonoffice @pro- 
techforest.ca" houstionoffice 
@pro-techtforest.ca Resumes 
due by May 8, 2002. 
PUT YOUR PC to work. 
$500+pt./$2000+ft. Full training 
provided. Phone 1-886-409- 
2694 or go to www.pmsperityu- 
nited.net. 
THE CHOICES Program (Ter- 
race & District Community Serv- 
ices) is looking for Casual/on- 
call employees. Applicants must 
be 19 years of age. If you have 
Grade 12 and are interested in 
working with people who are 
developmentally delayed, and 
you are willing to obtain a Level 
1 Adult Care First Aid Ticket, 
Class 4 Drivers License, TB & 
Tetanus, Criminal Record 
Checks. Must be available to 
work weekends. Please pick up 
an application at the Choices 
office at 4916 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. For more informa- 
tion Please call Choices at 
250-635-7863. Thanks to all 
who apply, however, only those 
considered for an interview will 
be contacted. 
WANTED BUYERS Place your 
word ad in The Terrace Stan- 
dard and Weekend Advertiser 
for I weekand pay only $14.45, 
3 weeks (JTS) & 3(WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 25C/word plus GST. Phone 
638-7283, Fax 638-8432 or 
email .to advertising@terra: 
ce~tandard.com. ' We * accept 
VISA, Mastercard or cash. 
Automot ive 
Technician 
Highly skilled, motivated and 
team oriented individual required. 
Fully licensed or third year 
acceptable. This is not a flat rate 
environment. Bonus opportunities 
are available for those 
demonstrating reliability, skill and 
productivity. Fax resumes in 
confidence to 250-563-2970. Oely 
those granted an interview ill be 
contacted 
Automot ive 
Parts  & Service 
Admin is t ra tor  
Responsible for all aspects of sales 
and administrative related functions, 
including but not limited to warranty, 
customer relations, personnel 
supervision a d productivity. This is 
a positiou for individuals capable of 
team building, motivation, and of 
demonstrating exceptional people 
skills. Fax resume in confidence to
250-563-2970. Only those invited for 
an interview ill be COUlacted. 
Remuneration is commensurate with 
experience and performance. 
WRINCH MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL 
is seeking 
Radiology 
Technicians 
Positions available for: 
Pad-time Department 
Manager  and 
Casual  Employment 
Please submit your resume 
and letter of application by 
May 24, 2002, to: 
Corinne Hamill, 
Director of Care, Bag 999, 
Hazelton, B,C., V0J 1Y0. 
Phone: 250-642-5211 
Fax: 250-842-5665. 
Email: 
chamill@wrinch,hnet.bc.ca 
Budaetl 
We have an immediate opening 
for a part-time CUSTOMER 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE in 
Terrace. Your responsibililles a a 
Customer Service Representalive 
would include rentlng cars and 
irucks, reservation enlrles, fleet 
control, cleaning vehicles, as well 
as other related dutles. Must be 
I kiendly, outgolng and en ay I 
dealing with the public. I 
Appllcants must possess a valid I 
drivers license. Candidates may | 
lax resume w[Ih a handwr ten I 
cover letter to 250-635.7722 | 
aCCent on Dawn MagliocchL J 
1 
604 ' l  
APARTMENTS 
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636 HOUSES FOR 
• RENT '  Star t  date :  June  17  Registrations Now Accepted 
Experiential skill development inprofessional counselling prepa 
the graduate to offer services acldress nga w de range of iss 
including loss and grief, conflict resolution, addiction, childhc 
experiences affecting adult life and others. An integrated mode 
used incorporating all therapeutic approaches in our campus and 
corresponaence programs. 
Selected courses are eligible for transfer credit to a university degree. 
To request a course catalogue, call: 1-800.665.7044 
Or go to wv,,w.counselortraining.com 
Counsellor Training Institute 
1581 Kulspai Crescent Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P5 
Scotiabank is one of North. America's leading financial 
institutions, and Canada s most international bank. We 
provide innovative financial products and services to 
individuals, small and medium-size businesses, corporations 
and governments across Canada and around the world. 
As one of the newest members of our Sales Team, you are 
responsib!e br contributing to the branch team's overall 
success by meeting negotiated goals through the 
identification and satisfaction of customer needs using a 
financial planning approach. Successful candidates must 
have the following qualifications: 
• Retail Banl%g experience in a sales environment. 
• A thorough I~nowledge of customer life cycle needs 
with Financial Planning experience 
• A thorough knowledge of retail investment, lending 
and deposit services I;roduct features and benefits 
• Developed skills in interviewin.q, solicitation, and 
telemarketing, risk analysis tecF;niques and credit 
adjudication policies andprocesses as they apply to 
retail lending products. 
External education and/or licensing prerequisites: 
Required to have successfull,, completed a course of study 
that will enable registration' with the provincial securities 
commission to obtain a license to sell mutual funds 
Required to have completed or be able to obtain. Canadian 
Securities Course and/or Personal Financial Planning 
crogrom and/or Canadian Financial Planner Designation 
y October 31,2004. 
This exciting career opportu~ y will provide you with an 
excellent compensatio'rlpac ;De, fle'xible benefits, and 
opporlunities to grow, develop and advance within a 
progressive, fast paced environn~ent. 
Individuals who are career oriented with a demonstrated 
ability to succeed are invited to apply by 
sending a resume to: 
T.A. (Terri) ~cPhee Manager 
4602 Lakelse Ave Terrace, BC VSO 1 R1 
fax 250-635.8524 
Deadline for applications is May 24, 2002 
608 BASEMENT l 
SUITE  : 
612 CABINS / 
. . . .  COTTAGES 
i .  
636 HoUSESFOR : • . . • . 
RENT : 
Scotiabank 
We thank  al l  applicants and advise that only those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. Seotlabank is an equal opportunity employer. 
,i 540 .HELp l . . ) : .  
WANTEDI:~ ..: : i  
616 cOMMERCIAL  
GM TECH wanted by Mike Fin- 
neron, Pontiac, Courtenay, En- 
jo~(.skiing fishing, golf. Courte- 
na~'::i~ 'the 101ace to be. PI~=4S~" 
fax resume to 250-334-2441 
email mikefinneronpontiao 
@qmcanada.com 
628 FOR SALE  OR 
l - - :  RENT :~;. l l l l 
. . . .1 . .  
NORTHERN MANAGEMENT 
Systems Ltd. is seeking an ac- 
countant for a full time position 
in Terrace, B.C. Duties will in- 
clude supervision of office staff, 
financial statement preparation, 
account reconciliations, com- 
puter data processing, journal 
entries, The candidate will pre- 
ferably have a recognized ac- 
counting designation, experi- 
ence with ACCPAC PLUS, Ex- 
cel, and Microsoft Access. 
Please submit resume to: Jim 
Riding, McAIpine & Co., Char- 
tered Accountants, 201-4630 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 
1S6. Fax: 250-635-4975, emaih 
mcalplne-ca@ kermode.net 
OPPORTUNITY FOR new 
business. New truck with good 
job, Northern B.C. Reply to file 
#127, Interior News, Box 2560, 
Smithers, B.C. Vet 2N0 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-636-8526. 
GARDEN ROTOTILLING. 
Quality work for reasonable 
rates. 250.635-9369 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint spring and summer interi- 
or, exterior esidential and com- 
mercial painting. 10% paint dis- 
count from supplier. Seniors 
15% labour discount, Profes- 
sional quality work. Reasonable 
rates, Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available, Call Karl 250- 
615-0199 
THYME OUT GARDENING. 
Experienced and licensed gar- 
dener, designing, pruning, in- 
stallation and restoration of resi- 
dential gardens. Call Maureen. 
250-635-71Ot 
, ' 604:  ,, I : 
APARTMENTS;  
. i . . i  ' .: : ; . 
l 6081BASEMENTi  
: SU ITE  :: '":: l ,.:, 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. On site 
management.250-635-1373, 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428, 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd.On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-O015 
or 250-615.0345 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
sSO0.O0 month. 
One block from swimming pod, 
No Pet~; references required, 
Phone 635-3475 
2 - 2 bedroom suites, laundry 
facilities. F/s, covered parking. 
Cable, close to town, No pets, 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
2921. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Available immediately. No 
smoking, no pets, secured en- 
trance and recreation facilities 
on site. References required. 
$550/ month plus security de- 
posit. Call 250-635-6824. 
IN THORNHILL one bedroom 
furnished apartment, single oc- 
cupancy only, References re- 
quired, No pets, $360 + $180 
sec dep. Call 250-635-2065. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
hospital and bus routes. Onsite 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
• please, $750/month. Call Betty 
250-635-6248 
NEW 2 BEDROOM, 2nd floor 
apartment very large, 
1200sqft,F/S, dishwasher, w/d 
hookup. References required. 
$700/mo. $350 damage depos- 
it. 250-638-1584 
NEW APARTMENTS, One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage morn. Non smokers, no 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
2250 or 250-635-1622. 
,NEWER SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
room, security entrance, 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
1046 or 250-635-4852 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please, 250-615-5441 
QUIET AND clean 2 bdrm 
ground level apartment. No 
pets, Laundry and recreation 
facilities, eecurity entrance. Re1 
req, reasonable rent. Available 
June 1/02 Phone 250-635- 
1126. 
TERRACE MANOR- SUMMER 
SPECIAL. Rent free until Au- 
gust 1, pay no rent for May, 
June and July. 3 bdrm town- 
house, close to downtown and 
schools at 4520 Scott Ave. 
Fridge & stove included. Wash- 
er & dryer hookups call 250- 
2 BEDROOM duplex $4001mo 635-4980. 
Small and cozy. Close to down- 
tdwn'.". No"pets please. 'Refer-- TWO, BEDROOM,. apartments 
ences required. $400/month. on Braun Island, $375 & $400. 
250-638-1648 Pets'welcome. Call 250'635- 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath above 9102. 
ground suite at 4721 Loen. No TWO BEDROOM, upstairs su- 
dogs. References required, ite of duplex. Private entrances. 
$625/month. Call 250-638- Yard with fruit trees, downtown. 
8639. Fridge and stove included. 
$595/mo. Available June 1st. 
Deposit required. Call 250-630- 
0790 for appt. to view. 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom, 
fridge and stove. Close to medi- 
cal center. Available June 1/02. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-3042. 
4524 KALUM Lake Drive. Rus- 
tic 2 bedroom suite, suitable for 
1-2 adults. F/s, w/d, w/w carpet 
and fireplace. Electric heat, no 
pets. One mile from college. 
Private entrance on ground 
floor. $375/mo + $187 damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-7341. 
A - 1 eulteel We treat our ten- 
ants as valued customersl 
Available April 1/02, pleasant 3 
bedroom suite in bright and 
modern duplex. Ensuite on 
Master bedroom.Washer/dryer. 
Fenced yard with trees and gar- 
den. $8O0/month. (includes utili- 
ties) Call 250-635-4261. 
APARTMENT IN 4 plex in 
Thornhill. Ideal for single person 
or couple. No pets. To view 
250-635-8288 
2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
•HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
° On bus route 
, On site management 
° No pets 
° References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
, e 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
* On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
[ COACHMAN 
nJ APARTMENTS 
Ill 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Ill On Site Management 
II] Securily Entrance with 
JJ Undercover Parking 
II & Elevator, 
II Laundry facilities on 
l i  each floor 
II On Bus Route 
il No Pets 
IJ I To View a Clean & Quiet 
11 Building on Ihe Bench 
II 638,8554 
I t ,  REFERENCES REQUIRED 
2 BEDROOM suite, new car- 
pets, paint. Close to downtown, 
fenced yard, storage room. 
Available June 1st. $500/rno. 
250-638-1115 
AVAILABLE MAY 15TH. Two 
bedroom bachelor suite. Lots of 
light, no partiesl Good referenc- 
es a must!. $450/mo. Appt to 
view call 250-635-3789 after 
5pro. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom base- 
ment suite. Available imme- 
diately. Close to town. Call 250- 
635-2360. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to downtown, cable & 
utilities included. Suitable for 
one person. Call after 6pro. 
250-638-8010 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Kitchen, 
dinning room. Close to town, 
schools. No pets, no smoking, 
no parties. Reasonable rent. 
Call 250-635-3158. 
PRIVATE 1 bedroom basement 
suite. Gas fireplace. Wash- 
er/dryer. Utilities included. Up- 
per Thornhill. Available June 1. 
250-635-3756 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Reb 250-638-7290. 
3 BEDROOM summer home. 
Fully furnished, private beach 
and dock. Available on month- 
ly/weekly basis. Lakelse Lake 
highway side. Phone 250-798- 
2039. 
2000 SQ FT office space. 4391 
Keith avenue. Call 1-250-635- 
7171. 
OFFICE OR retail space for 
rent or lease. Excellent down- 
town location 1800 sq ft. Ready 
to move in. Call 250-635-1753 
or email at elmo2@telus.net. 
2 BEDROOM, washer dryer,. 
fridge, stove. $500/mo. 250- 
615-01t 6 evenings. 
FOR SALE or rent 12X60 2 
bedroom mobile with 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove in 
quiet trailer park in Thornhill. 
$500/mo, Damage deposit 
required. Asking $13,000 obo. 
Available July 1st. 250-635- 
6662 
FOR SALE Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14,45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26,75, Addi- 
tional words over 20 25C/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- 
tising @terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mestercard or 
cash. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 
BEDROOM trailer with large 
addition & storage shed on pri- 
vate lot In Copper Mountain 
area. Includes 4 appliances, 
outside pets are welcome. 
$650/monlh, references re- 
quired, or to purchase $55,000 
vendor financing may be con- 
sidered, Have recent appraisal, 
Call 250-635-55t 1 
RENT TO own $600/month. 
W/d, f/e, 2 bedroom. Call 250- 
615-0116 even n!:lS 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis. 
tance to downtown Terrace. No 
pets, and references required. 
Call week days after 4:30 p.m. 
or weekends anytime 250- 638- 
7140, o.r.2.50_:..63_2.5_918. 
1200 SQ ft basement suite for 
rent. All utilities, satellite includ. 
ed. Small pets negotiable. Stor- 
age, f/s, w/d. Call after 6 pm 
• . 250-635-4956. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
one block from college, F/s, 
w/d, Spacious and clean, Nice 
yard, rent negotiable. Call 250. 
638-1164. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available Immediately, Couple 
preferred, close to downtown, 
Big backyard. Separate en. 
trance. No pets, References re. 
qulred. $450/mo + security de- 
posit. Call 250.635-6824 
BRIGHT 2 bedroom basement 
2 BEDROOM bright, clean up- 
per duplex, F/S, W/D. Bright 
and clean, Small pets okay, 
Close to pool. $560 month, 
Available Immediately. 250- 
635-6352 
2 BEDROOM double wide on 
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Fridge/Stove, washer/dryer, 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references. Call 250-638-863g. 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse In 4- 
plex. Clean, quiet. Frldge/stove 
No pets. References re- 
Cluired,250-635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM, small house. 
$550/mo In Thornhlll. Frldge, 
stove. 250-635-7657 
3 BEDROOM duplex located in 
upper Thomhlll on 1 acre, 1 112 
baths, fridge, stove included. 
Hook-up for washer and dryer, 
suite. Available Immediately, garden area, Small, trained pets 
$600/mo, Heat Included, 250, ~ welcome, $700/mo. Available 
635.7714 . June 1st, Call 250'635.6g0s' 
3 BEDROOM duplex. Kitchen, 
living/dining room and 2 baths• 
Fenced yard, shed• $550/mo. 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
3836 
3 BEDROOM house on the 
Bench. Fride/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, dishwasher, fireplace, 
partially finished basement. 
Available June 1. Damage de- 
posit, ref req. $850/mo. 250- 
635-3845 leave a messaqe. 
3 BEDROOM house, full upper 
suite, wall to wall carpet, near 
school, 5 minutes to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250- 
635-3827 
3 BEDROOM house. F/s, w/d 
hook-ups, 2 bathrooms, large 
fenced yard, Close to schools 
and hospital. Call 250-638- 
1053. 
3 BEDROOM on southside . 
• Like new condition. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-up. Close to schools and 
hospital. References and dam- 
age deposit required. Available 
June 1/02. Call 250-635-2932. 
3BEDROOM House at 4509 
Greig Ave. $650/mo. Good ref- 
erences required. 250-638- 
8639 
4 BEDROOM lower unit of du- 
plex in Terrace. N/g heat, w/d 
included• No parties, no smok- 
ing. Written references and de- 
posit req. Phone 250-796- 
9554. 
5 BEDROOM 2 bathroom home 
on acreage, large sundeck will- 
double carport parking and 
plenty of storage, 6 appliances. 
$875/month heat and lights in- 
cluded. Available July 1 2002. 
Call 250-638-8323 . . . . . . . . .  
FOUR BEDROOM side-by-side 
duplex. Horseshoe area. Close 
to schools, downtown, bus 
routes. Fridge/stove. No pets, 
no smoking, no padies. 
$695/mo 250-635-1971 
HORSESHOE 3 bedroom, large 
front room and kitchen, 4 ap- 
pliances. Full unfinished base- 
ment. Gas heat and RSF heat- 
er. $800/mo. 250-638-0736 if 
no answer please leave mes- 
saqe ........................ 
HOUSE FOR rent in horseshoe, 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE available 4 bedroom house with 3 floors, 
MacYe~St',5rdapp/~nce~hLa~e :family room, indoor shop, 3 
"~"  - "~""  '"' ' r Schools cn;~n/ ,-, o~n ~,~, bathrooms. Has a big ya d, 
8605 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "~ ' " :  near high=sch00L No pets. 
6BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 baths, 
6 appliances, skylights, large 
back yard, in good neighbour- 
hood, must be seen, available 
June 1st: $950/mo 250-635- 
1128 
Available June 1/2002 . Call 
250-635,4571. 
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, South 
Kalum. Washer;: dryer, fridge, 
stove, large yard. $700/mo. 
Contact 250-635-8847 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex. 
CLEAN, NEWLY RENOVATED Fridge/stove, blinds, finished at- 
2 bedroom mobile home 
located in quiet trailer tic, garden level basement, 
park, within walking distance to fenced yard, pets negotiable. 
town. Funished or unfurnished. Non-smokers only. In upper 
Fridge/stove, window coverings Thornhill. $750/mo + damage 
and joey shack. Available ira- deposit. Available June 1st for 
mediatelv. 250-638-1865 application CAll 250-635-4368 
CLEAN, QUIET, adult oriented 
1 bedroom condo in Woodgre- 
en condominiums, Terrace. 
Natual gas fireplace, oak kitch- 
en cabinets, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances included. 
Laundry facilities and covered 
patio, no dogs. $625/mo. Call 
250-632-6726 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom duplex 
in Thornhill. Fridge,stove. Avail- 
able May 112002; $ 550 month. 
Call 250-635-9459. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom house. 
Wood/gas heat. Fully fenced. 
Near schools and town. Refer- 
ences required. Available June 
15. 250-638-1019 
FOR RENT small 2 bedroom 
house, suitable for 1 or 2 
people. 5131 Agar. Available 
June t102. Call 250-635-3883 
LARGE HOUSE on quiet street 
on the bench. 3 bedrooms up 1 
down. Fenced back yard, 
fridge, stove, and dishwasher 
included. $850/mo plus damage 
deposit. Available June 1/02. 
250-635-2873 
NICE 2 BEDROOM , 2 bath- 
room, 3 storey side by side du- 
plex in horseshoe, $600/month. 
No dogs. Quiet people with 
good references. Call 250-638- 
8639 
NICE 5 bedroom 3 bath house 
in Thornhill, Available July 1/02. 
Fridge/stove dishwasher, was- 
her/dryer and garden shed. No 
pets or smoking. Call 250-638- 
8639 
NICELY KEPT 3 bedroom side 
by side duplex. Available May 
1/02. No pets, parties, smoking. 
For more information call 250- 
635-8650 or 250-631-9067. 
FENCES 
ALL B,C. PRODUCTS 
i IEcISELY RIr,. e MOVINO'H'  
~ I Yo-"~r Moving Professionals Since1997 
r ~  #uck & New 32 & 28 ft Trailers at Your Sez~ce! 
~ • A~oss~n or the country 
~L,~ ' " Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1 -866-615-0002 
!1 . ,~ D l~ AOVANCE~ BOOKtNG OtSCOUNT 
Ph: 615"0002 Cell', 638"6969 
Double oD, Landscaping 
DREW DELOREY 
250-624-2825 
PRUNING 
POWER RAKING 
REGULAR 
MAINTENANCE 
FENCE INSTALLATION 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
PRESSURE WASHING 
~ Wm/lor Janitorial 
4740 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2G5 
~1 Floor Maintenance 17t Windows & Awnlnge 
Home ~ Office 
[~ Job,rite (~1 Rental Unite 
"We clean your place like it was our own." 
Ph. 03,.~-9~80 Fax. 635-9797 
• BONDED & INSURED 
Your Parking 
Lot KeepeP 
Parking Lot Maintenance 
¢" Power Vacuum 5weeper 
Line & Curb Marking 
4 Power Washing 
~" Residential Driveway Sealing 
Owr~r Ed Hess 
Cell. (250) 6L5-8638 
CALL FOR SPRING SPECIALS 
NORDIC TREE SERVICE 
CERTIFIED UTILITY ARBORISTS 
.Topping, Pruning, Chipping & Shaping 
, , ,~t~, ,  eDangerous Tree Removal 
~ .Stump Grinding 
CLEAN-UP SERVICE AVAILABLE 
'~ '~ l~ FULLY  INSURED 
J~t FREE EST IMATES 
PIERRE  SS,ER (250) 635-740Q 
Otters the full speclrum of counselling services. J 
For an appointment ormore information, phone J 
635-4936 I 
Ask tar AI or leave a detailed message. I 
{Allan Heinricks B.A. (Psychology) C.C.S.C.P.C.A. I 
~Please visit my web sire at: hltp'//www, ibdds,¢omJ 
Everything For 
The Horse Lover 
Mall Orders~Special Orders 
Delivery 
OPEN BY APPOINTMENT 
Ph.: 250-638-7252 Fax 250.638-7253 
webslte: www.hiwayl  6.com/nh~/ 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing In residential drlvewa~ & parking lots, 
Protect your pavement and keep It looking like newt 
Sweeping Parking Lots/ I I~ J l i~ l  
FREE EST I  MATES!  
Roland Lagace (=so) s3s.3s16 
R L Asphalt ealmg 
Books PLUS Business Services 
Business Plans 
Payroll, GST & PST 
Income 
Resumes 
Typing 
Special Projects 
Kelly Dobler 250-638-1982 kdrnrekermode.net i 
SKIN.NER,'S Au'ro JNSPE,CTIONS 1 
BEFORE YOU BUY: BEFORE YOU SELL: 
HAVE AN IN~ECTION TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
DONE BY SlaNNER3 AUTO OUR WEBSlTE FOR SELUNO 
TO BE eURE YOU'RE ~ YOURVEHICUETOA, 
GETTING YOUR ~ LOCAL BUYER, 
MONEY'8 WORTH. 
PHONFJF^ X (Z~0) 63~-SSg0~.CEI~2~i0) 61~}5 ~ 
EJ~A IL sK innm ,qlr ~mom ~h. n,.~ 
WEB~TE W, YR.s~Jn/~er~muto.~ 
KERMODEI 
DRIVING SCHOOl 
uated I.Ir~e_nsln 8 Program 
G'--IN THI'-~ A'-D'-&GEIr-- 
/ ,dr/ I ' qFV  ur r  Exp;resAug, 8/2002 
- -   70To3T:  - - 
#73-3616 Larch Avenue,  Terrace. B.C. 
Mobl le  8erv lce8  
* P0warnlhin| • nlgh g Lm, lffuisur! , Fully 1olut0d 
IRilldlntlll a Comml/dll i CoMileld WI|Ir |upply 
i Ihwhghmlnlil 8 PIulInli CIUB|D O Coluntituoll 
6 Rimovll I Control of Moulds, Mlldm 8 ilolsry girl 
OOUOIVADHYKmoI¢ PH=OBII.O8eB CAaLAI~OW, O.e¢, 
Co dh~Id Jp#Uld141 |ndfQ*~flNIIdil 
Wo~ ~ltOfiaOfl T~R~C[ 8,e, Cosl~u~ 
: t 
B8- The Terrace Standard 
636 HOUSES: ~OR 
RENT ~ 
735 HOUSES 
TERRACE 
 I.'HRYSLE! | 
4916 llwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR.5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
:HRYSLER 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was 15.995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 Spd, Hardtop & Softtop, 
Only 15,000 km. 
w~ 22.995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
2000 Chrysler Meon 
Was t3,995 
,Wednesday, May 22, 2002 
ONE BEDROOM + laundry 
room. Fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er. In quite area in Thomhill on 
bus route. Call 250.638-8503. 
$450/month, plus damage de- 
posit. 
SIDE BY side duplex. $750/m0. 
Plus half damage deposit. No 
pets. no parties. Call 250-638- 
1094 after 4:00 pm. 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit in 
4-plex. Available immediately. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Working couple preferred. 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets. References 
required. Call 250-635-6824 : 
THORNHILL DUPLEX avail-I 
able immediately. Good condi- J 
lion, freshly painted. Fridge/ 
stove, washer/dryer hookup, 3 
NOTICE OF SALE OF LAND 
The Village oF Granish hereby gives public notice that it 
intends to sell the following residential properly: . . . . . . .  
Civic Address Legal Description 
Unit #29 PRS59, Lot STL29, Plan PRS59, 
(condominium) District Lot 1351A, 
Range 05, Coast Range 5 
Land District/DL7890 
Lot 23, Plan 7664, District 
Lot 1351A, 
Range 05, Coast Range 5 
Land District 
Interested persons may obtain an information sheet on the 
process to acquire this property from the Municipal Hall, #1 
~acDonald Avenue, Granisle, BC. VOJ 1WO or telephone 
(250) 697-224 
#23 Hearne Avenue-Lot 
3 BEDROOM home on nicely 
landscaped 80 x 100 lot, four 
appliances included. 16 x 20 
wired shop with attached shed. 
Raised garden and much more. 
$ 79,900. Call 250-638-0395. 
MOVING TO Edmonton, that's 
no tale, 4740 Straume, 4 bed- 
rooms for sale. Hardwood 
floors, vaulted ceilings 
$120,000 or rent for $800. 
Phone 250-635-6464 
14X70, 3 bedroom trailer Iocat- 
ed in town, close to schools and 
stores. Asking $13,000. Call 
250-635-0892, 
1998 SR114 x 70 modular 
home. Situated on pad in Pine 
Park. 2 bedroom, 6 appliances, 
skylight and jacuzzi tub in bath- 
TWO PRE-OWNED 
HONDA CRV's 
2-'98 
$19,995 - $21,995 
2000 Honda Odyssey EX 
$30,995 
2000 Ford Focus ZTS 
WAS $t6,995 NOW $15,995 
1999 Yolks G01f Wolfsburg 
WAS $19,995 NOW $17,995 
1999 Chev Astro AWD 
MOW $19,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $22,095 NOW $19,995 
1997 Volks Jetta 
WAS $16,995 NOW $14,995 
199~~~rd 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
1994 Chev Cavalier 
$5,995 
1994 Ford Probe GT 
$7,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS $I0,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Honda Civic Hatch 
WAS $9,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Plymouth Grand Voyager 
NOW $7,995 
1993 Chev Cavalier 
NOW $4,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $8,995 
1992 Ford Explorer 
NOW $8,995 
1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
$8,995 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'99 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee Laredo 
Air, Tilt, Cruiso 
Windows & Locks 
Was 27.995 
NOW ONLY $27,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
Ousd Cab, 4x4, SLT, V8, Auto, Air, 
Cruise. Tilt, Windows, Locks, Canopy 
Was 29,995 
NOW ONLY $25,595 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
Was 12,995 
NOW ONLY $1 1,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab SLT 
v8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
Was 14 995 
NOW ONLY ~14,495 
'96 Dodge 2500 
Club Cab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Air Conditioning 
Was 19.995 
$19,595 
'96 Dodge Diesel 3500 
Club Cab Laramie SLT 
Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
:OBD . 
2000 Ford,Wizd~;,ar 
va, A, ,to:~ :~ ~,A~o 
NO~.j~L"f"$21,995 
1999 Ford Ranger 
XCab 4x4 XLT 
Air Conditioning, C.D. 
Was 18,995 
NOW ONLY $1 7,995 
'99 Ford Mustang G1' 
v8, Loaded 
Was 18.995 
NOW ONLY $1  8 ,595  
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, v8, Auto, A/C 
Was 17,995 
NOW ONLY $15 ,995  
'97 Ford Taurus 
v6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
'96 ReD Cab Ford XL 
4x4, 6 Cyl., Auto, Cruise, Tilt, 
A/C, AM/FM Cassette 
Was 12,995 
NOW ONLY $11,995 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
Was 5,995 
• . "!.~:~:: $4,995.'~ ~ ~ 
'92 Ford Explorer 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunm0f, Cassette 
was 11,995 
NOW ONLY $10,595 
2000 GMC XCab 4x4 2500 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Locks 
Was 31,995 
$29,995 
2000 Pontiac GL Pdx 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
CD, Keyless & More 
Was 20,995 
$19,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
A/C, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
Was 18.995 
$1 7,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab SLT 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
Was 19,995 
NOW ONLY $19,295 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
Was 10,995 
NOW ONLY $9,995 
'92 Chew Pickup 4x4 
with canopy, Automatic 
Was 8,995 
NOW ONLY $8,495 
~IMPORTS 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
Was 24,995 
$23,595 
2OO1 Subaru Legacy 
4 Door, Auto, Air, Tilt Cruise, 
Windows, Locks & More 
Was 24,495 
$23,995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 Cyl, Auto, Air 
was 16.995 
NOW ONLY $16,588 
'99 Mazda Miata 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
Was 20.995 
$20,695 
'98 Toyota Tacoma 
XCab 4x4 
v6, Auto, Air, TRO Package 
Was 23.995 
NOW ONLY $23,495 
'95 Pontiac 
Grand AM 
4 Cyl., Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
was lO.995 
$9,995 
'94 Volkswagen 
Jetta 
4 door, 4 CyI., 5 Spd. 
Was 8.995 
$8,495 
'90 Toyota 
4 Runner SR5 
v6, Cruise, Tilt, 
AM/FM Cassette 
Was 11,995 
$11,695 
ITER cE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 ou ,s  a 
www,terraceautomall.oom 
I 
room. Asking $51,000 will take $15,995 1991 Honda Accord LX bdrm, 11/2 baths, n/g heat/hot ~ ~ , ~ newer 5 th wheel or travel trailer 
water, large yard and carport, iOutst ndlngAchlo monl i $700/mo References required, as downpayment. Call 250-638- 1995 Honda Accord EX-R NOW $5,995 Call 250-638-1394 8438. MOW $15,995 1990 GMC Jimmy 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext WAS $8,995 N0W $5,995 
ite, electric heat, located at ~ -: Cab w/Plow 1981 Chew (For Parts) 
4639 S°uci°' $600/m°" N° i ~ ~ 
~ets 250-635-~998 of Terrace WANT,NG 3 bedroom home. WAS $16,995 NOW $14,995 NOW $995 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite co, ngra t ( ~  ~ Single dad on very tight budget, H 
in Thomhill. Close to schools, ulates w,th 3 special needs children. 
laundry facililies on premises, ~" he l la  Love  ~ ~  i Willing tO pay $650/mOnth in- f. cluding utilities. Call 250-635- 4838 Hwy 16 W -~'  (250)638-8171 
no pets. New appliances. 2803 room 8. n~ 9662 / 1-000-665-1990 
$575/mo. Phone Rob 250-638- www.bchonda.com 
on  0:CARSFOR : 
~' SALE  )93 VW ass t . . . .  I 1997 FORD F-150, '~ ~" ! g ~ ~ P a tore° °'ese' cab "~"h'~" ~'L~" 
• " . . . . .  " ' ' : " II load d ~ ,~ u . . . . . . . . . .  "0u standin ,a " ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  y e ,  60 mpg. 10 cd n~ '15 nvan~r t.nrnr 
nger. Excellent condition ,.,,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ,= 
10000 ebo Call 250627 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin ~ Achievement" 5275.cury Topaz . Call 250-635- ...'" . " " obo. M, ,tivated to sell! 
I 7401 Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen ~ 1998 NEON 78000km Im- ~ ~  
~nd Bar. Ideal for Weddings, for the months of March & April. In EC. new tires new paint, maculatecon"'d=bon.'Asuper' buy 2001FORDF350cre . . . . . . . . .  
~a~ 4^ ~ a~esel amo ~,nniversaries, Reunions. Day Blue/silver. Alpine/Premier CD. at$9500. 250-846-9723 ' . .' .. 
]nd Evening rates. 250-635- ~, recognition of this accomplishment, Sheila is Lots more $5900obo. Call250- ' campe pKg., traRer I 
?777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. ~ pleased to make this donation to the Terrace i 638-8170 loaded 30k. $48,995 
~artending Services Available. ~ ~i - - - - -  er truc: needs call 1 
Child Development Centre. I ~ 815 TRUCKS FOR 3267 E nine Dams 05 
)NE BEDROOM house ' :  :SALE"  ~s- '~ '~ 
"ailer395/m°'$550/mo.14 wide, 32bedroombedr°°mdu- | Bank says N0? . . . .  Chevrc!et Sierra Cla 
say power windows pc . ;~ ;~ ' ,~ .  W~ 19803/4 ton Dodge automatic ' , lex $425/mo. 2 bedroom trailer Ye crewcab, natural/reg as, dual . . . .  ;, ,-,=X . . . . . . .  350/mo + damage deposit. No . ' locks a/c everythir 
ets, all in Thornhill. Call 250- .730 ~0RSA:LE  BY  S!  wheels, a/c, replaced engine in ~ . . . . . . . .  -o.-,u- . . . .  
35-9530. !::, OWNER : " : "  AII Credit Applications Accepted. I 1991. 11 1/2 camper with ez 
. .  . . . . .  , , Easy, Fast and Confidential I loader. Asking $5000 will sell 
T EE 
in Thor 
l r  
 
5/m~ 
7290 
19  p ssat turbo diesel, 4X4, extra 
fully loaded, 60 mpg. 10 cd cab, long.box, XL, auto, cane- 
changer. Excellent condition py, 1st owner, complete mai- 
ntenance records. $16,000. 
$10,000 obo. Call 250-627- . oti t  t  s ll! 250-615- HALL I 
Hut, Ca 
and   F RD F350 crewcab Lar- 
An iversaries fat X4 diesel, ut , ps, pb, 
a r r k il rpkg. Fully 
7777 e-m~ loaded, 30k. $48,995 or for oth, 
Bartendin( k -888-838- 
3267 Elaine a s D5551A 
O  454 TURBO 400 trans 1980 
$395, ol t i  l ssic 2wd, 
trailer s, ower door 
plex locks, a/c, everything works. 
$35C 
p t , 
6  
14 X 703 bedroom trailer in 
town. Close to schools and 
stores. $525/month + damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-0892 or 
250-638-7668. 
2 BEDROOM mobile with laun- 
dry and large yard, recently 
painted. Some' new floors. 
$500/month includes water. 
Phone 1-604.466-6015 leave 
messaqe. 
2 BEDROOM trailer with addi- 
tion. Fddge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, Queensway Drive. $550- 
month. Call 250-635-7580. 
3 BEDROOM mobile, 
fridge/stove, dishwasher, laun- 
dry room with washer dryer, 
~deep treeze,;iDogh~use ~i~ 
fenced run:Large yard, Thorn- 
hill $650/mo. Available June 1, 
2002. Call 250-635-6458 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom, 4 ap- 
pliances, newly renovated, 
fenced back yard, green house, 
large shop, pets allowed. 
$450/month, plus damage de- 
posit. Available June 1/2002, in 
Thornhill. Call 250-635-5678. 
MOBILE HOME located in 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
Natural gas heat, No pets. 
$425/mo. Call 250-635-1998. 
MOBILE HOME pads in Clear- 
water at Pine Grove Trailer 
Park 60 miles north of Kam- 
loops, extra large lots w/garden 
area. R.V. parking, quiet, well- 
maintained park. Water purifica- 
tion system, paved roads. Small 
pet welcome. First 3 months 
free. 250-587-6270 or 250-573- 
4240 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
on private lot. Suitable for cou- 
ple. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
4378 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 3 bedroom home on south- 
side. Working man preferred. 
$260/ month includes utilities. 
Call 250-635-3126. 
IN THORNHILL looking for 1 
non-smoker to share fullhouse 
w/large yard. Pets OK. $350/mo 
includes utilities. 250-615-0010 
HOBBY farm with trout stocked 
lake bordering northside. 1000 
acres of community pasture 
bordering east side. 320 acres 
of agricultural lease with stand- 
ing timber bordering west side. 
Very modern newer 14X75 mo- 
bile home with 12X30 addition. 
Comes with 5 appliances, pellet 
heater and star choice sattelite 
dish. Guest cabin, shop and 
barn located in Fort Fraser 
area. $165,000. obo. 250-690- 
7576 
FIND B&B's online. Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically, For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism@monday.corn 
59 SEAT family run restaurant. 
Well established on Hwy 16. 
Will consider property trades. 
Call 250-690-7470 alter 8pro. 
INVEST in your future C-1 
zoned. Downtown Terrace. Du- 
plex presently residential non - 
conforming. Great location for 
combination of home and small 
business. 4659 Lazelle 
$159,000. Call 250-798-2000. 
1 1/2 STOREY, 4 bedrooms, 
2100 sq ft home. N/g heat. 2 
baths, Lakeles lake on private 
park like setting. 75x40' work- 
shop. Call 250-798-2456. Ask- 
in.q $149,000. 
1200 SQFT rancher 7 years 
old, ground level entry complete 
with carport and covered south 
facing veranda. 2 bedrooms en- 
suite and full bathmoom, elec- 
tric forced air heating and wood 
fireplace. Located on 2 acres, 
just minutes from town. Near 
Woodland Park subdivision. 
Asking $165,000. Call 250-638- 
8320 or 250-638-7664 
1400 SQFT house, 3.2 acres. 
Barn 20X60' shop, riding ring, 
fenced for horses. $150,000 call 
250-615-7476 
• No Hassles ~1~. separately. Call 250-635-2442. 
or Embarrassment ~.'~ ]~ TWO BEDROOM upgraded , YES to poor credit ~ .  1991 CHEV one ton 4X4 dually, 
and newly renovated or no credit, i~.~.;~'(~ 454 on propane, extended cab, 
apartment. Mustsee. Option te -~ ' r~ running boards, 180,000km. 
rentto purchase. 250-635-0662 888-921-ClEDl Towing package, winter stored, 
you wo,k you drive! . ~ , ~  : beautiful, well cared for truck. 
$t3,500. 250-846-9723 WANTED BUYERS Place your 
word ad in The Terrace Stan- 
dard and Weekend Advertiser 
for 1 week and pay only $14.45, 
3 weeks (3TS) & 3(WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 25C/word plus GST. Phone 
638-7283, Fax 638-8432 or 
email to advertising@terra- 
cestandard.com We accept 
VISA, Mastercard or cash. 
WHY PAY rent when you can 
own your own home for less 
12X64 deregistered 3 bedroom 
mobile on a quarter acre lot in 
Copperside Estates. Recent 
renovations, well maintained 
and comes.with~two appliances. 
$48,000. Phone 250-638-8350 
1988 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER 
for sale. Rebuilt transmission, 
new back shocks. Motor needs 
work, body in good condition. 
Asking $1900. Call 250-635- 
7115. 
The Terrace Standa is' BB 
.Y 
www terracestandard corn 
. . . .  ' ' Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising information 
2 STOREY cottage, electric and 
wood heat, Lakeles lake, 75 x 
200 lot, downstairs kitchen, din- 
ning area and bathroom. Up- 
stairs master bedroom and bal- 
cony. Asking $55,900.00 Call 
250-798-2456. 
3 BEDROOM home close to 
schools and hospital. 2 bath- 
rooms, bathtub with lift for a 
handicap person, 4 appliances, 
roof covered patio, carport. Well- 
maintained. Call 250-635-4940. 
5.5 ACRE hobby farm in Jack- 
pine Flats. Double wide trailer, 
oil and wood heat, work shop 
and numerous outbuildings. 
Very private and fenced in, Call 
250-798-2456. $129,900. 
LAKELSE LAKE, private A MUST SELl There's more to 
campsites with fireplts and thls 4-year old home than you 
camp tables. Seasonal lease, thlnkl Rounded corners, cove 
Great beach, No sea-does, ceiling, over 1700+sqff, 3 bed- 
250-798-2250 room, 2 bath country kitchen 
RELAX IN Rustic Ocean front w/oak cabinets, living room 
cabins in Powell River. Still w/gas fireplace, large family 
openlngsin July & August. Boat room, leundry room, double 
rentals, $400-$500/wk. Sleeps garage, deck, fenced private 
up to 6. Pets welcome. 1-604- backyard, land-scaped. Call 
487-4198. www.maudebayre- 250-635-2506 between 6-8pro. 
treat.corn LAKELSE LAKE, 3 bedrooms, 
STARRESORT.INT, WE buy & 2 baths, new decor, prime Ioca- 
sell timeshares, www.etarre- tion, Westside, 90' frontage, 
sort.net. 1-800.985-4395 1.10 acres, sandy beach, land- 
scaped $239,000, 250.798. 
2OOO 
SINGLE COLLEGE instructor 
wants rental house with view of 
town by August/September. ' 
Max 20 rain from Terrace. 
$800/mo. Have 3 cats and ref- 
erences. 250-635-1924 
WANTED TO rent: Large totally 
furnished and serviced 3 to 4 
bedroom house, 2 1/2 baths 
rain. Have one deg. Needed for 
June 15 to Sept 15, 2002. Fax 
Info to 760-754.0610 Attn: Phil. 
NORTH USK large house, 3 
properties, 2.5 acres workshop, 
Much new work done. Needs 
finishing. $70,000 separate 
sale considered Call 250-638- 
8526. 
PLACE YOUR house display 
advertisement In the Terrace 
Standard and get the Weekend 
Advertiser at a 40% discount, 
no copy changes. Phone The 
Terrace Standard at 638.7283 
or Fax us at 638.8432 for more 
Info, 
2002 Civic 
On your way to work or on lhe go with the ta rally, why 
settle for anything less than Canada's #1 seller? The 
leader- Civic Sedan, where common sense meets 
your craving for cornering! Room, road-worthiness 
and resale valuel Show your money smarts and 
:f , 
family smarts, drive the 2002 Honda Civic Sedan DX 
featuring: 
• Roomy flatiloorwith spacious 
seatlng forfl~ adults 
~ll(r INC,UO[$ |It lIGHT & P.O.I. TAXIS [I,RA 
_~_:---.- i ~  
- re  r ra  c e__)y) H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 1 6 W .~ ' /  (250)638-81  71 
D# 9662 / 1 -800-665-1  090 
Lease and f ln~ offers are from Honda Canada Finance Inc. on ap~0ved credii ABased en a 2002 CIvio Sedan DX. model ES1512PX ~2002 C1¢¢ Coupe DX. model EM2112P). Lease for 48 months at $198 (,~$198} Per month w~h 2,000 km allowance 
(12~m exceed~g allowance.) $l,93982 (z~$1,93982) dOWnl~lYmmt or equivalent trade accepiable Iodealer ($0 dov~ on approved ctedt from Halda Canada fimlce Inc.) Down payment may v~ to re~nct fluc~ting AER. offer Mq 13, 2002.1ni~tion 
payment of $2,632.71 (~$2,632.10) Includes down paymenL first monthly I~wmenl. s~'~ity depo~l of $0 (,~$0). fietghl and PDI of $850 (~$598) ~d taxes Total lease payment is$1328807 (,~,~$132880/). Option 1o purr~lse al lease end for 
$1,95000 (&M7,632.00) p~os ~es. NA~VOOIfom ~d M,'rf 31st, 2002. 'As ref~led by C~ n,~ian m,~ufnc~e=z In c~endat year 200 I, 8Crash tests based o~ 2001 Civic Se~n OX for frenl impacL for detsils visit w'~.nhtsa Oov. See dealer for de~ls. 
t ¸ I 
2OO2 SXTO  per 
141" Track, 
Pipes, Dem0 
 10,995.00 
T E R R A c ,E 
Yaml  40 
Jet 
s2,995.00 i ,  944  : : :MISCELLANEOUS 
i' SERVICES . 2001 RM2SO. 
Dirt Bike 
 5,000.00 
! 999  Kawosak i  
J KX 250 
 4,595.00 
Merc 75 Hp 
Power tri  
( Looking for-~ 
.Child Care'? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has Information on 
child care options and o~] 
choosing child care. 
Orop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry olSccial 
t~vel0pment and Economic Securi~ 
DEVELOPING COMPASSION 
in relationships: Interpersonal 
communication training based 
on non violent communication; 
the language of the heart. To 
arrange a workshop for your 
community or business contact 
Kneale Quayle, 1-604-872-1400 
or email kquavle @ shaw.ca. 
PROFESSIONAL SEWING - 
Dresses, jackets, etc. Mending, 
alterations. Call Debbie. 250- 
635-8266 
========================= . . . .  : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~ii!!i~::~: " " • • i~ :!:::!:!:i : i:~:':b ' ~ :'~i:i:i:i::: ::~i;ir! :: LIII:~I~:: iii:: i : ! i i  i: i :i!ilill * "  ;::i:::: "i:! : : : : i  ::i::.: ' ":'::!:i!i!~i~ i i!iii!~i 
i::.: ::ilili!:: i~::~ii~ '~!i::!ii~i!~:'~ii!!;~:~i~i~ii::ii!i:i:!:ili~i!:!i!!::i~:~:i~:i:~:-" i: :::i!:;! : i!ii:::,i:' :'i:!!~!ii:i~i?ii:;:!ii!~!!:i;i~i:.~::!~!::: 
• i 
~ i ~  I ~  ~ Dry  
SERVICES LTD.  
, SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
oCHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
oAIR DUCTS ,SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
oBOILERS ,CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES ,REST. GREASE TRAPS 
•ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
oAIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS oFLOOD CLEAN UPS 
oPAINT Boo'rrHS ,VACUUM EXCAVATION 
~"ndustri,',l Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 
~ R . A N D  EXPRESS SERVICE 
I D ~ v i c e  f!orn Stewart .to 
I T ~ m t s  in ~tween. Pick- l ods . in "l'errace, C.O.D. and 
couner service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636.2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
$3,995.00 
• e 
:  Hnrbercruft: j( 
Center Cons01e River Boal 
I.,,,,,,oo i C lass i f ieds  Kawasaki 
KLX 300 New Cond. 
 4,995.00 
 80Hp I 
I co,,,or, I
I  l,,sgs.oo I 
14 1/2' Kencraft f/g runabout, 
1965 Mercury 50hp (manual) 
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Subscribe Today 
1 Year ............................... 556.25 (+ $3.94 GST) 
(V,'~ti~ln B.C.) 
1 Year ............................... $49.50 (+ $3.47 GST) 
ISENIORSI 
1Year .............................. 863.22 (+ $4.436ST) 
(Outside of ~ovmce) 
liSA and Europe ............... $152.34 (per 6 ran.) 
(+ $10.66 ST] 
STANDARD 
3210 Chnlon Street felrace, OC. VSG 5R2 {250) 638 7283 ta~ (250) 63,8 B432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important tothe northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
' I ;o reoe,vethe'''",' 
-~- - - -m: I= l~ Terrace Standard every week .  
: bTANDARD[ I 
................................ ~ ..... ~ Enclosed is $. (GST included) for a one year subscription, m 
3210 i Name Cl inton St reet  Address 
Terrace, B.C. Town "" PostalCode 
VSG 5R2 Phone ~ , , .  
n n n i n n  m n i i n  l n Imun ln  h i m  n n i m m n m m n u ~ g  n i 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 
classifieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.commu n ityclassifieds.ca 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995.00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, lager capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers and 
skidders. Free 
information. 1-800-566- 
6899, ext. 400.OT. 
NEED A 
COM PUTER...don't have 
cash? The Original IBM 
PC, just $1 a day...no 
AUTOMOTIVE 
~'~ELC OME~I" 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
WE APPROVE 
EVERYONE. Working 
person's truck and car lot. 
Self-employed? Proof of 
income a problem? No 
down payment? If your 
credit has been affected 
by a broken relationship 
or you have been refused 
by banks and dealers as 
a result of bankruptcy, 
slow payments, no credit,, 
or a repossession, we 
can help! 1.Drive yourself 
back to good credit. 
2.Rebui ld your credit 
COMING EVENTS 
WHEN YOUR CHILD 
asks about God, How Will 
You Answer? Help your 
child build the spiritual 
foundation to handle 
pressures in society and 
at school. ECKANKAR 
offers ancient wisdom for 
today's family. For Free 
Book, call 1-800-LOVE- 
GOD. Ask for book #F18. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Rolling Hills Health 
District in SW, 
Saskatchewan is 
recruiting Full Time, Part 
Time, Casual and 
Temporary Summer 
Relief Registered Nurses 
to work within the health 
district. Successful 
candidates must have a 
Bachelor's Degree or 
Diploma in Nursing, 
current registration with 
the SRNA, current CPR - 
outboard, Trailex aluminum 
trailer. S1200.250-635-5637 t~day. 3.Call ,Chris or . www.eckankar.org leveI-C Certificate, sound money downl Call Now & 
~ ~ 0 t j j  ~,;,~.~,,o..~ tq. get ~t~rte~.,~. , c l in i ca l  knowledge in Get AOL Free for' l  year. 
. .=  .................................. ' . . . .  , . . . . . . .  , ,~  o . ,  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a.ssessment iand-:care~!The ~ :Buck, ~A Day 
cond,bon.1427. $3600. Cal 638-..l~.ates, f r o m .  . . . . . .  5.9. 1-850- .... WWll, KOREA, ,A .N .D . , . . !p lan , . ,~  ,~,~, 'deve lopment ,  company.  Caii'i'1-800- 
650-4829.www.cred i t -  Peacekeeping Veterans excellent interpersonal, 6 6 6 - 3 5 4 7 , FOR SALE: 15 l/2ft Zodiac. king.com 
75hpw/jet. Center control steer- needed to volunteer to c,~£ m m u n i c a t i o n,  www.buckaday.com 
ing, aluminum floor, inflatable BUSINESS FOR SALE organizational and 
keel and dry bag. Used only speak in local schools HELP WANTED one season. Excellent condi- TRAVEL AGENCY: leadership skills with the 
tion. Call 250-638-0021 or250- Central BC location; very and youth groups through ability to work in a team J O U R N E Y M A N 
635-5005Askin.q$13,995obo. profitable; owners retiring; The Memory Project. setting. Submit resume PLUMBER. FT position. 
before May 31, 2002 to: serious inquiries only. Experience required in all 
e m a i I . Free preparation Shelda Switzer, Human aspects of 
agencyforsale@hotrnail.com workshop to be held in Resources Officer, 
- Rolling Hills Health residential/commercial 
10' ALASKAN camper. 3 - BUSINESS Vancouver on June 14 burner stove, 3 wayfridge, pro- District, Fax: 306-773- plumbing. Wages 
pane heater. New upholstery, OPPORTUNITIES (small travel subsidy 0033 or E-maih negotiable. Resumes: 
upgrades, very good condition. ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED provided). Please call $3000.00 call 250-638-8960. sswitzer@ rhhd.ca Box 20144, Golden, B.C. 
1996 EXPLORER 9.5ft. camp- Subs & California Style V0A 1H0. Fax: 250-344- 
er. Basement unit with queen Wraps are looking for Jessica at 1-866-701- BUSINESS ANALYST. 2855. email" 
MEDIC, a community kardash@redshift.bc.ca bed, large fridge, large table, 4 motivated franchisees. 1867 to register, futures corporation 
burner stove w/oven, inside/out- Join this dynamic and fast 
side shower, furnace, Irnmacu- serving Northwestern INTERNET SERVICES 
late condition, $12,500. 250- growing Canad ian  EDUCATION 
846-9723 Company. 1-888-922- Alberta, is seeking a CHEAP WEBSITES- 
OLDER 91/2' camper in excel- 2294. www.zestos.com. A NEW CAREER? Train Business Analyst. For more information, please $14.95 per year .corn .net 
lent condition. Fridge/stove. fur- WORK FROM HOME. to be an Apartment/ e m a i I .org.info.biz.caRegister 
nace. Asking $1000. 250-635- 
9420 P/T, $400-$1490 per Condominium Manager. Osborn@medc.ab.ca or your web address today. 
month. F/T, $2000-$4900 call 780-926-4233. Free web page. Free 874Rv,s STH 
WHEELS • 
per month. Many jobsl Job CAMPBELL CHRYSLER domain and email 
www.realisticdream.com.1_888.220.6291 placement assistance, is seeking to hire f 0 r w a r d i n g . 
199522ftTravelAire5thwheel. All-Areas. Government automotive technicians, www.easyhost.com 
Fiberglass exterior, new awn- GET PAID DAILY. Make Registered Program. We're offering competitive LIVESTOCK 
ing, loaded and immaculate, big money every time 
Large fridge/freezer, a/c, oak type kitchen, electric furnace, someone buys groceries. Information/ brochure pay, good working • conditions. Extra hours. ALPACAS AND LLAMAS. 
N/s couple owned. $16,000 #1 home business. No (604) 681-5456, 1"-800- Benefit package. One of Canada's best 
obo. Call 250-635-1238. selling. Residual income Applicants must be willing l ivestock investments. 
for life. 1-888-748-5486 665-8339, www.rmtt.ca. 
ext 16. to work In a team Selling 76 of Canada's 
www.smsecrets.com C O U N S E L L O R e n v i r o n m e n t . f inest at 15th Annual 
.... 878 RV'S 
• MOTORHOMES'  
Conscientious, eager to Legacy Classic Sale, 
FRASERWAY RV in Abbots- MAKE THOUSANDS TRAINING INSTITUTE, achieve. Forward June 8, 2002. Westerner 
ford is the place for Park Mod- weekly  with 1-900 Earn Your Professional resumes to fax 780-835- 
els. We have Western Canda's FaJrg rounds, Red Deer. 
largest inventory of Brecken- telephone programsl Certificate. Work in an 3551 or in person at Details/sale catalogue, 
ridge and Security. Call Morris Famous expert reveals Campbell Chrysler, 403-346-3148. 
for your Park Model sales, serv- "red-hot" moneymaking agency or private Fairview, Alberta. 
Ice, or consignment needs, toll 
free 1-800-806-1976 businessl FREE Exciting practice. On campus or Attention: Thomas PAY TELEPHONE 
MOTORHOME FOR sate'. 1978 Bookl Call 24hrs: 1-800- Backes. SERV. 
Bendix 24 foot. $6500 obo. 771-7430, Ext 600 or ~sit distance learning. 
iustsell:Cal1250-845-2291 www.900secrets.com Registrations Now J O U R N E Y M A N CANADA'S TOP 
PLUMBER, gasfitter PSYCHICS. . .Are You  
As U.S. Dollar Falls, Accepted. Catalogue 1- required, 3rd, 4th year Ready to Believe in. 
Profits Rise. Find out how 8 00  - 6 6 5 - 7 0 4 4 .  apprentice, Air Psychics Again? Ca l l  
to take advantage of a conditioning, refrigeration. Now, You Won't Be 
falling U.S. dollar & www.counselortralning.com Experience in service 
potentially turn $5K into work, home construction. Disappointedl 1-900-451- 
Huge $$$ Profits in 30 GREAT JOBS IN Fax resume 780-826 7070 $2,95/minute 18+. 
Days. For Free Trading HOTELSI Would you like 2202, Bonnyville, Cold PSYCHIC SERVICES 
Kit/Special Report Call 1- 
800-663-3105 (24 hours) a job with a future-let us Lake area. DON'T MISS THIS! 
Cathy CAREER TRAINING help you with training and A U T O M O T I V E Unique psychic 
TECHNICIAN wanted for counsel l ing. You have 
BE AN INTERIOR job placementassistancel growing service team. questions, we have 
615"9286 DECORATOR with our Applications now being Ex'cellent work enviro, answers. Love, health, 
If you are new to unique home-study a c c e p t e d , above averagewageand career, family, Call nowl 
Terrace or having a course. Cal for your Free benefit structure. Moving 
baby, please call Your brochure. 1-800-267- www.tourismcollege.corn allowance available for 1-888-318-2968 1-900- 
Welcome Wagon 1829. Sheffield'School of 1 -800-668-9301.  the right person. Contact 677-1333, $2.99 per 
hostess for your f ree Interior Design. 1407-38 Greg Kallal or Rob Button m i n u t e 
~,,~ftsandinformalionj McArthur Ave., Ottawa Canadian T0uri'srn" at Spruceland Ford 780- www,psychlccounsellingci 
. ON K1 L 6R2. College 778-4777. rcle.com 
O4 
q 
o 
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REAL ESTATE 
SELLING YOUR. 
HOUSE?. Use Canad.a's 
#1 classifieds and reach 
mill ions of consumers. 
Intrigued? Ask this 
newspaper about 
Community Classifieds. 
Or call the B.C. & Yukon 
Community Newspapers 
Association toll-free 1- 
866-669-9222.  
www.bccommunitynews.com 
SERVICES 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
Canadian pardon seals~ 
record . .U .S .  ~,waigerj 
permits legal American 
entry. Why risk 
employment, licensing, 
travel, arrest, deportation, 
property conf iscat ion? 
Canadian U.S. 
Immigration specialists. 1- 
800-347-2540. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 
CLEARANCE Salel '  
Manufacturer direct. Beat 
next price increase. 
25x40 $7,200.00. 30x40 
• $8,900.00. 30x50 
$10,300.00. 35x50 
$13,200.00. 40x60 
$17,300.00. Many others. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
Since 1980. 
TRAVEL  
ISLAND GETAWAY. 
Overlooking Discovery 
Passage, Tsa-Kwa-Luten 
Lodge on Quadra Island 
is the perfect Getaway. 
Package includes 
o c e a n v i e w 
accommodation, dinner 
and breakfast for $59.95 
pp dbl. Expires June 
30/02. Call 1-800-665- 
7 7 4 5 
www.capemudgeresort.bc,ca 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
Worldwi~le Selection. Era 
StromanSince 1979. Call 
Nowl Buyers call 1-800- 
613-7987. Sellers call 1- 
800-201 -0864.  
www.timesharelink.com. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
• util ities, cars & vans." 
Repo's, broken leases,~: 
heavy duty equipment. 
Take over payments.: 
Free. 'delivery, Call 
Lawrence Slccia BO'~ 
largest finance broker, 1'- 
800-993-3673, Vancouver 
604,327-6377, ";" 
, )• 
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m Having a ball 
BLUEBACKS SWIMMERS Marlee Cater and Evan Watson, both 11, get 
outside in the sunshine to do some dry land training with medicine balls. 
Both are preparing for the upcoming northwest regional championshipsl 
to be held in Terrace from May 24 to 26. JOANNA WONG PHOTO 
Three times lucky 
for track and field 
THREE TIMES was a charm for the 
young Terrace track and field athletes 
who shone at a mini meet held Wednes- 
day May 15 in Hazelton. 
Three athletes from the Terrace Track 
and Field association each won three first 
places. 
Robyn Cater won the bantam 100m 
sprint, long jump and triple jump; midget 
Victoria Johnson won the 1500rn long dis- 
tance race, shotput and discus throw and 
senior Jen Haynes won the 100m sprint as 
well as the long and triple jump. 
Coby Johnson nabbed both discus and 
shot in his throwing category. 
Other top finishes were Sovin Sihota, 
first in 100m, Jenny Elkins, first in 
1500m, Tristan Murray, first in 1500m 
and Lori Hales who came second in 400m 
and 1500m. 
The next meet is June 8 and 9. 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or 
you can e-mail us at 
standard@kermode, net 
June 1 
[] Terrace Drag Race 
Association's Test and 
Tune. Terrace airport, 
June 2 
[] Terrace Drag Race 
Association's King of the 
Hill. Terrace airpod. 
June 8 
[] WESCAR series stock 
car races at the Terrace 
Speedway. Call Ken at 
635-9060 for into. 
June 15 
[] Alcan 25th annual Half 
Marathon 5, 10 or 21 km 
routes. Kitimat. 
June 29 
[] Terrace Drag Race 
Association's Street Le- 
gals, Terrace airport. 
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DISPLAY CLASSIFIEDS TO LATE TO CLASSIFY 
~ ~  CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
The City of Terrace will receive tenders from quali- 
fied contractors for supply and installation of insula- 
tion and cladding to the Terrace Arena. Contract 
documents including tender forms may be picked 
up at the office of the Terrace Parks and Recreation 
Department in the Terrace Arena, 3320 Kalum 
Street between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm Monday to 
Friday. 
Tenders must be received no later than 3:00 pm, 
Wednesday, June 5, 2002 at: 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Sheet 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
ATTENTION: Director of Parks and Recreation 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
..BR,q'ISH CALLING FOK TENDERS F=,~'.~ 
LOLUMBIA 
Seated Tenders for the following Drilling and Blasting contracts will be received by the 
District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, #200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia. V8G 1LI, on the dates shown below: 
Contract: EO3-O1-gggB9 - Located: Sm,~ll Business South Ooerattno Areas. within 
the Kalum Forest District. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 9:00 a.m., June 14, 2002, at which time all tenders 
will be opened. 
Contract: E03.O2-gg999 - Located: Small Business North Ooeratino Areas. within 
the Kalum Forest District. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 9:00 a.m., June 21, 2002, at which time all tenders 
will be opened. 
Tenders are invited from qualified contractors only. A qualified contractor is one who 
has successfully completed v~ork of a similar size and nature within the past five years, 
and is in good standing with the Registrar of Companies and the Workers' 
Compensation Board. 
Contract packages may be viewed andtor obtained for a non-refundable fee of $25.00 
(including PST & GST) from Kalum Forest District Office, #200-5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia VBG 1 Lt. 
All inquiries should be directed to Brian Bailey, at the above address. Phone (250) 638. 
5117 or Fax (250) 638-5176. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid bond. This will be 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. In addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
pedormance bond and a labour & materials payment bond each in the amount of 50% 
Of the tendered price. . " : . : . 
A mandatory information meeting shall be conducted at ~ on 
Tenders will only be considered from prospective Contractors who have pro-registered 
and attended this meeting, The Contractor may name a Company Representative to 
attend on their behalf at time of registration. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and in the envelope supplied, No tender shall 
be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be accepted. 
This soliel!atlon is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the time. 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
• So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know, 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact he 8.C, 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B,C, 
newspapers, 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIl 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
F~x: 250-384-3346 
E-mail: council@bcpresscouncil.org 
Web: bcpresscoundl,org ,'.... 
NOTICE 
Woodlands Utilities Ltd wishes to advise 
their water system customers that a 
FLUSHING PROCEDURE 
will be carried out 
IN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. 
This procedure is necessary to remove any sediment 
that may be present in the water mains and to ensure 
the best possible water quality is maintained. During 
this procedure, water may appear colored or cloudy. 
You are advised to run the water until it clears. 
Your ongoing cooperation and understanding is 
appreciated, 
Gitsegukla Commztnin_/ Education 
Development Authorit~j Association 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
The village of Gitsegukla is located in north west- 
ern B.C, between S l i thers  and Terrace. The 
School Board is seeking a committed educational 
leader who will play an active role in the develop- 
ment of the school as a centre for success for the 
community's sLudents, the principal should be 
supportive of First Nations culture, as the tradi- 
tional language (Gitksenimx) and culture are 
important to the community and the school. The 
principal will be responsible for the supervision of 
approximately 10 staff working with Headstart to 
Grade Seven, and an Adult Education program. 
The new principal will be expected to have proven 
instructional leadership and supervision skills, be 
committed to community involvement, and have 
experience with school assessment, Part of the 
ass ignment would be teaching learning 
assistance. 
Salary will commensurate with local school 
districts. 
Applications may be forwarded by fax, email/or 
mail to: 
Fax: {250) 652-7889 
E-mail: nhughes@mac.corn 
Mail: Nell Hughes 
2905 - 1288 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4R3 
Closing date: Wednesday, May 29, 2002. 
Your future staffs here. 
Whatever your educational or career god, Nodhwest Community College is here to 
help you succeed. Take o closer look. 
Choose from a full range of courses including: 
• University Credit courses that con lead to your undergraduate degree 
• Career and College preporo'tion 
• Computer Technology 
• Trades trainlng 
• Business Technology including online learning options 
• Health & Human Services programs 
• Special programs unique to NWCO, Coastal Eco-Adventure Tourism, Coastal 
Integrated Resource Management, W!lderness Guiding, Forest Ecosystem Technology 
At NWCC we promise you personal attention, NORTHWEST 
smaller class sizes, cultural diversity and lower ~,:~ 
tuition fees, and a great college experience. ~,~k~i ~"~&~.~. '~COMMUNI l rY  COLLE~GE 
Take a c loser  look.  
The Terrace Standard is m 
.... OA J lD  
Tennis time 
www lerracestandard cam 
PEOPLE have been taking advantage of the warm :~%~;; 
weather by getting outside and soaking in the rays, ~ 
Above, David Fleming gets a little exercise and m m 
takes in a few rays. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. Check  out  our  s i te  o r  cal l  63R-7283 fo r  adver t i s ing  in fo rmat ion  
]dome SecuJqty 
Package. 
andS 2/t.95 for 24 hr 
only -1"/me, monitoring' ' 
Local People, Local Service 
Based on =z (3) ycar 36 month 24 hour monitoring agreement c $24.95 plus OST per monlh. At the end ef Ihe icrm you own the s?sfcm. OAC Only 
Prc~dr lg  
Secu~ty& Prcxe~on 
s i r~e 1818 
 Chubb 
• Systems 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
638-8321 
www, ch ubbsecurity, com 
i ( , 
